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.and ,Impersonal: Six Aesthetic Real..
ists,publisbed in April by Terrain
Gallery, 20 West 16th Street:, New . .
York. In the Autumn '57 NMQ,
Walter Leuba discussed the' poetic
Ts SEC01mANNVAL D. H. Law- work of Siegel, who wroteHQt After...
rence Summer Fellowship has been noons Have Been in Montana.
awax~ed to DougJas Nichols, of the
.
University ofColorado. Mr. Nichols Cm'FORD WOOD, NMQ's poetry
,is authofofa 6:zo-linepoem, (~e editor hom Autuntn '57 through the
Narrative of Johnny ,Appleseed," present number, is now gaIlopinghis
published in 1957 in the Italian mag· pegasus in less arid p3Stures,and we
azine, BottegheOscure. In '1956 he vote him deep thanks for a rough task
receivCd the Kenyon Review Fellow· smoothly perfonned. ~r. Wood's
ship inpoeb:y. Nichols has just com.. letters hom Warrensburg" Missouri,
" pleted a grOllP of poems" ('Opus with an Edwardian leer to their -car·
Bessiei( hom themes of the blues tOODS, have brightened out days like
,singer, B.essie Sl1lith. The Lawrence dandelions in the neighbor's lawn.
Fellowship, administered by a Uni·
versity of New Mexico committee
headed byE. W. Tedlock, Jr., offers
. tlte recipient a summer's residence at
tlte ,UniverSity's. Lawrence Ranch
Taos.

near

INSCAPE,

NO.1, 1959, isa new ve·

h,',.i,C,',,I"efo,'=',h,
,I" h,' ca,hOe"r, PO,etry, ~"t"ed h,'Y
, Elaine, • r, Fmnk Stuart, and E•.
W. Tedlock,' Jr. The first number
sbows'animpressivearmy of 1; poets,
.among them are Winfield Townley
Scott; Douglas Nichols, Ernest Krol1,
Ramona Martinez, Larry Ruben, and
Joseph Ferguson. Ins'cape is one dol· '
Jar for two issues, 1702 Vermont NE,
Albuquerque.
.
, (The purpose of controversy is to
have as many people .as, possible
right," says Eli SiegeIin his critical
preface ~o a book of poems, ,Personal

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol29/iss1/1
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He concludes his editorial contributions to the Quarterly ~th the com·
pelting group of poems byPlmJp
LEGLER,' beginning on page 34- "

.

THE GALLlNASPuss, Montezuma, .
New Mexico, is producing'The Art,.
ist'sMiscellany," a series of spirited'
broch~resfeaturiDgblack-and-white

prints and poetry~ Contributing to
the s~ccess of the leaflets have been
Ray Drew, Ruth Lawrence, Lin and
Peter Cafr.
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IJolongt:t .
-go'Wta~i

EllN..\FEllGtJ'SSON

---OurModemlndians:
IncIiaJ1s aremanypeopl~. Founainev~statejr(theUnion,lndial1S .
areforestpeople,phins people,c peopl~ottheswamp$ancl~erg1ad~.,
oftbemowynorthand the'aridSouthwest. Andtheybavedeve!opeda
wide variety of cultureswhicharetbe pnxtucts of these dUferent' bae~ .
. grQunds,different histories, andawiderangeofendoWJDents._~oWa11of a sudden--for IndiaIl$were.dec1ared.fullcitizensof the,· United
-States only in 1924-within onegenetation theyare expected to adjUst.
th~elves as citizens ina'na~onwhichishavingttiflicl1Uyill111ating its own adjusbnent in a rapidlychaDgingworld. Indians int]Ussitualion face an. ttnparalleled dilemma. The oldest Americans' ~eir problem is in many ways that of the mostrecentimmigtants for they;n:e
-aliens in appearance, langUage, religion andilIconceptsofgPvcrnment.
They lookmce foreigners as -we see them in their.natural habitat,. in
their tribal dress, practicing-theitancestndreligious ritestAIl-thisis
true invaIying degrees throughout the United -States,bufwe in New
Mexico have in three Indian-peoples examples of what all American
Indians must .face and how they are facing it. These are the Pueblos,
- the Navajos, and the APaches. .
. - ._
All across the continent the whiteman's advance has pUShed IndiallS
back onto poorer and. poorer lands. Aninterestingex~tiollto ,this- .
perhaps the only one-is the case o£ out Pueblo Indians whose lands
were gianted to them ~ythe Spanish empire after the conquest. These
Bom in New Mexico of a pion~ family, ErnaFergusso~ baswrittenrnore .

than a dozen boob on the SouthwesiandLatin AJper1ca.Sbc bas been a

good andknowl~blelriend of theIndians fOlmanyyeazt. l:{er'volume.
on Indian, ceremoniaIs,uDancingGocls," was xeprin.te412styearbytbff
University of New Mexico Press. Thesub$faDce of tJdsmic~e was originaIly presented by Miss Fergusson onlu1y28, ~958, intbesedf:$ of
Lectures UndeJ; tbeStars onfbc UniversityoE NtwMexicocamplJs.
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grants wereconfinned by the United States Government after Uncle
. Sam took over in the middle of the nineteenth century. This had the
eUraOl'dinaIyresuIt that the Pueblo Indians still own some of the best
land in the middle Rio Grande Valley. Navajos and Apacltes did not
fare so we1l1 especially the Navajos who. were placed ona 'reservation
that lacks enough water to supPort a decent standard of living. So they
...Myefaced almost insuperab,le difficulties in the bas~c matter of just
k~ing alive~ Moreover these NewMexicotJ;1DeS,. ~e all Indians
throughout the"Americas have faced one overwhelming problem that
bas plagued. them ever since the white man fir.st took note of them.
."
This problem is thewhite man himself. ..
The white man1 the European, wherever he goes,. presents an appal1ingproblem to every people he encounters~ This ~. due tocer·
tainpecuIiarities which the whiteman exhibits generally, especially
in his relationships with alien peoples.' ThesepecuIiarities maybe
summed.up i~ one word. Rightness. The white man is always right.
His govemmenty his religion, his customs are not only the right, ~ut
theonlyrighhvay ofdoing things. So he sees it as his...God.giv~ destiny
to force his way, down to the most trivial button and'haircut, upon
every pepple he meets. The American Indian, from eoistto c~ Juts
met. this chameter as conqueror, converter, land-grabber1 and dogooder; in government, in organization, and asindividual~ whose ef·
fect>on the Indian h_as varied from downright evil to pretty good. It is
certainly true that the best white men have uniformly acted from the
noblest. possible motives; doing what they considered best for the
Indian..Even this best has often brought hardship to the Indian because of certain errors in approach which hamper the white man's ~
intentioned efforts.
The white man's basic error, which has colored much evil .he has
WI.o. ugh~ comes
... down to ~is. ~c~of respect.for ~ople. he has c~. sideredsavages. At worst this attitridekhas. resulted m our governnt~t's
very bad record of breaking treatieS entered i~tain good faith and
hono@bly kept by the,so-called savages but disregarded by people con~
sidering themselves superior. At best, lack of respect'leads to rigidity
of mind and methods and a tendency toinove too fast. Why delay in
Diakingtheright prevail? Consequently the white man has consistently
failed to think his programs through to their uItimateeffect .()n the
Indian. There are dozens of examples of this. Destruction of the Indians'ancient religions has led to a deep distrust of the white man and
to ~e loss of fine cultural values which might have enriched the white .'
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man's civilization. Breaking 'up reseivationsandgivingland tolndiani
in fee simple has often resulted in permittingunscrupqlous, whites to
trick ignorant or ill~dvised Indians out of lands Jtddfotthem in ~
thus lowering their dignity as tribes, theitsecurity~ individuals. R~'
ducing Hocks to Save grazing lands, while good in theory, hasoff:en
deprived families oftheir sole soul'Ceof livelihood. t]rgittglndians to
Jnove into cities when they are unprepared to cope With Ui4ustriallife
has. often forced therointothe lowesteconoJni¢class~t1nderpaidoron
relief. New Mexico's histoty is dotted witbinstances ofthese basic.
errors U-t. thewhiteman'sapptaaclt.
The sixteenth ceqturySpanish conquerors saW.· the IndiaIlS;I$-silvages, whom they defeated forthenoble.purposeofbringID~tbem :ioto .
the sacred realm ofChristiancivilit.ation.SiuPlarmotives- prevailed
whe~ the American army under Kit Carson defeated the Nawjos,iQ' .
lS64 and when the last Apacbe bands were finally rounded up abOut
1900 by young offieerswho were todero()llStIateinFraricein1918how
mucbstrategy they badleamedfromtbeApaches. _ __
_.
Conquerors were in every case aecompanied by Inissionades.Spain's
. Franciscan friars, marching with the conquerol'$,' Qireci:eettbeJndians
in the building of Catholic missions.-The -United -States;pJ:eac1ting
, freed()m of religion, opened thedoort~)many Protesfantdenominations whose missionaries med, tatum"Catholic' Indians'intQ'Protestants. An old Navajo sUIpDledit up: 'ccr,['()()many]esuses." Alldnot1ong
ago the Rio Grande Pueblos were being offered salvation bY',lDiSSion..
aries of eleven diHerentdenominatioJl$;In~nsbaveasa rulea~.
new faiths whilecontilluing'to worsbipin· their' own way.Aii. old
Apache once said: ''There,are many traUs to the mountain." Aconple
of centuries before the Constitution of the UnitedSmtesguaranteed
freedom of religion, ,a Hopi Indian explained toaconquering Spaniard
that his pe<>ple asked only to follow their own beliefs. This right was
to be denied even by'the United States Government·wbiehconsttued
freedom ofreligioll in Indian schools as permitting'everyIndian child
his choice of Christian churcbeS.
An interestingte$tofthefreedomof religion tenet is posed by the
Native American Church, founded in J,9J,SbyQIdahoma,Indiallsand .
now organized and active inelevell westemstates. Itstems from the
. peyote cult ofcertain Mexican Indiansai)d inv()lves~g peyote, the
button of 'a cactus wbicb contains mescaline and produees haUucina- '.
tions with marvelous coloreffects.l'bere have been 'many efforts to . '
outlaw the qse of peyote a:ndto suppress the Native American Church.
I
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Butcbemieal analyses. have established that peyote is nota narcotic, is
npt habit fonning or otherwise deleterious. ItS immediate effect seems
good and the cult mayhelp in solving the problem of drunkenness as
peyote takers do not drink. Otherwise the Native Ame~can Church
teaches a broad monotheism not unlike' Unitarian beliefs. Indians are
quoted as saying: 44Christ is fotwhite men; peyote for Indians."
Mer considera~lecontroversythe New Mexico, State Legislature, in March ofthis year, passed a bill legalizing the use of peyote for religious
purposes.
.
More. Iilce conquerors than miSsioriaries, though with different
weapons,. have-been the land grabbers~:They too have justified'themSelves as acting from the best possible motives~ .Isn't it best for good
lands to belong to white men who can farm them properly? Laws -have
even helped. in puttipg Indian landS into white men's hands. A law of '
1887 gavesntall parcels of lands to Indians in the hope of hastening
.acculturation. But theres1Jlt was that ignorant Indians soon-sold or
lost their land to white men who understood the laws better. This law
is still sometimes invoked with unfortunate results. Some encroachments have been innocent, as when descendants of Spanish colonials
were found living peacefully on Pueblo land grants. Many such cases
, were due tolionest errors in surveying' land or recording sales.
i These Pueblo lands cases resulted in the formation of the New
Menco Associa-tioDon Indian Affairs when$enator Bursum of New'
/ - Mexico introduced a bill in Congress which tendedto favor the white
(and voting) contestants. The bill-was defeated and a Pueblo- Lands
Board established which held long hearings and finally rendered de'cisions generally considered -fair. The New Mexico Association haS
continued to give more than thirty years of sound aid t9 Indians by
providing lawYeIs, nurses, offeririg guidance in organization, in appear.ances before Congressional committees, in work with men in militaiy
service and veterans, in a youth association, and in many other ways. .
Certain4merican~ had long tried to help Indians in vari.ous ways,
in~vidually or in organizations. Some of them were Indian agents like
John Clum, Apache agent in Arizona who could distinguish so well
,between,good Indians and bad Indians that he enlisted many Apache
SC()uts in a force that actually brought about the defeat of the Apache
Chief Geronin;1o. Leo Crane of Albuquerque as SuPeriDtendent of the
Pueblos, stood out manfully for the rights of the Indians in his district.
Chester Farris, working with different tn'bes won the confidence and
L

,
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friendship of Indiabs wherever h~rwent:. Many~tlie~Indianag~ntsantl'
}superintendents have fought for • Indians' ·tights >against misguide(}()r
predatorywhites. The IndUUts,h4ve had many unofijc:iaI 'friends~$Ql1le
,of whom have left theitown,records,oIbeenhonored byo~erS.Un
fonunatelythere have aIsobeenindividlmlswhohaveus~.the·woes
of Indians. to publicize or 'evenenricli themselveS. OrganizationS•. to
help and protect the Indians have been more genera1lysuccess,fu1.The
~liest were, not ~urp~ingly,established by 'Quakers .asmuellas, a
.
'
'
,
,"
.'
.'. > '
centuryago.
The most effective organization worldngona ·nation~widebasis is. .
the American Associationon Indian Affairs, headedbyOliver La F~ge,
novelis~ anthropologist,.and student of Indians and theirltistotY~<This
AssQCiation has entered manya legal battle loprotect individualln..
dians or whole trlbes. R~ntly.!thas beenc:onduc6ngan ac6veca.Ill'"
paignagainst theapparertt tendenCY··Qf the U•. S. Indian Bureau to
permit white men to purchase Indian triballandS witliout giving the,
IndianSthemstchanceto buy.
The tribes involved in this disptltearep14ymga large and very in..
telligentpart in it, a situation thathigltIightsobrigtlvenl1Dent'stadically
changed attitude toward Indians and theirstafus.Conqueredassa~ges,
they were placed on reservations as;,theresponsibility ifnotlbe wards
of the,.government. Decisions were made for them, education was
handed to them, their property was controlled by governnienf agents,
they were treated like incompetents.1'henas broadmindedpeople.o'l>
served Indians in action, noted· their ability tograspeveI} 4 'complicated legalproblem, their dignity and skiUin presentingtheit,caseeven
before a Congressional committee, a world~shakingidea: Was bOJD. 'Why
not ask the Indians? Why not discuss their problems and their possible
solutions with these intelligent, people?' So, in 192-f,tfie All' Pueblo
Council.was formed·in New Mexico as one of the best~ic;leeffects of
the defeat of the Bursum Bill.
',. ,;~:,., , ,
Since time immemorial-.;.long before the arrivalofthe'&stSp.aniatds,
the pueblos had existed as self-governing, independent city-states. They
were ~ed nations in'the earliest documents, they signed treaties With
, both Spain and the United States. Individual pueblos were lightly r~
latOO by the several Ihnguages they"stilL~"';';'Tiwa,Tewa,Keres""but
Spanish was their first lingua franCa as Eiiglishjsnow. The All Pueblo
Council is informal but effective. It meets regularly, has an elected
president, keeps careful records, and is weUinformed ;about all federal
and state laws that affect Pueblo life.
L
I
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Organizing Navajos was· not so easy as. there was no precedent fora
union; of the many wandering bands. But in 1930 the NaVajo TnDal
Caunm wasor~ under a thoroughly modem constitution. This
body of seventy-two elected men and women meets regularly, hears:reports from,its many committees, and takes action. Above all, the
.Coun(~il decides how ~o use .its wealth which isconsid~rable nOw that
both oil and uranium have been discovered on the N~\'3jo Reservation~
The.Apaches have no over-aUgoveming body~ though Apaches on the
several resqvations in Arizona and New Mexico are organized under
.electedofficials and a~ very effectively.
1'begreat questipn remains: lIoware these Indians adapting to the

mOdern world as individuals and as groups? How much ,can ~ey·do
for themselves? How much gUidance from the white man do· they ,
need? Thereplies depend uponwho answers, what Indians are in mind"
and above all what period-.one is talking about., The Indian scene ~

t

,

chlUlgingso fast that what applied atthe ~nd of World War I is not at .
a,lltrue today; even conditionS that existed when Indian Grs. came,
bomeinl945 are altogether different in 1958. But some generalizations
caube·made.
Indians are young people~ Over So percent of them are under twenty
yeatS of age. These young people are, beingforcedint() modem life by
many ofthe sante pressures that '£fect. the young white man. Their
lands'are inadequate to support a growing popuIationf they can earn
more in industry than asfatmers; they long to better their living COnditions and to see their children advance. ButthJtt also feel the pull of
their inherited traditions which involve. religious beliefs and tribal
customs.
This paradox is sharply evident among the Puebl()s whose. young
men are Walling in Albuquerque and Santa Fe as mechanics, at Los
AlaDtOS as trained technicians in many lines; quite a few have gon~into
trad~seIling Indian crafts and even making a business of Indian songs
and dances.
1hereare nineteen pueblos in New Mexico and riaturcillt they differ
.many.. tepft1s •. people always differ even in fairly homogeneous
.~ But·"'''~ similarities to make possible a considemtioI'lof tMr.e'im ,p.~ •• whole. TIaditiona1ly their governments .
were. . . . . ~cw~,dominated byshamans,genera1ly old men
. .......A5;i ~ho~. (Jf1QCQ;andQf nature and the importance of .
~...;~ at'fi --.e' •.harmony. This··lies ~ck of the Pueblo

in

.
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saying: "If our hettts arerigbt, the,nlinwiUco:mer Such l~d~.are
natura1IyinBuentialeven in the selection.of elected officia1sas.WCU as

in every detail of individuallife.Theextentofthispdest1y~ontroland

of the younger people's struggle against itlargelydetenliinesfli~ .status
ofa pueblo3S conservativeorprogressive.
"
'... ,"', '
Taos,geI)erallyconsideredone .0£ the most 'consenrativepueblos,
with a population of 1,:UO, has heldoutagaill$t electricity,te1ephones,
a water system oranyfonnofsanitation.' WomenstiUdiptheitwater
picturesquely but laboriol,lSIyfromPuebloCreek. .A1Liboysmustbe
initiated ,into tribal organizations at age eighteen and,undergQa.year
and a half of training, and the month of A11gust remains a sacred time '
when no wheel turns, in the pueplo and ,the people go to their sacred
Blue Lake under Pueblo Peak for secret ceiemonies. 1311t muCbof this
,is breaking down" A blacktop road,buiIt'withstatefund$,willcoDnect
the pueblo with the state in more ways than-one. Children attend the
pueblo day school and many goon to highscnoolinSaJ;lta Fe. '
Santo Domingo, the largest of the Rio Grande pueblos, is~onserva
tive, but it is the site of the meetings of the All PiJ.eblo Council, its
People trade widely with other JndiansandWithwhjtes;iIulgy oftltetn
live and work in Santa Fe and Albuquerque, alid intennarriagewitb
,other pueblos is not unusual The Council, though genera1IycoDservative,,~ often persuaded by younger mentoapprovepl'ogressiYe ri1eas~
ures. They soon saw the advantage of having theitchildreneducated
along with white childrenmpublicschooIsand ~ngave pueblo land
for the building of a county junior high school which of course serves
all thechildren of thearea.
'
,ThiS school integration program is based on an Act of Co~gressof
1936 (Johnson-Q'Malley Act) which provides1l1oneytoassistin-edu..
cation of' Indi;m chiIdr~n living on lndian-owned .and 'tax:..ft'ee land.
New Mexico could not afford to take advantage of thiS Iawuntil 19,51 '
because most Indians lived in districts too poor to finance the addi..
tional schoo] buildings required. But after 1951, .a program was under,taken at the request of the Pue1;>~os.Everypueblo voted to enter its
children in the publicschoo]sas did both Navajos and Apaches. The
program has on the whole gone smoothly, thoughit.haSbeen found
advisable to make special provision for helping .·lndianchildrento
leamand touseEngIish~
,
.
, An interesting example of the· Indian's reaction to tbisprogram is .
offered bySanto Domfugo Pueblo. Its Governorand Council cooperate
fully with the authorities of the BemaIilIo High School wh~ch their
,

'
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dUJdren attend;
but they have theitreservations too. TItey have set up
, certain·stand;uds which might be worth theconsidetcltionofsome .
white parents:. Santo' Domingo children axe in ~hooI, the elders say,
to learn and Dot topJay: They aI'e not allowed togo downtown during
lunchperlodor\after school. They are pennitted to take partin sports'
and soclalaffairs, but when they do theyaI'e chaperoned. by Pueblo.
'eldet$. The bus driver, a s1d1led silversmith who volunteers his time,
collects the children in the pueblo every morning, keeps an ,eye on
them aU day and rounds them up to. go home in the afternoon. Santo
Domingo officials back up and stand ready to assist schooldiscipline at
all,tUnes but seem to have some doubt of itsefficaey. They disapprove
of much they see white children do: promiscuous dating and dancin&
banging aI'ound in soft drink parloISwhich are suspected of selling
.bard liquor, and even marij,~na under the counteriWhether this·is
trueotnot, it is what tbei:lders think and what thei~ propose to guaxd
theirchildren,against.· •.
'. "":tJ- -,~:,.,,-~ .
Taos and Santo DODl1ngo illustrate the conservative attitude found
to some degree in all pueblos. They value their old beliefs and customs .'
and hope to preserve as much as they can of the old ways. But they all
adopt some modem ways. Even the most conservative pueblos use
farm machinery, many younger men own pick-up trucks or touring
eatS, many put in water pipes'and electric wires as soon as they can.
Five pueblos have worked out long range plans to meet such ~eeds
as the properhandling of natural resources, including the human. They
have consUlted experts in land management, in education, health, and
law and order. They work through committees andhU:e exaertsas
needed. They began with lawyers. who helped them set up their governntents and prepare appeals to Congress; they have gone on to we
engineers,·agriculturists, and even business organizers and researchers.
They seem to have adopted the business tycoon's dictum: ''You can
always hire brains."
.
'
, Isleta,thitteen. miles south of Albuquerque,. is ~n exce~ent example
oithe progressive pueblo and of people who began early to ~ for
themselves. During the 193ds, when New Mexico was suff~g from
drought as well as depression, the federal government bought thousands of monound cattle and gave them to tl;1e pueblos as food. Dick
Abeyta, a man with a long view, proposed that instead ofsIaughtering
those animals, the pueblo should pasture them OD: their irrigated valley
.lands, acquire sOIne good bulls, and breed up a herd. This appealed to
the sound sense ofthe Council and to the Indian's basic respect for the
!
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ways of nature. So it was done, and ~sletanowownsag()()(;1.iherd#$weU

as productive farmlands. Many individlla1Isletansn()wwor~inmany
trades iuAlbuquerque,be1ongto unions (IsIeiansare said tQd0Jninate '
the painters union) and·workashighly muned technicians in the
atomic center~ Many of these prefer to commutetotheirad.o~Isleta
home, n~w equippedwithalhnodernconvemences.
'..... .. ,. .. ,.'
Santa Clara and8an"Ildefonso are so near
A!atnri$tbatJllany'of
their men work in that atomic city,llOtowy as laborers, but manY of
them,as skilled technicians. This brings money intofbepueblos.a.nd
. also ideas. Santa Clatais developing the ancient Pueblo. of FI1y6as a
tourist attraction 'Yher~a Pueblogqide willtalkaboufltis anceSfol'$ and
theireultureandincidentallyseethatwhitevisitoxs'arC}1c:eptinJine•
. satrUdefonso wisely develops its distinctive black pottery which has
brought fame to the pueblo and foreign decorationsto>cettainpotters
such as .Marla MartInez whose nameisaswellkuowrLas 1lIly:m New
Mexico. Herson has a crafts shop. Many young San Ddefog$oshave '
gone off to distanfschoolsandcolleges. Communityeffortsmcludea
black~op road, repair of fences, building of a recreation center, andxebuilclipgthe church which had been allowed to fall into mms'by.
predominantlywhitecongregation.
'

Los

the

Laguna Pueblo,'forty miles west ofAlbuquerque, has If?ngranked,as
a progressive pueblo. As long ago as the eighties, when. raiJroadtracIcs
were being laid along the routethatlaterb¢unethe Santa Fe,. the
Laguna Council made a deal with the Atlantic and P.acific lWlway
that assured .Laguna men work on the railroad. Consequently Lagunas
are found. all along the Santa Fe from eastem Kansas to California and. '.
Lagunas have been educated inmany:states.as far eaStas Car~Ie,~elUi-ll
sylvania. But recently Laguna, which comprisessjxvillages witltsome
3,65° inhabitantS, h~ been dramatically pitcnedintotbe>future. In
1955 ufanium was discovered on Laguna land andlatgecompa.nies
rushed in seeking leases. The Council, Iepresentingall six villages,
realized that they needed help; several of themspokenoP:nglisll. So
they appointed a Finance and Planning. COIJlDlittee 'offourteen.
younger men all of whoni spoke good English and had hadeXperienee
in the whiteman's world.
This committee headed by Ulysses.Paisano, an~ployee of the U. S.
Bureau of.Indian Affairs, made a au-eful study of.the,bids offered:and
with the advice of th~ tribal attorneys-Paul A.Larrozolo ~of ,AlbUquerque and Richard Shifterof W~hington, made a.fiveyearcontract
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with. the Anaconda Copper Mining Company with privilege of renewal. The Company also agreed to hite Lagunas for all jobs theY
could fill and to train ~gunas in many techniques. Laguna was nOw
assured . of an income of approximately One million dollars a year.
Naturally, with all that 11lqney in sight there, was much pressure for a
per capita d!stn"bution of funds. But the Council~ .advised by the committee, . steadfaStly .refused immediate 'distribution, though it ear..
, marked about one million dollars for possible later distribution with
the proviso that ,any money allotted to children under sixteen should
beheld in trost for theireducation.
This windfall naturally brought up the question of who is a"Laguna.
People who had shown no intetest when the pueblo-was poor now
advanced .strong claims' to being Lagunas. So it was decided to base
membership in the'tribe ona roll of Lagunas prepared in 1940 and
used as the basis for voting on a new constitution adopted in that year.
To take care of Lagunas who had married out, children with one
L.aguna parent were eligible. Then. came a. further quesOqn. How about_
youngsters born,tsay in Oennany or]apan? (Laguna OI's had served
around the world.) So a neat little phrase was added.. Any~y born
"in wedlock" of one parent who figured in that 194() roll is accepted
as a Laguna. In the years since this ruling has been adopted over 5,000
applications for membership havebeen r~ved; about 3,200 have been
approved.
The Finance and Planning CODlIriittee, looking far ahead, set up a
long-range pIan. They recommended that aU royalties should be.in- ..
.vested. in interest-bearing bonds, stocks, and securities and only that .
,income be used for current needs. Every point had to be made clear to
every council m~ber; a man might not Know English, but he would
vote for nothing h~ did not understand. Asked how he met this diffi, ~lty, Mr. Paisano Smiled: "I drew pictures." And'he showed a sketch
of a pile of dollars, spouting an income to be caught in boxes labelled
govemmentbonds, corporate bonds, mutual trust companiest savingS,
and. real estate and other ,investments~ Below this is a box labeled
"earnings from investments." This growing capital had topped' six
million dollars in 1958, five years after the discovery of uranium on
Laguna land. Mr. Paisano'schart shows streams of money flowing into
current expenses listed as "per capita distribution, dividends etc., education aid; improvements, including a tribal building; sanitation, domestic watert etc.; social mdt loans, welfare; operational expenses."
Anybody could understand.this, and building capital appealed to the
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canny good senseo£the oldleader.s. One of them made his· own verbal
sketch. "It gIowslikea snowball," hesaid.
Individual Lagunast while their leadetsaresafeguardingtheirfufure,
are doing weUwith plenty of wage work in the uranium. field to supplement their traditional eamingsfiom stock-raising and wages On the .
railroad and in many towns. They are buying farm machin~ty,trueks, ,
and cars and improving their homeS With plumbing wberepossible and
with electricity.for light, power,andmanyhouseholdaids.. A1l this has
. probably conbibuted to Laguna's claim to the. best healthtecordof '
any pueblo. Dr. Job~ Cobb of the .U. S. Public Health ,Service said:
. "It may be better than that of any town of its size in the state."
A beautiful·c~vic center, planned by ~n Albuquerque arcbitect, its
charmingly into the old hillside pueblo whose dusty white bousesrise
to the dusty whitemissiOJ:lchurchagaiDst the deep. blue $ky~ Their ,
new bitildingwiU house oftices forthegovemot,secretaryandtteasurer,
an assembly hall, a smallmuseumt and ~4alaw 'andordcr office."the .
Laguna leaders hope to organkeatribalco1J.ttwitbajudge and police
officers appointed by the Council tohandleall~ minor' vi()lations.
Se~()us offenses:willgototbe federalc()uttS. '
Lagunas dream()f havingtheil'oWn professional men and women as
leaders and to~at end have set upscholarshipsfor'highschools,'college, and professional schools. They ·haV'e a bacldogof collegegraduates as Lagunas have attended the University of New Mexico{oryeus
as well as other agricultural, business, and technical schools.
As the committee worked along .they felt the need of so many
a~en?ments to the constitution that theyrecommendedjanewC<!nstitution. Some Council members demurred, but were won ovet Wlth
pictures of a 1922 Ford alongside a modem model, and the committee
was ordered to draft a neW constitution which was submitted:to.the
voters on October 8,1958. Moretban68percent of the .qualified
voters went to the polls and-the constitution was'adopted byovet1)O
percent ofthe voters.
Important changes in the new constitution included fhedeletion of
the word 4Imale'~ in voter qualificati<;>ns.· AIl Lagunas overeighteeri
yeal'S ofage may nowvote and hold office regardless of sex.. Or location..
There are cOlonies. of Lagunas in .Albuquerque· ahdGallup"New
MeXico; Winslow, Arizona;, and Barstow and Richmond, California
where polling places are set up "as needed: The largestoff-l'eserwtion
colony in Albuquerque numbers 1;5;'~; pel'centofthelll Own their
own homes and all live well. Individuals scattered 'throughout many
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states may vote tht:ough absentee ballots. The Laguna Pueblo Councilhas· lceptin touch with all these colonies, which resulfedfrom that
earlycontraet .with the railroad; by making them. yearly visits. One.
coUllCiIman said; "We must water the seeds wepIanted long ago so
tbey.'wmbearflowers."
..
.
The -new Constitution included administrative and procedural
cbanges.A monthly financial statement is now required and a yearly
..audit of the books. Thetieasurer is bOnded and ev.erycheck signed -by
hint must be countersigned by the'governor. Any expenditure of more
than one hundred. dollars must beapproved by the CQuncil.The Council has approved a recommendation oftheFinance 3:Dd Planning Com..
· mittee for the hiring of an executiYe secretary or business manager to '_
be salaried and bonded. Laguna promises to be as Dusinesslike as any
corporation. ~_
The story of the Lagunas is most spectacular because they are rich,
but an .;the New Mexico pueblO! progress, though at varying rates of
speed. due largely to the reluctance of the elders to see their ancient
standards, beliefs, and customs violated by new ways, and always to
their underlying distrust of the white. ~n w~ohas-as we must admit
.....betrayed them so often~ This is especially true in the matter of voting.
Many ~ueblo people hesitate to use their voting privilege, fearing this
too.wilI prove only another white man's weapon to be u$ed .against
them. Some old men state this frankly; others show it only by a wary
look. in the eyes and by the fact that they do not register or vote.
Nabn'ally younger men are. quicker to use the ballot, but even they
-hesitate. Friends of the Indians who are urging theJIl to talce advantage
ofthi:s. basieright of citizens find that the best way to reach .them is on
the lOcallevelapd in regard to schools.. Indians see the point to having'
· fri~ds on the lconnfyschool boards; a few young men are actually
". running for the county school board. Only time will show what the
results will be when pOliticians begint1to go seriously after the Indian
vote.
.
The Apaches, toughest Indian waniorsand the .last tribes to be
defeated~ have been placed on two reservations in Amona and. two in
· New Mexico. All of theSe include good tim~rlands, good grasslands;
aIldsome arable valleys. Apaches do well asstockDlen, ride in rodeos
with the best, and ~eit cattleta1ce prizes at state fairs. They also have
gOOdinCODles from; their timberland which they manage well. But
Apaches havemoremodem ~deas aswell.-
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The Mescaleros in east-central New Mexico, who are the descendants
of Geronimo's fierce band, are cashing in ,on theirreservation;$ good
position as a stopover for tourists between the Carlsbad ,Cavemsand
santa Fe. They engaged the Stanford Research Institute to help them
plan, and on their advice have set up a civic center to handle tourists
as well as tribal affairs. Handsome buildings house administratnre offices along with'a motel, a restauran~ and a curio shop for 'the sale of
traditional headwork and leatherwork. These projects have not always
been successfully handled as old Apache traditions sometimes ron
counter to sound business practices.
The Jicari11a Apaches in northcentral New Mexico are the luckiest
Apaches, for gas has been found on their reservation and several pipelines bring them an excellent income which their governing council
handles well.
Recehtly the JicarilIa Council sent a committee of four men to the
University of New Mexico to ask advice about setting up scholarships.
They had one million'dollars to invest in what they proposed to call
the Chester A. Farris Scholarships, in honor of the agent they still .
revere. Professors, duly impressed, gave sound advice; but the fact that
made newspaper headlines was that each Apache, asked to spell out his
name, offered his visiting card with his name, his office, his home and
business address, and his telephone num~r.
The Nawjo tribe, the largest and now the richest in the United
States, has grown in less than a century from 15,000 to nearly <)0,000
people living on a reservation about the size of West Virginia. Its
largest area is in Arizona, but it includes small areas in Utah and Colorado and a larger one in New Mexico, thus giving the Navajos the Four
Comers, the only spot in the United States where four states meet. '
Most of New Mexico's 30,000 Navajos live outside the reservation in
an area known variously as the Checkerboard Area, Grazing District
NO.7, or the Eastern Navajo Country. This lies west of Albuquerque
on both sides of Highway 66 and extends from the Ri~ Puerco to the
Arizona border and from the San Juan River on the neItlt,to the Zufii
reservation on the south. This area has its own problems because
ownership forms a veritable checkerboard of allotments to individual
Navajos, privately-owned land, railroad land, public domain, and
federal lands controlled by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. .
The Navajo Reservation, considered such a hopelessly arid land,
began to ~out oil about a generation ago, and the tribe', wealth was
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greatly augmented again in 19,3 when a Navajo discovere4 uranium in
the Checkerboard on Santa Fe Railway land. Since then vast\1I3Dium
deposits have been found on the Reservation. And the end is not yet.
Mining companies continue to explore the region, its outlet town of
Farmington glows boomingly, and the Navajo Council meets regularly to consider what to do with its amazing wealth. Maurice McCabe,
Executive Secretary of the Council has said: "We Navajos have always
been thieves; we have always stolen whatever·we wanted; so now we
are taking ideas as fast as we can use them."
Some advanced ideas have been put into effect at Window Rock, a
great red sandstone windowed butte which is the Navajo capital....
There the Navajo Tribal Council meets, and the Chairman of the
Council, presently Paul Jones, has his office. The Remington Rand
Company was hired to set up the tribal offices with all needed equipment, and there trained Navajo stenographers, filing clerks and bookkeepers handle bariks of fi1ing cases and card catalogt,Ies. A record is
kept of every Navajo who has needed any service in health, education,
welfare, employment, recreation, or help in the management of mar-,
keting his herds, flocks, or. handicrafts. An annual fair is held at
Window Rock which brings together not only thousands of Navajos,
but a1m9st as many whites and Indians of other tribes who have business with this tribe which now owns and operates lumber mills and a
coal mine. The tribe is encouraging industry to settle on the edge of
Navajo country. The civic tenter includes a radio station and plans
-are made for a large auditorium where they propose a winter season.of
concerts, ballets, and theatrical productions. Paul Jones, Council
Chairman, said: "We are going to invite Gallup people to our productions as they have no auditorium of their own." So the modem Indian
is reaching out to share his advantages with his less favored white
neighbors.
,
Programs of industrial development began before the great uranium
development with sums borrowed from the federal government, but
now the tribe is afBuent enough to finance its own industries which
include several trading posts, tribal motels, and several housing developments that have survived a period of experimentation. Generally
more successful have been efforts to cooperate with industry in towns
that can ~ire N~vajo labor and in efforts to train and place Navajo
'workers. .
A revealing instance of Navajo adaptability was reported by Mr.
George Bullock, a Boy Scout·executive who hoped to establish a Scout
0
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training center somewhere on the Reservation and, in time,. cover it
with Scout clubs. Mr. Bullock outlined his plan to Chairman Jones.
"Let's go look at the Reservation," said Mr. Jones, and forthwith
called an airplane from Farmington. Within an hour the two men
were sailing over deserts with towering red upthrusts here and there,
the fabulous Monument Valley with unequalled natural sculpture,
remote canyons where prehistoric ruins were hidden, dark green forests
of pointed pine. Mr. Bullock suggested that such forests might be used
for training in forestry and land management; ruins would be fine for
archaeological studies and for studies in ancient lore directed by medicine men. He pointed out other spots as likely for training in woodcraft; and neither man thought it funny that white men should be
,teaching Indians to live outdoors. As they talked, back in. the office,
Mr. Bullock said: "Now which kind of a center would be best, and
how much money can the tribe appropriatet'
uOh," said Chairman Jones, "I thought we might set up all the
centers you propose. Would one million dollars be enough? That is,
minus ninety thousand which We need to fence in Monument Valley
as a recreation area."
Such people natmally have a broad and well-financed educational
plan looking toward the final goal of producing Navajos fully adapted
to modern life, including their own professionals to lead and direct the
tribal business. The tribal budget for fiscal 1958 called for the expenditure of twelve million dollars of which five million was for education>
The purpose is to keep every Navajo child in school, well fed, well
clothed, and fully supplied with all he needs to help him absorb all
the education he can. For those who can progress beyond grade school
the tribe offers a series of high school, college, aDd professional scholarships. Navajo children average well in school; their only handicaplack of English-is being overcome by the special language training
being offered in the public schools.
Health, so closely tied in with education is being rapidly improved
on the Reservation, where modem medicine is reducing the incidence
of the great scourges of tuberculosis and trachoma. Part of this happy
result is due to a clever move on the part of Dr. Estella Ford Warner,
a U. S. Public Health officer lent to the Indian Bureau back in the
thirties. When a new hospital was to be dedicated at Ft. Defiance, Dr.
Warner invited all the medicine men to attend. -What she said that
day went far to offset centuries of lack of respect. She explained that
the government was putting up this hospital where white doctors
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would use their skills, but that the ancient skills of medicine men were
needed too; she in!!ted them to cooperate in healing. This was not all
basel~ palaver; the medicine men practice much sound therap.y in the
wayoE massage, bone setting, above all in arousing trust in the patient
Medicine men have also come to trust non-Indian physicians. Dr. John
Cobb of the U. S. Public Health Service, consultant in maternal and
child health for the Indian Service, says: "l doubt if there is a medicine
man on the reservation who would not refer to the hospital any infectious disease he recognized, especially tubercq1osis."
, Another important factor in the improving of health conditions
'among the Navajos is a Navajo woman. Anna Wauneka, a daughter
of the honored old chief Chee Dodge, is a Council member who'heads
'the Health Committee and acts also on the U. S. Public Health J\dvisory Committee. When Anna Wauneka gets on the radio to spread
useful information in both Navajo and English, she is heeded. Many
NaVajos have radios, if not in the hogan, then in the pick-up truck, or
they can easily reach one in the nearest trading post or clinic. People
who once distrusted white doctors and were terrified of hospitals as
places where people died, are now quite willing to go to a clinic for
examination or treatment, to a hospital for parturition or even surgery.
The Navajo's readiness to go along with \yhatever seems good appeared when Salk anti-polio vaccine was suddenly available in sufficient
quantities to protect most of the population. Doctors all over the
United~ States found it difficult to get people to bring their children
in for innoc~lation. But on the Navajo Reservation it was different.
Anna Wauneka, as chairman of the Health Committee, got on the
radio and in 'both English and Navajo explained that here was real
protection against a hideous and crippling disease. She urged the people
~o take their children at once to the nearest center, at-a tra~g post or
a clinic. The Navajos, even those who did not understand English,
responded promptly and in such numbers that the doctors ran out of
vaccine. They consider the outlook for continuing immunization very
good indeed.
Naturally all does not go so well with the Navajos. The Checkerboard poses its own problems, because of its make-up. It is policed by
county sheriffs, State Highway Patrolmen, and Navajo police, Jenown
as Law and Order Men. This has made evasion easy. A lawbreaker has
only to slip across the line from one jurisdiction to another to escape
arrest; bootleggers have flourished, and drunkenness remains a major
problem in cerhlin areas.
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Crownpoint, about forty miles north of Thoreau on .Higbway66,
has fOt fifty years been the Indian Service administrative centerfortlIe
Eastern Navajo Country. The Navajos are now using their tribal funds
to develop Crownpoint as a civic center to provide certain amenities
for the people that the Indian' Service never gave them. They are
building a hall for meetings, movies, and dances; a kitchen and sewing
room with sewing machines; dormitories and showers, .and a playground. The U. S. Public Health Service which operates a hospital at
Crownpoint is urging the tribe to build housing for their many Navajo
employees as the present housing' is no more than they need for
out-of-state doctors and nurses.
Crownpoint is a chapter center. The entire Reservation is divided
into more than one hundred chapters where Navajos meet to discuss
their local and tribal affairs. It is planned to reduce the number of
chapters to coincide with the number of districts that send representatives-men or women-to the Tn*bal Council. Crownpoint may serve
as a model for other chapter civic centers. It is presently important as
a test for the Navajo's great desire to acquire land in the Checkerboard
Area to make it entirely Navajo. They meet the land owner's tendency
to ask high prices for their holdings and they resent what looks to them
like the government's giving preference to non-Indian purchasers even
when the Navajo bicfwas the best and the tribe was certainly "the most
interested party." One such case has been protested by tribal attorneys.
These few examples culled from the experience of our New Mexico
Indians CC;rtainly show them to be intelligent people, capable of understanding their own situation, of studying ways to improve, it, and
above all ready to take expert adviQe and to put sound programs into
operation.
Naturally as Indians are human there are cases of backwardness, even
of temporary failure when tribal leaders oppose change or individuals
fail to profit fully by scholarships or business opportunities. B.nt even
a bank has recognized the financial value of New Mexico's Indians to
the state's economy. The Albuquerque National Bank devoted its
1958 annual progress report to the Indian's financial contribution to
New Mexico's wealth. This report shows that in 1957 Pueblo Indians
and some off-reservation Navajos living in villages, realized $414,981
from livestock; $1,549~53 from crops. The Mescalero A~ches made
about $400,000 from cattle sales; and the entire Navajo reservation was
credited with sales of sheep and wool amounting to $1,778,396 and
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cattle sales of $249,857 of which the bank credits New Aiexico with
onefourth.
In 1957 pueblo crops produced $1,549,453, about one fourth of it
from Isleta; the Mescalero Apaches made about $40,000 from their
farms; the reservation Navajos, $5<)6,000•.The Jicarillas made about
$447,000from livestock and crops combined.
Livestock and crops mak~ up about one third of the total Indian
income of the state; but Indians have other resources. Not,only royalties and land leases, but ingrowing industry, especially on the Navajo
Reservation. Altogether Indians are not only a picturesque tourist attraction and an anthropological laboratory; they are a definite financial
asset to New Mexico.

a

. But the Indian still has to cope with his ancient problem-the white
man. Even now and even in the administration of the Indian Bureau
two of the white man's besetting sins seem to be dominant. The
United· States Bureau of Indian Affairs, certainly believing that it is
doing what is best for the Indian, seems to be going too fast and
without thinking things through.
The current policy of the Indian Bureau is the "termination" of all
federal services to Indians with the avowed purpose of making each
\
. Inpian a fully ~cculturated citizen taking his part in modem life like
~y other citizen. This sounds good, but Indians generally do not look
with favor upon a program of "termination." They fear the Indian's
tribal life will be terminated, even liquidated; they know they are not
ready for. rapid changes. In some parts of the country they have seen
Indian lands sold to white men without giving the tribe involved a
chance to bid on their own lands. They see that their people who move
into cities are often quite unable to adjust ~o the ways of industry and
city living. Above all they fear that the sale of their lands to non-Indians
will deprive them of a source of income they understand:..and of the
tribal organizations which give them a strong influence on state and
federal legislation affecting Indians. They' are still doubtful that
registering and,voting will serve the same end.
But many thoughtful young people share the elders' deepest fear
that all these moves toward breaking down the Indian's traditional
safeguards will result in the destruction of his deepest values, even to
his religious beliefs. Certai~ly th~s situation poses a problem not only
for Indians, but for all Americans who believe in each man's right to
pursue happiness in his own way. If the Indian prefers to retain his
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tribal organization, why should he not do so? The crux of the matter
is the handling of the land problem. The Indian's fear that disposal of
his lands without his full understanding and consent-and this has
happened in more than one case-may result in destroying Indian life
by removing its economic base. Latest rulings from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior indicate that this fear is
no longer well founded. But the Indian has plenty of precedent for
fearing that rulings from Washington, made without his. full cooperation and consent, may deprive him of the safeguards which he needs
and is entitled to in his efforts to adjust to new ways, even new values.
As the Indian's situation is unique in our history and as he has a great
cultural contribution to make to our life surely he is entitled to respectful consideration of his hope to retain as much of his old ways as
he can where they do not run counter to his obligations as an American
citizen. One thinks of the marvelous achievement of the Jewish people
who have succeeded throughout the ages in adjusting fully to European
life and customs, while retaining their own pride of culture, their own
religious beliefs, even many intimate familial customs. Perhaps the
American Indians, now that the most oppressive handicaps are being
lifted, may similarly enrich American life. Maybe we ought "to give the
land back to the Indians."
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The Wagons
"B1,1t when did they have them first? Did they always have them? Who
were the first on~ to have them?"
liTo have what?"
·
liThe wagons. Did they always have wagons?"
"I guess theyalmost.always had them. They had them a long time."
"Did the Indians have them?"
"No. Not at first. They didn't have the horse or wagon either at
first. But they had the one almost as soon as the other."
"Did the Spanish have them?"
"Yes, they always had them. They used pack mules too. But they
also used the wagon. Why do you ask?"
"Every night after the fire dies down I hear wagons going along the
ridge. They sound like real old wagons and I can never find the tracks
in the morning. Is that an old wagon road along the ridge?"
"Yes, I think that is an old wagon road. They often went along the
ridge just below the sky line."
Jimmy was nine ano Jim was twenty years older. They both liked
to camp out all summer. They traveled in a Ford pickup with an extra
drum of gas in the back. They slept on the ground in their rolls and
lived on coffee and bacon and flapjacks. They fished in the holes under
the cottonwoods and shot jackrabbits and prairie dogs. The father and
son were very close on these trips. And they went to ground in the
short grass and brush country as though they had lived there for hundreds of years.
"Did they always go west~the wagons?"
"Why no, Jimmy, they couldn't always go west. They went in all
directions."
Raphael A. LaBerty has been employed for the last twenty-one years
in the electrical wholesaling business. This story is his first published
work.
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Ult seems to me they must have gone west most of the time!'
Jimmy hacked out brush with a cradle and bolo. He gathered buffalo
chips and cow chips. It was always his job to build the campfire.
"Was there ever a town at CieIito?"
"Yes, th~re was a little town there once I think, a tent town or a
cabin town. I have heard that there was a little town there!'
"I don't mean a little town. I mean a big town with square after
square and wagons solid around them. Was there a big wagon town
there a long time ago?"
"I don't know, Jimmy. I never heard of it."
"Was there a different kind of wagon that didn't have the same
sort of tongue? It had a different creak, and the horses didn't sound
the same way when they stomp!'
"There were the ox wagons. They were hitched higher and rolled
more. And on :very early wagons the front wheels did not pivot and
the tongue was pegged some way to the under carriage or axle itself.
And a very long time ago they were pulled by Onagers and przewalski
horses."
'That kind of horses. That's what I hear at night."
They had cuervo to eat. They rigged it on a spit to roast. It wasn't
so bad if you called it cuervo. Lots of birds are all dark meat. All the
wild birds are all dark meat. If you want chicken you can eatit at home.
"What did the Spanish call the wagons?"
"Carro:'
"That's a cart, that isn't a wagon."
"Carro grande."
''That's a big cart. A big cart isn't a wagon. They're different."
"I do.n't know what they called~ them then, Jimmy."
"I think they probably had a long natne with a squeak in the middle.
Were they always covered?"
"I guess they were covered for a long time."
HI think they had tents on wagons before they had them anywhere
else. I think they had houses on wagons before they had them anywhere else. I guess those were the first houses."
"They had them a long time ago."
"Do you think that Cielito had another name once?"
"I never heard of it if it had."
"I think that once it was called Hammadj or PlaustrumopoIis."
"Where did you get names like that, Jimmy?"
"I just remembered them-I'm pretty sure the wagon town was
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called something like that. Could we go to Cielito in the morning
and camp there tomorrow night?"
"Yes, we'll go ther~ if you want to. There would be water there."
"Yes, there would have to be water there if they had all those horses
there at one time."
44All what horses?"
4'Why, if they had about ten thousand wagons there every night, a
lot of them would have four or six or even eight horses. That would be
a lot of horses."
"That would be quite a few, Jimmy. There is an old windmill about
a mile from here and you can hear it creak at night. That may be the
sound you think is wagons."
"No, I know where that old windmill is. And I know where there's
a second one you don't know about. But that's not what I hear for the
wagons. If I couldn't tell wagons fr9m windmills r d tum in my ears."
"You'd look funny.without-tl1em, Jimmy."
"I look funny with them too. I don't believe you believe I hear the
wagons at all."
"Yes, I think you hear them, Jimmy."

:1

I

I

.After supper Jimmy told his father a story about prairie dogs.
4cyou think you know all about them but I bet you don't even know
this. You see, in the very middle of every prairie dog town and about
four feet down there is a pile of gold. The reason that the prairie dogs
have little pouches in the sides of their cheeks is so they can carry the
nuggets. All prairie dog burrows in a town are connected and they all
go back to the gold pile. Now this is the way it is run. When an owl
comes to eat a prairie dog the prairie dog has to give him one gold
nugget to keep from being eaten. That's the only way they can do it,
for the owl can go down the holes too and see in the dark. When the
rattlesnake comes to eat a prairie dog he has to give him two nuggets.
That's the only way it can work. If t!tey ever run out of gold then
pretty soon they will run out of prairie dogs. Sometimes you will see
an old prairie dog town that is deserted. What happened is that they
ran out of gold and were all eaten."
"What do the owls and rattlesnakes do with the gold?"
"Different.things. Sometimes the owls give it to the crows to keep
them from pesterin~ them in the daytime. Sometimes the rattlesnakes
give it to the bull snakes to leave them alone. The rattlesnakes are
afraid of the bull snakes."
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"Well, whQ gets the gold finally?"
"Old shatpies, snake hunters and crow hunters, and coyote hunters.
The coyotes get gold from both the snakes and the crows for not killing
,them. There are coyote hunters that people wonder how they make a
living-they kill so few coyotes and the bounty is so low. They don't
kill hardly any coyotes, but they sure do get a lot of gold."
"Where did you get a story like that?"
~
HI got it from a primitive. You remember b. little Mexican at the
store at Aguila that I talked to while you were buying supplies. He
told me that story. He was pretty primitive, and you said that when
you get stories from the primitives themselves they are most likely to
be authentic."
"Yes, I think your story is authentic."
Jimmy got out his guitar. He couldn't play very well but he liked
to try. He played and sang Cattle C~, Rye Whisky, Wagon Wheels,
Camp Town Race Track, Chisholm Trail, Wagon Wheels, Frankie
and Johnny, Red Wing, Way Out West in Kansas, Wagon Wheels,
Streets of Laredo, Trail of the Lonesome Pine, Golden Slippers,
Wagon Wheels, Blue Tail Fly, Hot Time in the Old Town, Way Back
in the Hills, Wagon Wheels, Blues in the Night, Wabash Cannon
Ball, Wreck of the Old Ninety-Seven, Wagon Wheels, Empty Saddles,
In a Little Spanish Town, The Old Gray GQose Is Dead, Sweet Genevieve, Wagon Wheels, Ramona, Tree in the Meadow, Mule Train,
Wild Goose Song, Wagon Wheels. He sang about an hour and a half.
Then he did Wagon Wheels once more, and afterwards rolled up in
his blanket and went to sleep.
Now here was the problem. His father had said the wagons couldn't
go west all the time. How could they go west all the time? And yet
whenever he heard them they were going west. He had heard hundreds
of them night after night, all going west. The 'only way they could all
be going west was to keep going on around the world-but this wasn't
likely.
There are a lot of things I don't understand about the wagon trains,
but I understand more than anyone else because I'm the oI]1y one that
even knows about them.
In the morning they loaded up and went to Cielito. There was only
one house at Cielito. But one house is enough for a town to have if it
is able to handle the business. It may be that towns of more than one
house are unnecessary. There is certainly some excess when they have
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ten or a hundred or a thousand or even a million houses; that is too big
for a town to be. .
There was both a gas pump and a watering trough there, so no matter
how one traveled he could have his fill. There were two very great
windmills and a~whole series of tanles. And there were chutes and pens
and corralS. The one house was built like a spider for there were many
wings and extensions to it. There was a smoke house and a bake house,
a horse stable and a goat pen, a bunk room or hotel, a store, a dining
room, a bar, an herrerla or repair shop; likely there was something else
in the other wings as they would hardly build them and then leav.e
them empty.
The reasotl Jimmy had wanted to come to Cielito is that there were
three wagons there, one~ti11 in use, and two very old ones that had
been retired. He did not ordinarily like to camp near a town, not even
one of modest size like Cielito; he had explained to his father that it
was bad policy to camp within eight or ten miles of a to\vn, and Jim
. the father had usually deferred to his superior wisdom in this. Mrs.
Munyos told him about the wagons. The oldest one had been there
before she was born,abandonado, left, unclaimed, derelict.
"Maybe they will come back some night and take~1and continue
their journey." .
"I doubt it, Chico. It was here they stopped to eat
last of their
horses. Then they went ahead on foot. But after only one day's walk
they laid down and died, los pobres. My abuelo found them the next
spring and buried them with a cross even though they were heretics."
"Can I have the wagon then?"
"It isn't serviceable. Half of it is taken for firewood, and you would
be able to go only a little ways with no horses and only three wheels
on the thing. But it is yours if you want to say-it is. But it is no use,
only to play in."
q
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That afternoon she told him a lot more about the wagons.
"I will tell you something that nobody knows except me. This is
that a long time ago before people had wagons, los osos had them."
"Los osos? The bears?"
"That's right, the bears. This was a long time ago before the bears
got stubborn as they are now, and won't even talk any more except a
few of them who have been raised by people. But the bears used to be
the masters of everything. They had the only mills, so if the people
wanted to have their com ground they had to come to the bears to
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have it done7 or else do it with hand stones. And the bears were. the
only ones who knew how to make baskets or bottles or tonels, or
blankets; so they had a lot of business and the people had to come to
them for everything. And they had big cities with paved streets and
all kinds of riches."
:'Then what happenedt7
"I don7t know. I think the bears must have become proud and have
, been pu~hed. Now they have to live in the hills arid have forgotten
h9w to talJc, or are too stubbom to do it. And they don't make baskets
or blankets or anything any mor~ except for just one bunch of them
in a town away back in the hills; there is only one bear town left. And
even the things they stiII mak~ they don't make them very well7 just
like something made by a bunch of little children.
"What did they have to pull their wagons if they didn't have any
horses then?7~
"No horses? O. Well7a long time ago before there were any horses,
there was another animal that looked exactly like the horse; so if you
would see the two together you couldn't tell which one was the horse
and which one was the other animal. This other animal-that is what
they used to pull their wagons."
"0. I didn't know about that."
"And now you s~ it is all changed. Now it is we the people who
are very rich and powerful7 and the bears who are poor. Little boy, I
don't think you believe my story."
"Dama7 I do. It is a legend. My father says when we hear a legend
we should try to arrive at the anthropomorphic truth behind it:'
''That should take you all afternoon. And when you find it you tell
me what it is."
.
But it didn't take him all aftemoon, it only took him a little while
to find what it was.
Those bears who made tonels and drove wagons-they couldn't have
been bears. They must also have been people. They were big people
and they walked heavy where the Indians walked light. They had a lot
of hair and beards and this made them look like bears.especially if they
wore bear skins or buffalo robes. And if they say there's another animal
that looked like a horse, well it was a horse all right7 they just said it
wasn't. I never believed that about there weren't any horses till the
Spanish came here. The Indians used to hide their horses whenever
the Spanish came to town so they wouldn't get stolen7and it's a good
thing they did. I can see it all now.
.
H
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After he got it figured out he wenf to Mrs. Munyos and explained
to her how it was.
"Ho, that's all you know. Bigger and hairier than the Indians were
they? Why I'd make thirteen of you myself, and talk about hair, my
marido has so much hair on him it's like he crawled inside an old
byjfalo carcass."
"Ho, that's all you know. My father has more hair. When we're
camping we just carry empty mattress covers and every night my father
pulls enough hair out of his chest to stuff two of them full, and that's
what we sleep on."
,
"That much hair?.I can hardly believe it."
"Well it's true. What did you say was the name of that bear town?"
"Why Villaoso, of course. But you have to go way back in the hills
to find it. You follow the canyon all the way back till it's so narrow
that ~en the bir~ have to fly sideways. And when you get to the end
of it there is Villaoso, the bear town."
"How did they get the wagons in if it's so narrow?"
"What wagons? 0 the wagons. Well they built them hinged so they
could flatten them out so that all four wheels were one behind the
other. And when they were past the narrow part they straightened
t1rem out again. Do you think that is a mentira? Let us see you find
the anthropomorphic truth behind that, little boy."

vf'-

Jimmy went to seek out his father who was drinking wine in the bar.
"Papa, could we go tQmorrow and look for the town of Villaoso?"
"We will go and look for it."
.
"It is back in the hills and up at the end of the canyon."
"I heard her tell you where it is."
. They ate that night in the house that is the town of Cielito, and
they slept in the old wagon bed. And the next day they went out to
find Villaoso, the town of the bears. They followed the canyon all
morning till it was so njlIIOw that the birds had to fly sideways, and
the Ford could hardly go between the walls.
"Were the wagons ever as narrow as the Ford?"
"They had to be almost if they went through here."
When it became so boulder-strewn that they could drive no longer,
they left the Ford and walked. And it was right about there that they
saw the first of the bears. And after a thousand yards they came to
VillaQso itself where the cliffs close in. There were upwa~d of thirty
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neat caves in the cliffs, but only five or six bears lounging around; the
rest no doubt were out working somewhere.
And there was still a way between the cliffs just wide enough for a
wagon, and the trail went on down to the plains on the other side.
Jim went up the face of the cliff quite a ways and t:Jten roped Jimmy
up. They had a nice den which it would take a very agile bear to reach.
"One thing worries me," said Jimmy. "I don't s¢c any remnants of
basketry or pottery or even a com mill. I thought Ute bears here would
at least keep up some of the arts. They don't even seem to have
blankets, not even poor ones. For these really are bears. I thought at
first they would tum out to be just big hairy men."
Jim took the rifle and went back to the car before it got dark. He
brought the supplies back up the cliff to the cave. He cut wood and
brought it up too.
"Do you want a bear steak?"
"0 no, Dad, don't kill any of these. These might not be ordinary
bears at all."
"You mustn't let the old stories get a hold of you, Jimmy."
They built a fire on the ledge to keep away the bears and mountain
lions and devils, just as the first family in that region had done eighteen
thousand and twelve years before. The figures are jimmy's and are
arrived at logically. For it was a reliable book he had read, and it gave
the figure at eighteen thousand years; and it had been published twelve
years before.
After supper Jimmy serenaded the bears with his guitar, and they
looked up at him in the dusk and sat around like big dogs. And after
that a coyote serenaded them from a distant cliff top.
"There are three coyotes," said Jimmy. "I can tell them by their
voices. There is one reddish one almost as red as a fox. And there is
one big gray grizzled one. And there is one with his tail full of
cockleburs."
"No. There's only one," said Jim.
"Why, there's four more now, and that makes seven. There's one
with a sort of black cross on his muzzle, and there's one with a crippled
foot. And there's a chicken killer -that still has feathers on his face.
And there's one real young one. That makes seven."
"No. There is only one."
"There's six more from the other cliff and that makes thirteen. One
of them has a white front foot. And one of them ran into a skunk this
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morning and has to stay a little off from the others. And there's the
old boss coyote, and there's the one that's going to take him out someday. And there's a young female who has a couple of them excited.
And there's a mean one with a slashed ear that doesn't get along with
the others. I can tell what theY're all like by their voices, and there's
thirteen of them."
- "No," said Jim. 'There's only one."
"Why, there's at least nine more now that just sounded from farther
back. That'd make twenty-two. I know there's more than one coyote."
"Yes, you are right. Now there are two of them."
After ~ while they went to sleep and let the coyotes have it.

r

After a long time Jimmy heard the creaking and woke up his father.
"It's the wagons. You sure ought to be able to hear them now."
"Yes, I believe I hear a wagon."
'There's at least a dozen, and I guess there are a hundred right
behind them. There's one with a loose rim and they ought to fix it
tomorrow~ And there's one with a bad seat spring and it hits bottom
every time they go over a boulder. And there's one with a tongue
squeak, and one has a split spoke, you can tell by the way it grinds in
the hub. And one has loose boardsjn the,bed. And one is loaded too
heavy on one side or the load has shifted, it gives a kind of twisting
squeak. And one of them has a front wheel that sure could use something. And one of them has a colt tied behind and he's getting tired of
it all. And one of them has a sort of harness rasp. They ought to dress
it with a little oil. There's a lot of them, you can tell that right off."
"No. I think there's only one. I believe all those disabilities belong
to one wagon."
"There's one horse has thrown a shoe and he go~ tender on that
foot. And one has a lantern or something hanging under it with a
squeaky handle. And one has a lot of stuff lashed on. Ropes have a
sound when they stretch and give."
"I know they have, Jimmy. B\lt there is only one wagon."
And there was only one. It came over the boulders up the canyon
with a big load lashed on and a lantern swinging underneath and a colt
tied on behind.
"Hola," one of the wagon men called up to them by the fire.
"Hola," said Jim.
,
"Oje," said Jimmy. And the wagon went through the narrow pass
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where there was only an inch on either side, and on down the other
slope of the divide.
"There really was only one," said Jimmy. "And I thought there was
about a hundred. But that's the same wagon I heard the other night.
They haul something into a little camp. They didn't have the colt the
last time I heard it, but one night thefhad a burro on behind. I sure
do like to listen to wagons."
A bull-bat swooped down from one cliff and up above the other one.
Then another bull-bat swooped in the opposite direction. And directly
a third one went the same way as the first.
"I'll bet there's a hundred bull-bats flying around," said Jimmy.
"'111ere's one that has double-jointed wings, and one that has two white
bars on the top and bottom side too. And there's one that doesn't eat
anything but midge flies, and one that doesn't eat anything but sexton
beetles. And one of them has two claws bit off by a praIrie dog. I'll bet
there's a hundred of them."
"No," said Jim. "There is only one."
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Today, coming down out of mountains
On wheels that railroad you into the sticks
And stones of this midwestern town,
\Vhere dust is your mistress and sunlight stiffens
Your eyes like fists of snow, where tracks
Of snow are weeds in sidewalks blown
With cracks for kids to jump,
And a groan of backyard cows,
You meet me. But you step with a limp
Leg in the doorway, looking at my dusty shoes
That are only shoes, not boots with flakes
Of sudden walks. Like otherdays,
Letters you wrote to me will freeze your eyes:
You can't bring mountains down to size.
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Those hours of your countzy's letters .
Echo to Bash in words like my eyes that hook
Afish forever taut on the lines
Your writing reels, where a sunlight of rivers
Runs for you who have known how the strike
Through mountain peaks can tug your bones.
And now because of the slap
Of a fish tail on your boat
Rowing you out of the docks shipshape
Toward noon's uncharted coves that bend and wait
Your limit and still your fishennan's luck,
Your upstairs apartment is the loot
Of a summer's countzy, green with lure and bait
And talking with you I'm almost cau~t.
~:J
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But like your country I'm my climate's .
Season with words to lbtock you down a clli1Where my night'swalk is a town on level
Land, where the town's look and its limits
Merge with the dirt roads winding oll
When shoes forget brickstreets, and a window
Finds a wannth in the light
At dusk down county lanes.
Past days of fields thatdarken straight
Ahead, like faces lost in the shadows of screens,
I walk, near porches, roads that loaf
Like farmers talking rain, their hands
Keeping the country's dust. If rooms were stones,
I'd move your mountains with my plains.
And it's my move. This autumn prairie
Night I grope eight streets to walk up stairs
Careful as heels on climbing ledges.
Like dust clouds settling dust from the valley
Onto the slopes and pines of hills,
I carry my town to you in planned pieces
Of gossip and lowland love.
And though you reach to call
Fora coin, bettingyou'll win to pave
My farms and ~oads with rivers, flooding each mile
And turn of land with heads and tails,
Doubling a summer you know is a steal,
Though looking down could start a dizzy spell,
Your king of the mountain will not fall.
Before, cunning as a gentleman farmer
Who robs the land where farmers work his crop,
Dreaming of standing in their fields,
Though maps and states apart, when the summer
Landscapes that we were took a trip
Begun on pages that fished, walked trails
But marked the different soil,

...
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I stole your walking boots
To bike your mountains, climbing to rule
Again,like your green thumb, untraveled charts
Of letters packed from bottom to top.
And here, before you made your bets,
You walked the limits of my town, those nights
When there were boundaries to our states.
Yet we sit down together and stumble
In words to lind somecommon ground for talk
Of nothing, and we nod our faces:
Each of us speaks with some dillerent angle
In mind. Looking at slides you took
Last year, we smile and looking eases
This evening. But like eyes
On a mountain top which blur
Looking through the binoculars' gaze
At valleys hands would reach to touch, we are
Too close for comfort, can't even make
Much sense of pictures. I leave to clear
My head, seeing that what we keep to share
Our need of landscapes can't come near.

tY

~
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Back in my night's room, far-sighted
I read again a landslide of letters, hearing .
A summer's words that tumble in echoes
Breaking toward winter, cracking and muted
In mountains; and I feel like falling
Backwards, dazed by the faIl in shadows
Ofsummer. Our talk tonight
Was looking, for we must size
Each other up. Tomorrow we'll meet·
In silence partly losing that view which lies
Where distance fools us, always telling
Of scenes beyond ourselves. Our eyes
Won't squint at landscapes through binoculars,
Seeing each other, blind to winter days.
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TIME EXPOSURE
1

How could you know about my lover
The night I pedaled round the block
For kisses in heryard. My clever
Plan was stones till window's crack
Opened my eyes. Stillmy night's fever
Rose like the army tent I'd stake
In darkness under her darker window,
For she was Waltzing a boy in Toledo
Till Monday. I sneaked from eyes, pedaled '
My suicide bike: The blacksky said
The dance is over. At home you paddled
Me. I turned from you in bed.
2.

How could I know about your lover
The night you ran upstairs to speak
For kisses in his bed. Your clever
Plan was dreams till dreaming broke
Your eyes. Dawn made you shudder, shiver
Like the cold bed alI night you make

)

Aman of, stroking your man's pillow,
For he was waltzing a shroud in Toledo
Till Doomsday. You woke from eyes, widowed,
Clutching sheets: The black sky 'cried
The dance is over. AIl day I rattled
You. You turned from me inside.
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THE ANNIVERSARY OF LOVE
Tonight I can only think of water,
Eight years married, thinking r d settle
For silence. And that cool of beachesSoft like the sound of music, laughter
Dark before summer's dark and a twilight
Of silence-drawing me with its shadows.

'......

_-

bon't worry, love, I'm here. These shadows,
Close as yesterday's sun on the water's
Slow surface, follow that dipping twilight
Wa1k to the quarry to sink, swiJ9, settle
Ascore. We didn't read music but laughter
Came softer than birds, our love on beaches
Darker than sin: We fashioned our beaches
Above the quarry, the trees and shadows
Echoing silence, and silence of laughter
., ,
Deep under leaves from those shining waters
Calling us, drifting, where watezs settle
Still, we said~ beyond change of twilight.
Runmng from shadows, our only twilight,
From too much sun, we tum from beaches
Run naked to swim, let these waters settle
Above us, like night's cove, in shadows .
Calling, calling like the laughing water
Drawing us down beyond need of laughter.
Down, close to the quarry's bed, laughter
Like quicksand softens to darker twilight:
BIiDd to the sun, and that glint of water,
Still we see ourselves-and our beaches
Lost in the silence of our lost shadows
Broken by darkness where shadows settle.
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Then, touching bottom, we walked to settIe
Down, to whisper a new kind of laughter.
Wa1k in the daylight, motioned theshadows;
Don't be afraid, darkened the twilight;
You're not the mst, called our lost beaches,
To learn how to swim, echoed the water.

,

Now we havesettIed for a different twilight
Losing that sound of laughter, the beaches
Far from the shadows of that dark water.

LONG DISTANCE
~

Phoning's no good. Wanting to phone
Long distance, but with the sky falling
And aU worn wires blown down, tom rain
And a darker wind, remembering phoning
Before, with a ringing ear after dinner
Thinning our voices to shake them up
Like coins rattling in a tone slot, clip
And count in a box our echoed laughter
Stopped, and our talk like roads to kill
Our time on route 40, mapped like my car,
I tum to your words, the map of a letter,
To swallow my storm inside a calm shell
Which holds us, silent, like clear air.
Listen, such light and the water's color.
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LOVE AND AN OLD WESTERN
AT THE STARLITE DRIVE-IN THEATER

(A Comic Opera)
In from the roundup and dressed to kill
(His tale begun), behind the neighs
By the Banker's ranch, the old corral
And the Sheriffs Meg, Good Ranger Rod""- "
Whose eyes did woo, whose guns did blaze,
Dfsguised, by the Law, as Outlaw Pete
Who strummed a tune that was prairie-sweetStood ready to draw, one hulk of a lad
While you put up with my ways.
•

Drawing four aces but playing no liddle,
Flasbing a gun (You sighed) in the bar,
Killer, sighting the Law in his bottle,
Bet the four aces, raised, then fanned
Sherlfl whose blaze was less than his star;
Shot Teller and Banker to rob from the safe
His golden deed-Sherlfl's daughter as Wife.
Killer he'd beg Mourning Meg for her hand
As I mourned begging for more.

Five horses from town an abandoned mine
(I touched you, knowing hidden gold
Was there), no longer claimed by a sign,
Was willed to Meg. But the Hired Killer,
Ascarfor a cheek, and eyes gazing cold,
He pumped Poor Meg by the spring and bound
Her maiden arms. Would the gold be found?
For Killer was hard, lIard on1the daughter
And I would be hard and bold.

I

,

~.
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When Killer he drew, Meg's bodywent dumb
(We touched to kiss and, kissing, laid
Awager that Desperate Pete would come);
But Pete, he was masking 3:1Juious planA way to get into that mine, nota raid
On Hired Killer-when gallop, then horse
Came prancing to warn of Killer, of course.
And Meg, meanwhile, fought loose and she ran
And you gr~ tense and afraid.
I

killer and Pete, their'parts were both short
And alike (We knew the role): Gold buys
More than a share, and Pete would cavort
Like Killer, going from glitter to worse.
But Rod, afraid of Pete's ways and Meg's sighs
When fever swells in the head, his lust
Bit dust-he showed his hand-while his fast
Gun ann and the change of his Wanted Face
Were my honor and only disguise.

Now Meg, Young Meg, she ran like a heifer;
. Killer ran, too (Your eyes gazed wide).
But Lucky Ranger, astride, galloped after
To empty his chamber; then like a weed
Killer fell tumbling at Meg's best side,
Never to take of her treasure, but cast
His shadow across her, the villain at last
As she apd her Rod, in song, mounted steed
And I was all ready to ride.

---

Then Meg grew saddened, pressing her luck
(Sweeter than sugar), for Rod had no yen
To ride with a maiden or shate in the rock.
The sun was his gold; he~d ride and die
Out roaming the prairie-a legend to man,
A lover to a woman who never would wed,
A ranger who rode with a price on his head.
But they rode, they rode away singing, and I
Climbed back in the saddle again.
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hey jogged, two riders, over that prairie
(We knew of thirst) till sunset cast
. Its circle of shadow. Then down a valleyThe mine, the mine; but Meg she sank pale,
For Ranger's westerly ways they did blast
Not the rock but the partnership in the are
That she and her song had long picked to share,
While Ranger rode all toward Sunset Trail
And we lcnew those riches at last.
Now you may say, What's Ranger Rod's lot
When he'rids the town of a gu~an's sins
And saves Brave Meg from God lcnows what.
AFaithful Horse, of course, and I'm told
Because he's the hero his high-riding wins
Smiles from the daughter, kisses his medal,
Atwang of his singing guitar, and his saddle
To tide from his Meg, the mine and that gold,
And that's where the tale begiis. -

SINCE PHOTOGRAPHS LIE

Since photographs lie, because they teU
The walking stick but not the wa11c
Whose morning color fades in this light,
I open her album, sitting to kill
Time, like the blind old man next door
Who walces at dawn, Pblcing his stick
On the walk, who walks each step to fight
His noon of sitting, his dream of sight
In years like other eyes that flare.
l

Since photographs lie, because they hold
Your years alike but not your face
Whose morning color fades ut.the dark,
I cannot hold you-though I've lied,
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Touchingyour cane-to lind you out.
I used to think I'd 1ci11ed you: Twice
Before those deaths would take, would work.
Those nights when you died I drove to park
At the movie, keeping my blinddate.
Since photographs lie, because they blind
Your eyes but not your blind eyes' earth
Whose morning color fades with the smudge
Of lingers pressingyour cane in hand,
I cannot know these pictures nor choose
Afather, picturing your death, how both
Your eyelids closed, I thought, by rouge.
When somebody lifted me up toward the edge
Of you, IJd1led you with a pose.
Since photographs lie, because they stop
Your lips but not your quiet voice
Whose morning color fades, I'll stuB
My ears with voices, turning to keep
You dead, again. When I couldn't coax
Your talking, graveside, kitchen spice
Filled the house, my mother's crying cough
Baking my guilt with rolls; I'd laugh,
Looking through neighbors' comic books.
Since photographs lie, because they glaze
The walking stick but not the walk
I've taken, whose morning color fades
To shut this album, seeing those days,
I tum, walk from my blind eyes' crutch.
Still what is lost my years must fake,
Killing to find, through sight which dies,
That pictures closing close my eyes
Where I, sti11100king, thumb to touch.
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COMMUNITY ACRES

Remember ourmotto: the suburb's the thing,
To your neighbor and ego, to gin and to tonic,
Home is your castleand long live the Icing.
To soak in such scenic perspective's to wring
Such leisure the functional future's organic.
Remember the patio: the suburb's the thing
You inhale past the clang, exhale past the cling.
Yes, miles from the freeway gigantic, platonic
Home is your castle and long live the Icing.
In these acres of air beamed colossal to swing
Into rooms, and if everyour boredom is chronic,
Remember this mo~el. So superb is the thing
Glazed robins, the sky, the children can sing
On closed ~ircuit TV, and the air's stereophonic
Hum is your whistle and long life your Icing.

No burden this Eden where tri-leveled Spring
Blooms charcoal, and modem, and architectonic.
Remember our motto: the suburb's the thing .
Home is-your castle. Long live the king!

Born in Dayton, Ohio, Philip Legler attended Denison University and
the State University of Iowa, hom which he holds an M.F.A. degree.
He has been a Marine Corps Sergeant, has taught for the last six years
in coneges in Ohio and Missouri, and is now, at thirty-one, an assistant
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DEATH SCENES FOR G~MA
The night is dying where the shadows play,
The night is everlasting while you doze;
Tum now and, sleeping, sleep the night away.
1 pictured you, one night, this dying day,
Seizing your actor's lIare for family shows;
The night is dying where shadows play.
You cough and groan, who said to my dismay
"I'n take my tum when these eyes mean to close."
Tum now and, sleeping, sleep the night away.

f

r

If you copld noel or ta11c, I'd have yot say
"Getyour best suit on, boy, your grandma knows

The night is dying where the shadows play."
You cough and groan. And 1, this night, betray
Your deathbed with a moumer's proper pose.
Tum now and, sleeping, sleep the night away.

For death's a thing your dying can't portray.
1 leave you, wheezing, what the dark bestows.
The night is dying where the shadows play;
Tum now and, sleeping, sleep the night away.

professor and a ~ather as well as a poet. Mr. Legler's last appearance in
New Mexico Qparterly was in the Autumn 1957 issue. In addition,
our readers may find his poems in a number of magazinCi including
Poetry, the Western Review, and the Prairie Schooner.
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NINE

"THERE
an
with small
Edith
Warner remarks in her journal""I cannot recall that before. Usually
is

evening star

a

one quite near it,"

it is a solitary, lonely one. I am glad there are two together."
One often wonders what Edith's life would have been without
Tilano. H~ was as much a part of the little house as the river that
Howed past it, as the mesas from which Edith drew her strength.
In the beginning he was to me only the elderly Indian who did the
chores and who was always gentle and merry with my little boys.
They followed him everywhere. When he went to the well he lifted
them so they could peer down it, amazed at the bright eye of water
shining in the round depth, helping him hand~ver-hand to lift
the splashing bucket on its pulley. They followed him among the
cottonwoods where the cow hid herself, and to the corrals to gather
eggs, and to pick up feathers from the fanning tails of the white
turkeys. But it was only little by little that he became a person to
me, that I realized the dignity and wisdom beneath the banter we
used with one another.
"
He had one of the kindest faces I have ever seen, a kindness
blent with humor, a network of wrinkles that seemed not so much
age as laughter. His hands, when he would take mine in greeting,
had a curious dry warmth, a wiry strength. They gripped mine as
lightly as a bird that perches on a finger.
At the time when the path of his life first merged with Edith's
he must have been close to sixty. It was an afternoon in June of
that first summer. Work had been going slowly on the west room
which was to serve as store and tearoom. The man who had promised to build the comer fireplace kept delaying in the casuallndian
manner. It had been hard for Edith to get used to the way things
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move slowly in this land, to learn that for the Indian ~e has no
boundaries, that every project must ripen according to seasonal
rhythms and invisible inner laws.
I'
One day when Adam came to take care of the freight he said
with a note of achievement ip his voice, "My Uncle Tilano is bringing the adobes for the fireplace in his wagon. Tomorrow he will
come to build it."
"My U~cle Tilano" was Atilano Montoya, governor of the
pueblo that year, and Adam's great-uncle. He came rattling over
the bridge that afternoon, driving a team of white horses. After
unloading the adobes he came into the house to sit awhile, to rest
I,
and talk, as Indians do so seldom, about himself.
')
How amazed Edith Warner was to learn that this gently aging
man whose hair hung in black braids almost to his waist, had
traveled far. He had crossed the ocean, had seen in his youth the
iJ
great cities of history-London, Paris, Berlin, Rome. When Edith
I:
told him that she came from Philadelphia his eyes had lighted up.
"PhiladelphiaI" he said. "I've been there. When I came back from
Europe I stopped in Philadelphia for awhile. Then I came home
I~,.I
to the pueblo."
With only a little coaxing he unfolded the story she was to hear ......
so often. Agroup of Indians from San lldefonsohad gone to Coney
Island one summer to display their .dances. There Bostok, the animal trainer, had seen them and asked them to go with him on tour.
"Paris was the best place," Tilano said. 'We stayed there a long
time-maybe a month or more. The people liked us and clapped lots
when we came out on the stage. When we walked on the street
they crowded around us and asked, 'Are you American Indians?'
Soon we learned some words of their language and could answer
them."
"What did you dance?" she asked him.
"The Eagle dance," Tilano answered. "But not like here in the
pueblo. There we didn't paint our bodies, and we ~ any kind
of feathers to make the eagle wings and tail, but the French liked it."
To paint the body, to use eagle feathers would have made the
dance too close to sacred ritual. Even with their bodies unpainted
..the dancers seem to be more than men. Their beaked headdresses

I

I

I

i
E
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.give them the piercing, penetrating look of birds. Their feathered
arms become wings. So delicately they balance in their movements,
they tread the hard ground as though it were made of air. The
strong rhythm of the drum, the soaring voices of the chorus lift
them ·above the earth.
What had the French people felt, Edith Warner wondered, as
they watched the eagles, knowing nothing of the land to which they
belonged, its heights and colors, the hare m~, the foaming clouds,
the enormous arcs of rainbow? Had Tilano, as he danced, seen the
sacred mountains shining-north, south, east, west-that had
guarded his childhood?
While he talked, though his mind had seemed to be far away
among the years, he had been thinking about her fireplace. "I will
bring a helper in the morning," he said as he rose to leave. "This
dirt is no good for mud. I'll have to get some good clay from near
the village." He seemed to know just the shape the fireplace needed
to give the ordinary room a note of charm. In two days the job was
finished, and the first fire lighted-the first of many fires that Edith
and Tilano lit together-sending its sweet blue smoke upward like
aplume.
I do not know exactly when it was that Tilano came to live permanently at the little house. In his own way he was as much alone
as Edith. His wife had died in childbirth, in the second year of
their marriage. Because of his long absence as a young man from
the pueblo he was in danger of becoming rootless. Through his
association with white people he had begun to know how it feels
to be an individual. His integration in the communal life had heen
weakened. His natural sociability had already begun to lind the
fatal outlet in drink which often expresses the loneliness of the
Indian who has become lost between two worlds. Edith was troubled
about him, often deeply troubled. She felt, as only a woman could
feel, that he needed the discipline of a home almost as a child needs
it. His work on the little house had given him the feeling of belonging to it. He was uncle to those whose land it stood on. What wonder
that she at last suggested that he come and live there instead of
driving to and from his daily tasks across the bridge? What wonder
that he agreed to come, saying only, 'tyou need a man to help you."
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The relationship between them is hard to define. They were not
man and wife. There was· a great deal of the maternal in her care
for him, though he was old enough to have been her father. We
used to laugh at how bossy Edith sometimes was. The child in
Tilano could be stubbom and provoking as children often are. She
must have given him the Peace and security he needed, for he was
never known to· drink from that time on. She found in him the
masculine strength and wisdom that kept her own life in balance,
and a spirit of playfulness that had been lacking in her own serious
upbringing. He is woven into her Christmas letters like the pole
aro~ich the years revolve.

Today Tilano and I went for Christmas greens . . . There were
fresh deer and turkey tracks in the road and pieces of fir under a
tree brushed by antlers. . . . Soon it will be Christmas Eve, and
Tilano will light the little pitchwood fire out near the well house to
welcome those spirits that draw ~ on that night. . . . T~lano
and I began planting a garden on warm Mar:ch days. . . . The
garden where his father once worked has a special quality as well
as its own charm. Even the bears came down to" it this faU.
One evening as I washed dishes, the sound of a long story in
Tewa reached me from Tilano's
room. When I went in later, a
q
Pueblo boy was sitting where he could hear every word- and expression. Tilano looking up with his face aglow explained, "1 am telling
Sandy about the Shalakol" This year his great desire to see the
Shalalw at Zuni has been fulfilled, and he relives the experience
with each eager word. . ,. . Tilano is making a feather headdress,
bows and arrows, tiny doll moccasins with, silver buttons, for the
boys and girls to whom he is a special friend. ... Tilano's room
became a winter sitting room since aU day it has sunlight, a wood
conserver. On stormy days I read to him while he tied parrot feathers
for the dancers. The radio brought music, news, and his favorite programs. . . . Perhaps when Tilano lights the little pitch fire on this
Christmas Eve, the deer whose tracks he saw at the foot of the hiU
will pause and watch the flames carry up into the night and across
the continent our Christmas wish for peace ana beauty.
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I like to think how Edith's and Tilano's lives were joined, not
through the physical act of becoming parents, hut by the responsibility they accepted together as godparents.
A young girl from the East, seeking a period of stillness before
her marriage, was directed to Edith's house in the roundabout way
in which most of her contacts were made. She called herself "Peter,"
a name that she loved because it means rock, or stone. It was Tilano
who taught her how to find the god within the stone. She stayed
with Edith two months, there where the river rolls the broken stones
into music, where the rocks in the hidden canyons are covered with
the gay and reverent drawings of an ancient PeOple for whom everything that lived was both holy and humorous. Later on she was
joined by the young man who was to be her husband, and there,
with Edith and Tilano as witnesses, they were married.
To Tilano this meant far more than a Perfunctory legal act. It
meant that he had in the most true and serious sense become godfather to young Peter and Earle Miller; that Edith was now their
godmother. Their duty toward them both was that of spiritual guidance. Among most Indian PeOple there is a custom that a child is
initiated into manhood 'by a ceremonial father or mother. He is
"reborn" out of the closely protected circle of his parental family
into the respqnsible life of the tribe to which he belongs. He is made
aware, by a vividly enacted symbolic drama, of the reciprocal powers
of life and death, and of his own function as man in the rhythmic
pattern of the cosmos.
.
The teaching that was given to this young couple was as private
and as PerSOnal as love. Whatever Tilano could share of the great
mysteries that are common to all mankind he shared with them reverently. "Those things that must not be told to white PeOple" were
never throughout his life rePeated to anyone, not even to Edith,
nor to those two who were their godchildren. The belief that religious trUth should be imparted only to those whose hearts are prePared through slow maturing or through rigorous training is a very
old one. The forces of life and germination which the Pueblo
PeOple understand so deeply, are as dangerous when handled without reverence as the energies which our own science has revealed
within the atom.
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All of us who spent any time at the river learned sOmething from
Tilan~, if for some it was only the knack of letting the funny side
of life exist always beside the serious. He never let us forget that
laughter is of the gods, as all the Pueblos know. He was not above
pinching our bottoms playfully, and because we knew him both as
wise old man and ever-living child, dignified matrons that we were,
we let him do it. The same voice that told Peter, as he guided her
hand in gesture on the high sacred places, "Make your prayer nuw,"
could also tease us with wolf calIs if we apPeared in jeans that
hugged too tightly.
Tilano never.failed to take his part in the ceremonial life of the
village. It was after one of the annual winter feasts when he had
danced all day r)lat Edith wrote to Peter:
~

Godfather looked so worn when he finally emerged. I got him
home and he never even went down to see the cow. I milked and
fed animals. He went to bed before nine and siept till nine the next
morning. The same was true this morning. I milked so he could eat
his breakfast slowly. Now he looks rested. He came in abit ago with
a rabbit that was in his trap, and nuw he has gone for the mail,
taking his gun, hoping he'll see another.
.

To impersonate the gods as animals, to step out of daily life arid
enter a circle of time as old as the zodiac, to put off his human
thought so that the thought of the Divine Ones might come streaming through him, feeling that power surge through him to the waiting touch; at day's end to go back, to become man again, to become
the human self, heavy with
exhausted as a child that has
spent itself in play-this was the life that Tilano lived. This was
what looked out through his wise and laughing eyes and touched
in us all something older than memory.

,ears,
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BECAUSE I was preoccupied with my growing family-my sec:ond son was hom in June of 1928, a month after Edith Warner
came to live at the bridge-I scarcely noticed the transformation of
the little house. I was sick a great deal of the time, and lay in bed
indulging chronic sore throats and colds, rebelling against the lot
of women, envying what I thought of as the freedom of men whose
work took them outside the house and into adventures which I
could not share. When I was well enough I used to run off to the
mesas on my horse, or go to Santa Fe where my parents and girlhood friends were living, passing Edith's house again and again and
neverstopping.
Gradually I became aware of a difference in the little house I
hurried by so often. It seemed to squat less like an ugly duckling
on its sandy acre. The warm brown of unPeeled pine slabs replaced
the ugly hoard siding. There were strings of moming-glories as blue
and cool as eyes of summer sky. New windows had been cut, the
o)d ones widened. The vines that covered the well house fell over it
in a green shower. Woodbine enclosed the screen porch in a cool
shade.
One afternoon I brought my children to the river on a picnic.
After they had splashed and played, stubbing their bare feet on the
stones, daubing each other with the sticky mud, dirty and hot as
we were, Edith invited us in for tea and cookies. When we stepped
in out of the raw heat I was astonished to find that the little house
had become charming. JuniPer wood burned in the range with the
fragrance of aromatic sunshine. There was the smell of bread that
had just been taken from the oven and covered with a clean cloth
on the table under the kitchen window. Black pottery plates stood
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upright on open shelves along one wall, with cups and saucers in
terra-cotta colors from Mexico. A cabinet without doors held mixing bowls and measures and rows of spices.
The room that had been only a store had been remodeled. The
counter stood inconspicuously in one end. In the opposite comer
was an adobe fireplace with graduated steps on each side holding
the glossy black bowls for which the San Ildefonso women are
famous. There were a table and chairs for tea guests. Orange candles
and red-and-black striped Chimayo squares brightened the wall; a
Navajo rug covered part of the rough Hoor.
Since we had come as neighbors rather than anonymous customers, Edith gave us tea that afternoon, as on so many others that
were to follow, in the small bed-and-sitting room that faced the east.
The walls were covered with! burlap that was originally made for
woolsacks. Because she had almost no money at all she contrived
her effects in the simplest possible way. Joe Aguilar had made
tables to fit under the windows, and a desk between a pair of bookshelves against the north wall. On top of the shelves Edith had
placed an Acoma pitcher and decorated bowls in tan and black, with
orange-and-blue basket plaques from the Hopi country, a Navajo
doll and a pair of brass candlesticks. A tiny Indian rabbit carved
out of white stone sat among the pictures on the narrow shelf above
the desk. On the long table among plants and books and the kero~ne lamp was a pottery figure from Cochiti. The girl whp sold it
to her called it the "singing lady." In her journal Edith says that
through the years it was this figure that became for her a symbol of
wompn's place in the Indian world-and of her own.
I sat on the narrow bed against the wall looking through the long
sliding windows toward the Sangre de Cr,istos. Even Edith who saw
them daily could never quite fix those mOUlltains in her mind.

I

Sometimes the light makes each rang~ stand out, casting sharp
shadows on the on~ behind. Occasionally when the air is very clear,
there is astrange and breath-taking shining light on the green aspen
leaves. At evening th~ twilight may run qUickly from the valley,
shrouding almost' at once the highest peaks. Or mauve and rose
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move slowly upward, turning to blood-red on-the snow above. One
morning they may be purple cardboard mountalnfshtirpcuf against
the sky. On another they will- have withdrawn into themselves.
Sometimes I have watched ghost mountains with substance only
in their dark outline. It seems then as if the mountains had gone
down into their very roots, leaving an empty frame.
The tea she served us had a thin slice of lemon Hoating in it
with a spicy clove. The chocolate cake that was to become a tradition for us all, from the smallest child to the world-famous physi~ts
like Bohr and Fermi and Oppenheimer, was as tender and moist as
a spring morning. For the children there was milk, and after they
drank it they followed Tilano to the shed to stare at the cow who
had given it, to play with her calf, and to run chattering back with
an egg they had found in a hidden nest.
That first afternoon has blended in my mind with many others.
Restless, I was forever running away in search of adventure and
stimulation. One winter I drove away from the mesa in a blinding
snowstorm, and then three hundred miles south along the Rio
Grande to £1 Paso where the Chicago Opera Company had stopped
to perform Thais on a tour westward. Another summer I took Hying
lessons from a pilot who was living briefly in the valley opposite
the Black Mesa-until one of the other students cracked up the
plane and killed himself and I realized that a young mother had
perhaps more important things to do.
In between times I complained that my busy household left me
no time for writing and that my husband, whose boarding-school
duties kept him busy even during the evenings and on many week
ends, gave far too little attention to his growing family.
How often I used to go to Edith, tense and frustrated, cryingl
against my lack of companionship, against the strict routine of the
school and what I thought of as its disparagement of everything
feminine. How little I understood then the need of adolescent boys
to live for a time in the disciplined world of men. How little I valued
the worth of my own woman's life. My long hours of solitude with
nature and with books and music yielded their harvest only many
'1..
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years later. To Edith I magnified each household emergency and
all the problems of relationship that inevitably arise in a small
community.
_ She would listen as though she understood it all. Sometimes she
seemed to agree, sometimes she only questioned gendy. She never
reprimanded nor did she ever express the envy I knew that slie,
the unmarried chilcIless woman, must often feel of the secure and
love-encircled life I scomed as though it were my prison. She woul<L
. place a chair for me beside the kitchen table, and while we talked
her hands moved encIlessly about the task of daily bread. There
were trays of fruit gathered at daybreak from the garden-for work
in this tranquil-seeming spot began at dawn and ended long after
the lamps were lighted. The garden was a quarter of a mile away.
It was watered by a spring that had to be kept constandy cleared,
and ditches oPened to lead the thin trickle of water among the
carrots and lettuce and raspberry bushes. Tilano did the heavy work,
but Edith worked beside him; long hours on her hands and knees
weeding and thinning the vegetable seeclliDgs, pinching the tips
of tomato plants, lovingly nursing the clumps of zinnias and
marigolds.
Edith made her own jam and preserves, some from wild plum and
chokecherry that grew in thickets along the ditches near the pueblo.
Eaep autumn she canned dozens of jars of fruit and vegetables. She
baked her own bread, relying as little as possible 0J1 supplies that
would have to be ordered from Santa Fe and sent out by train. Her
washing was usually done by women from the"ueblo. Every drop
of water was hauled from the well in buckets and Tilano had to ~
reminded to keep them filled. The lamps must be cleaned daily and
the wicks kept trimmed. The big refrigerator burned kerosene and
.. too often it went on strike and poured black smoke over everything.
Dishwashing, With so many to serve and so much cooking, went
on late into the night.
.
She waS always too thin, thin as a reed by a salt marsh. When I
put my anns around her in greeting I could feel the hips and
shoulders as bony as a boy's. There was often a look of strain about
her mouth until she broke into one of her pixie-like smiles. Some
have felt that her life was" so austere, so dedicated that there could
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be no place in it for· gaiety, yet her closest friends were those with
whom she could be playful-from Tilano to the yOUilgest child of
the pueblo. It was when she smiled that·I realized her face which
had seemed so plain at first was really heart-shaped. Her fum chin
came to a point like a resolute valentine. She could never have lived
through her strenuous days if she hadnot learned to balance activity
with moments of quiet and of pure joy.
ItThe other morning," her journal tells us, ItI found that when I
did' not let things press too closely I kneaded bread rhythmically
and with pleasure. I realized then that it was better to send people
away sometimes without food than to have the mirror of my soul
clouded.
ItThis is a day when life and the world seem to be standing stillonly time and the river Howing PaSt the mesas. I cannot work. I go
out into the sunshine to sit receptively for what there is in this
stillness and calm. I am keenly aware there is something. Just now
it seemed to How in a rhythm around me and then to enter methat something whic;h.-oomes in a hushed inHowing. All of me is
still and yet alert, ready to become part of this wave that laps the
shore on which I sit. Somehow I have no desire to name it or under~
stand. It is enough that I should feel and be of it in moments such
as this. And most of the hatred and ill will, the strained feeling is
gone-I know not how.
UEven in these rushed days," she writes in the hectic days just
before Christmas, Itthere is such peace between. There are moments
when two eagle feathers can fill me with joy; when the last rays of
the sun touch my forehead as I stand by the kitchen door; when the
outline of T ~tavi is marked in rhythm against a clear western sky;
when even the wind is part of it all. Surely such moments do something to me. If not, it is because I hide beneath the pettiness. I
have no apparent goal. I know,Pnly that I am living a day at a time
as I feel the way."
And again in one of the peaceful days in February: ItI had almost
forgotten how to lie curled on the ground or here on my,f;Ouch,
content just to look and feel and enjoy the thoughts that come.
Rushing with things to be done crowding, is such a waste of living.
There need to he hours of this."
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It is almost impossible to imagine how she managed to find these
moments of quiet in the midst of her b~ life. For a long timecshe
had the job of reading the river gauge on the bridge'that measured
the fluctuating stages of water for the Hood control program of a
government agency. To do this she must climb down the side of
one of the supporting abutments, sometimes just over the swirl of
a springtime Hood. I remember how for two or .three months each'
spring she suffered acute hay fever from the juniper pollen Hying
at the very time that the garden must he planted, often in days of
seething wind. Her only times of rest came in late fall and early
winter when the garden had heen put to. bed and visitors came
seldom, when the solitude she loved remained for days unbroken.
So harassed was she in summer by the constant How of people that
she sometimes sent those she loved away from her, knowing that
we would understand her need for self-collection.
I heard a visitor ask her once if she were ever frightened.
HBy what?" she wondered in surprise.
HBy the solitude," the city woman imagined.
"Never," Ecijth answered without hesitation. "Only people
frighten me." ;
The people who frightened her were those who guard themselves
in trivial words to which she could never find an easy way of Ie-

,
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sponding, and with these she had to deal increasingly as time went
on and the road past her house became more traveled.
"There was a time," she writes, "when I sought to put out of
my life or go away from those humans who irritated me or disturbed
the rhythm of my being. Now that I have come this far on the way,
I know that the only way is to become impervious to the irritation."
In a later note she corrects herself and says, III am dubious. Perhaps
it is I who am out of rhythm."
In ] 934 she was able to add a separate guest house built'of adobe
with a sheltered portal that faced the curve of the river. Here those
seeking rest for tired bodies and more often for tired minds could
come for a few weeks of quiet and solitude. Partly because she was
so busy, partly because she had such faith in the healing quality of
silence, Edith left her visitors very much to themselves. There were
no modem conveniences. A pitcher and basin stood on the washstand beside the bed. Tilano kept the pitchers filled with water
and laid sticks of pinon upright in the comer fireplace. Edith would
light the fire for the weary guest and then smile and go away. At
night each must walk, lantern in hand, along the stony path through
the fragrant juniper shadow to the adobe privy that stood above the
riverbank. Sometimes a coyote would cry, an owl call softly. The
river rushed like a wind over its stones.
It was the simplicity of her life that we all envied, few of us
realizing at what cost that simplicity was achieved.
"That month in her little guest house was one of the perfect experiences of my life," a friend says in a letter. III think I have never
known anyone so quiet and reserved who became so much a part
of one's life and thinking-,-what priceless gifts of the spirit Edith
had to give and how generously she gave them."
IIEdith loved the simile, 'a Bute of the gods,' " her goddaughter
tells me. IIShe was always trying to keep herself clear and her heart
. . right so that she could be a perfect instrument. She was as close to
being completely free of self as anyone I have known.-And yet
she too had her struggles, up to the very end."
She barely hints at her own struggles in the dozen or so typed
pages from her journal which were all she was content to share with
other eyes-and there are no more entries after February of 1935.
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She begins in September 1929:

It is a feast day at San Ildefonso. I am glad, so glad to be alive and
her~,

with the past year of adjustment and illness only a memory.
It is a fall day with,great clouds and soft breezes from the souththe kind that draws my soul a-tiptoe.'
.
Perhaps part of this exultant mood is due to what I saw this morning. As I went to the pueblo I recalled my first September Corn
Dance~ I had come on horseback from the mountains and stayed
overnight. The babies I had held then were dancing today and from
the shade of the big cottonwood I watched them. Just beyond me
were the chorus and the dancers with an old two-storied house and
the Black Mesa as a background: There were no cars, no curious
tourists to mar the solemnity-only Indian children who belonged.
Here where I know each one, it is faces I see; attitude I note; feeling
I catch. The words of the song, the gestures of the chorus, the figur~
of the dance has no literal meaning for me, but I felt the intangible
that permeated them. It was not similar to those moments when all
of me seems drawn upward by the beauty of the night or the hills.
It was more what one might feel in a Presence. And somehow there
in that plaza guarded by the old, old cottonwood, the last dregs were
drained from me. I can endure anything if now and then come such
hours.
I ran away today, so sick I was of the kitchen and everlasting food.
Constant walls and aroof do something to me at any time and when
the aspens turn golden I revolt and leave everything.

My eyes are still seeing dancers, my ears still hearing the beat of
the tombe and the rise and fall of voices. I should not have left whatever business there might have been, but when Awa asked me to go
to Santa Clara this morning, I locked the door and went. I needed it.
Always the eagle dance fills mtr with something of the sky. Today
I watched the dancers from such close proximity that I saw legmuscles move. As I watched, oblivious of chorus and onlookers,
there came something ,of the gods to those hovering, circling eagles.
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Then from a housetop I looked down at the 'Whirling, swooping
dancers. Into the heights they took me--up 'Where the god-powers
d'Well. That 'Was adance for the soul.
I told Quebi that if I 'Were an Indian, I should 'Want.to be a man
to dance as the men do. My body still seems to 'Whirl and tum 'With
them. But as I 'Watch it in memory, the dance revolves around the
'Women, the 'Women 'Who softly, lightly, slowly, 'With 'feet scarcely
lifted from the ground, form the center of the movement. Pueblo
'Women are like that-soft laughter, low voices, quiet steady movements, holding their men and their children through the life dance.
T'Wice within this week I have seen what must be meant only
for the delight of the gods. I chanced to look up from my reading
a bit ago, and went ~ying out to the river bank. My carved foothill
was a shining thing of beauty. No artist could capture the gold!hat
bathed it 'With wonder and set it apart. And while I looked in awe,
from its earth-hold rose s~ly a new color-a cloak of mauve only
less bright than the gold that 'With 'a caressing movement wrapped
itself about my golden hill. Only then could I look to faraway purple
mountains and the Mesa which was quite black against a clouded
sky. When I looked back to the hill the magic was gone. Can such
beauty be and then not be? I think the gods must have taken back
to themselves that godmade color-perhaps to paint themselves for
an approaching ceremony. And I know that fame of it came to stay
with me.
The winds tried hard yesterday to blow away the snowfilled
clouds ... finally 'With a last great blast they went back to their
caves and were still. All night and all day the clouds have hung low.
. . . And from them have come rain and hail and snow to the
thirsty earth. I had forgotten that snowflakes could fall so gently to
make a curtain that shut out the world. Perhaps never before had I
known snow like this, for the Pueblo people have been calling it
to come.
Today they are dancing the Turtle dance-all the men and boys
in ceremonial costumes with great collars of fir, with turtle shells
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tied on knees, and with gourd rattles to ma.~k the rhythm of the
song. It is a long song that calls the rain to come and the earth to
yield-the same that those ancients prayed when they, lived in
caiions and on mesas. And perhaps then, as today, the snow fell in
such stillness to the waiting earth. It seemed as though the gods
came in the sky as great eagles who gave the soft white down from
their breasts. It was in the hair of the dancers and on the breast of
the earth-:-sent by the gods to those who forget not how to ask for it.

Just now as I watched the ever-changing beauty, I saw a cloud
pass over the earth on long grey stilts of rain. And then as I looked
I saw its shape and knew that over the pueblo moved the Thunder
Bird. With wings outspread he slowly passed, broad tail sweeping
the thirsty earth. Down from his breast fell feathers of rain and out
from his heart the lightning fIashed its tpeSsage to the people that
the gods never forget. Thunder roared from his long black beak and
all earth sounds were hushed. He has gOne, leaving only his mark
on the land, but I still see his broad wings stretched, and the white
rain-feathers dropping from his breast. And any fear, lingering from
those childhood days when I, unafraid, was made to fear lightning,
has gone. Did it not come from his heart? If it should seek me out
or find me wandering in its path, would it not take me back with it?
I should not mind going so much if I could look down on beauty
like earth's today.
I have been sitting here looking at the peaked ceiling of two gray
and one brown, one rough and one smooth board-the only roof for
which I have any affection-wondering why such heigb.ts and
depths have been given me. There are days when I question the
gods. And then come the things that make me catch my breath.
There are moments when this crude house, my little pottery singing
woman, my books and pictures are filled with something that sends
out to me peace. Is it because of an ancient prayer that color and
form and movement have come to mean so much more, or is it that
the years bring an increased vision-no, a more understanding
vision? Is it a natural gift that accompanies maturity, or is it a gift
of the gods?
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I am glad that the years of adjustment are over and that there has
come to me this new relationship with all of earth. I know that I
was never so aware of the river and the trees; that I never walked so
eagerly looking for the new wild things growing. I know that I have
had to grow sufficiently-no, to cast off enough of civilization's
shackles so that the earth spirit could reach me.

This morning I stood on the river bank to pray. I knew then that
the ancient ones were wise to pray for peace and beauty and not for
speci~ gifts except fertility which is continued life. And.I saw that
if one has even a small degree of the ability to take into and unto
himself the peace and beauty the gods surround him with, it is not
necessary to ask for more.
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H

OW DIFFERENT my own life was in the small community
we called Los Alamos. Two thousand feet above the river, more than
seven thousand feet above the level of the sea, our mesa might have
been a different world. My house, close to the edge of the canyon
that borders the mesa to the north, was two-storied, built of log and
stone. The forest was at my back door, pine trees, some of them three
feet in diameter, in which the S1Jmmer wind made constant music.
I had a small lawn and a garden of delphiniums, marigolds and
zinnias,- even a miniature pool made of an old bathtub in which
goldfish swam and a water lily grew. There were wisteria vines
over the window and a scarlet climbing rose by the front door. The
children slept on a screened porch shaded by honeysuckle vines,
and a crab-apple tree under which a family of skunks used to keep
festival on moonlit autumn nights.
The school grew and many of the young masters married. The
wives took turns at giving informal supper parties. Several of the
men were musical; one sang; another played the violin. I often
accompanied the singing of Bach chorales and Christmas carols and
helped with practice for the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta which
was produced each spring. My children grew and became amusing
and companionable. They peer now from the pages of my own
journal in moments of tenderness and laughter. The typed pages
I have kept run through the same years as Edith's. Like hers, they
are filled with a love of nature, yet I realize now, that with only
the distance of a few miles between us, we saw 'the world through
wholly different eyes.
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"AUGUST, 1929. The north window opens toward the canyon, by

night a wild dark place. I can hear cattle bells that snap across the
darkness from the mesa on the other side. Birds utter faint, far cries.
The mountain has disappeared into darkness and the sky is only
paling light above. Now the cattle bells rattle past the west windows. They sound like the voices of animate creatures seeking each
other in the darkness.
((From my north window I can see a storm coming down from the
mountains. The white mist spills over the arm of the mountain.
I can hear the heavy rain beating across the canyon. Thunder rolls
in antiphonal effect from peak to peak. The wind surges down from
the mountains, spills into the canyons, wells up with an added
strength against the house. The green curtains Hatten themselves
against the window as if they were hunted things. After all this
frenzy of preparation at last only a few silly drops spill onto the
metal roof of the garage. Was the storm only a pretense? No, the
mist I thought was thinning has gathered again. It is marching
nearer like the gray shadow of an army. A swift Harne leaps across
it and crashes into thunder. Now the rain wrestles with the wind
for mastery in the tree tops. It pours down from the cloudS like a
river. How strange the trees look, like ghosts caught in a gray
curtain. The rain is all between and among them. It is a world of
the newly dead groping in a purgatory without color. Humans creep
now beneath whatever little shelter they can, and whisper and
touch cold hand to hand till the storm is past. They dare not be
caught out when the rain gods march.
"FEBRUARY, 1931. It is colder tonight and the clouds have lifted.
That which this afternoon was a mist, as soft and white as breath
on frosty mornings, thin, formless, weightless, a fairy fog, has gone
up into the sky. It has thickened around the moon like cream clotted
on a pan of milk. A yellow light glows upon the snow. The mountains are faintly yellow. Trees shed faint blue shadows upon the
snow, there are round pools of blackness south of each tree where
no snow fell, or if it fell, it melted quickly off into the warm, moist

earth.
"FEBRUARY, 1932.

(A recollection in winter.) I can see the slopes
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of Redondo as we started up, steep and shaggy with ancient fallen
trees. The thin sunlight was something very old and faded that
trickled through the heavy shadows of the trees still standing. I
think of the myriads of violets growing among the rocks on the
higher treeless slopes. How bitter and cold and windy it was, and
yet there were violets. I remember after we came down again, the
long trail along the thread of water before we reached our camp,
my unspeakable weariness, the bathing my tired feet in the icy
stream; then falling for a moment of bliss into deepest sleep.
"JULY, 1932. I watch from my window the rain falling out of
the center of heaven, hardly veiling the mountains that are Hooded
with the light of evening. A double rainbow 'is the arch of the stage.
The theater, where I sit, is dim. The mountains live and shine in
glory. The field this side of the fence has been planted to sunHowers,
deep, sturdy green, not yet in blossom. The poplar tree sings in all
its leaves. Oh moment of wonder for which the whole of life might
be lived!
"NOVEMBER, 1932. The baby sits on the bed, sleepy and hungry, waiting for his supper, knowing beyond the shadow of doubt
that he will be fed. He is so young, so isolated from this world ana
all its trouble, its aspiration, its bitter failure, its tremendous courage
to begin again.
r
.
"FEBRUARY, 1933 \ Allen has gone across the fields to let Buffy out
of the kennels. He is not yet five and sings and skips as he goes,
songs without words, sounds of delight. He is breaking the ice on
the roadside ditch, pounding it with his little shovel. Teddy comes
to join him, but the seven-year-old has work to do and I send him
back to it. 'Shades of the prison house!'
"MARCH, 1933. Today the air is so heavy with dust that not even
the Jemez mountains a few miles away are visible. There are no
mountains in the world, only the gaunt trees like shadows in the
dusty air, and a sullen wind moves blindfolded among the -trees.
"JULY, 1934. Today I thought, watching the thin shower of rain
falling at the end·of the mesa, Oh why doesn't it fall here? And
then rejoiced that some little thirsty spoton these mesas was getting
.it even if it wasn't this one. It's all the same earth, I thought. Anywhere that rain falls is healing for the earth.
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"AUGUST, 1934. The moon last night made a porpoise or a dolphin out of black cloud and haloed it with silver. Today is the most
shining green and gold early autumnal day. I walked down the mesa
at noon and heard the wind like the swish of long taffeta· skirts in
the com. The tassels of the com were deep maroon. I sat at the edge
of the growing field of winter rye and saw it moved by the quick
wings of little birds. Coming home I found wild white flowers like
tiny moonHowers in the grass, with an exquisite delicate perfume
like petunia but far more subtle.
o"JULY, 1937. I stopped in the baby's room a moment to listen to
him sleeping and as he lay and breathed so softly I remembered the
winter week when he was so"'ill and I so frightened, and how in the
night I would think I could not hear him breathe, and would go
beside him and listen, that breath so troubled and so faint. How
lightly strung upon life we are, like heads upon a string.
"The thunderstorm has passed. The mesa is still in shadow, but
the horizon is bright. There are new curtains at the window, homespun, the color of the afterglow upon the Sangre de Cristo. There
is the smell of hot gingerbread baking for supper. Soon we will sit
down at the table, I and the husband and sons for whom I prepare
the daily bread. We will break our bread carelessly, we who have
never had to worry about where our next meal is coming from. It
is likely that we will forget to give thanks, taking life so for granted.
"But I think: The sun shines upon us now. Eat and drink deep,
husband and sons. Grow strong. For all life is a debt that must one
day be repaid. From those who have received much, much will be
demanded. There may be darkness to the extent that we have received light. In the dark time life will not give to us as we are used
to be given to. But the courage to live will be demanded of us still.
Eat and drink deep, oh husband and sons."

Only a little of the shadow side of our lives is preserved in these
journal entries, for like Edith, I long ago discarded the fretful pages
that dealt with my inner struggles and discontents. The rest has
blown away with the chaff, or forms part of the compost at the roots
of time.
.
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LITILE BY LITILE the noise of the river changed, the river
of time upon which our lives had been carried so peacefully. The
stain of war began to mingle with its current. The events that uprooted us came suddenly in the end, yet for years there were premonitions. They echoed deep within us, almost unnoticed, like the
rolling of a pebble, the trickle of dust grains, the faint quiverings
that precede a landslide.
In 1938 I made this entry in my journal:
'Violent nature intruded stubbornly on the calm of daily life last
night. The music we tried to hear was made inaudible by static
worse than I have ever heard on the radio. A newscast explained
that a tremendous electro-magnetic hurricane had taken place about
one o'clock the preceding night, effectively blotting out all shortwave coinmunication for several hours. It was the largest such storm
ever to be recorded. A coyote apparently caught in a trap not far
away wailed and shrieked in spirals of sound that sent shivers up
and down our spines and took us back to our primitive history when
men's houses were fragile islands of safety against which the wilder':
ness beat like threatening waves. In the middle of the night I felt
my bed rock and tremble gently as though in the beginning of an
earthquake. Poor earth, I thought, so harassed tonight by nature
and by man, bombarded by electric particles from space, torn and
bruised by man's devices of war, what wonder that you should
dream of shaking loose this plague that has fastened itself upon you,
and tremble as you dream?"
During the spring of 1940 we hung upon our radios listening to
the saddening reports of the invasion of France. Far away as we
were, we felt the ancient wounds begin to open. I remember how
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desperately I tried at first to escape from awareness of what was
happening, to take my children's hands and Bee beyond the reach of
history. On June 30 my journal says:
'We got clear away into an almost inaccessible canyon, and then
miraculously all the cares and strains of the past weeks began to
drift away like the network of ripples on water when the wind
ceases. Here in the canyon were no books of opinion, no newspaper
headlines, no blare of radio with its undercurrent of panic. There
were only the great sky and the ancient rocks, the stir and surge
of wildflowers blooming, the sound of the rippling brook. There
'rere beaver dams, and the mirror-like water spread out under
tangled thickets, the unhurried wise old fish moving in the water,
dew on the tall weeds and grass, birds calling and hurrying, the
footprints of bear and mountain cat on the trail, masses of wild strawberries under tall rock shadows. How far away war seemed. Time
stood still in this great moment of peace and beauty."
The news of Pearl Harbor was like a dream at first. We had eaten
our midday dinner at the Lodge, the school's great dining hall with
the portal that faced across lawns and gardens to the east. It was a
sunny Sunday afternoon. The air was warm and brilliant. The
valley below the mesa brimmed with light. Whoever first heard the
startling news over his radio spread the word quickly. War had
been for so long only a tangle of words in the air around us it seemed
hardly possible that it could actually touch our lives.
By February of 1942 the academic headmaster, Lawrence Hitchcock, then a major in the Army reserves, was called to aeti~e duty.
My husband became acting headmaster and in addition to his load
of teaching was harassed by the problem of finding replacements
for those of the staff who were leaving at the end of the year to
enter the Armed Forces. He worked late into the night those
~onths, and when he came to bed tossed and turned restlessly. I
listened, like all anxious wives, to the speeding tempo of his heartbeat that seemed to echo the speeding tempo of our days.
One morning in the spring of 1942 I walked to the edge of the
canyon and sat dreaming for awhile under the branches of a fir tree.
The air was gossamer. A haze of subdued light layover rock and
tree. I watched thunderheads build up in the north over Tsacoma,
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the sacred mountain. A tiny spider spun a web from the twig of a
barberry to my knee and back again.
But roughly upon the edge of peace that day an airplane droned,
circling hack and forth among the clouds, from the river to the
mountain, south along the Howing hills on the horizon, out of sight,
and then suddenly back again. It Hew low, methodically. The sunlight glinted from its silvery structure. It was then I first knew without doubt that a time was ending. Not even here on these mesas
was· isolation possible. We too were vulnerable to change. The narrow trails cut in the ancient rock could not be defended against the
invading future.
On the first of May we waked to the sound of an extraordinary
wind. The sky that had been limpid at daybreak darkened. The
sun was mufHed, though there were no clouds. The bright air was
choked with dust that stung our faces and burned our eyeballs. We
women were too restless that day to stay alone in our houses. Each
went to seek some neighbor for reassurance, and as we walked we
leaned against the wind like ghosts. Tarpaper ripped from roofs
whirled past our windows. Sheds were overturned. Paths and doorways were blocked by fallen trees. Before it died at evening the
wind cut a wide swath of destruction across mountain and mesa.
When I next rode on the trail up the Guaje ridge northwest of
Los Alamos I became for the first time in my life almost hopelessly
lost. Trees lay scattered as though spilled from a giant matchbox.
Great roots had been Hung upward out of pits of earth. Picking my
way through the mined landscape I lost all sense of direction. My
confused mare balked and trembled till at last I got off and led her.
I knew that for the animal's sake, if not my own, I must not panicL
I talked to.her gently and turned from time to time to lay my hand
on her sweating neck in reassurance. At the peak of despair I
stumbled across a shattered root. Exposed in the gaping earth shone
a black piece of carved obsidian. That unexpected pattern of symmetry could only have been formed by'the hand of man. I picked it
up and he!d it in my hand, an ancient spearhead, and suddenly felt
that I was not alone. An age-old human instinct for finding order
in the midst of chaos came to my rescue. In a few moments I found
myself back on the homeward trail.
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Early the next Decemher-a year after Pearl Harbor to the daythe faculty and boys were called to the "Big House" after dinner
for a special meeting. I had to stay at home. Not long before, I had
bought some sage-green material to make new curtains for our living room. They were almost ready to be hung, so while I waited I
measured and pleated the edges where the drapery hooks were to be
inserted. Something was going on; I had no idea what. Men in military uniform had been coming and going among us since spring
but their presence was never explained. Airplanes had continued
to fly over.
The meeting did not last long yet it seemed hours before I heard
footsteps running. A door slammed and my ten-year-old son who
had been looking forward for years to becoming a Los Alamos student like his brothers, burst in the front door, ran past me to his
room, and big as he was, threw himself down on his bed and began
to cry. He was unable to explain what the matter was and I had to
wait for my husband to come and tell me what he had known for
weeks. The school would have to close.
At midterm in February the boys were to be sent home. At first
the Government had requested that no explanation be given, but
Mr. Connell insisted that he must have an official notice from the
military authorities that this action was necessary for the war effort.
A formal letter from Mr. Stimson was £ramed and hung outside the
director's office and a copy of it went out in the letter to the parents.
Under the stimulus of crisis, the boys were put through the full
year's course of study in the remaining weeks. The senior boys,
among them our eldest son, received their diplomas and were allowed to enter the college of their choice. The younger 1><?ys transferred to other schools. At Christmas I moved with our youngest hoy
to Taos where my mother and my brother's family were then living.
My husband and the older boys stayed on at Los AIam~s until the
term was ended.
Even before I left, bulldozers moved in, and other weird machines roared up and down digging ditches for the foundations of
future buildings. Everything was conducted in an element of extreme haste and mystery. Civilian visitors were conducted on tours
of inspection everywhere, even through our homes. One day I recog-
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nized Dr. Ernest Lawrence, whom my'husband and I had met one
summer in California. He seemed strangely diffident when I questioned him about our mutual friends, and broke away as quickly as
poSsible from my attempts at conversation.
Another afternoon I was introduced to a young-looking man by
the name of Oppenheimer. Cowboy boots and all, he hurried in
the front door and out the back, peering quickly into kitchen and
bedrooms. I was impressed, even in that brief meeting, by his
nervous energy and by the intensity of the blue eyes that seemed
to take in everything at a glance, like a bird Bying from branch to
branch in a deep. forest. I had no idea then who he was. Later .my
husband, who taught the sciences, math and chemistry and physics,
told me that Oppenheimer was renowned for research into the structure of the atom. We both knew that Dr. Lawrence had developed
the cyclotron at Berkeley and this lead us to suspect that the mysterious project for which our school had been taken over had ~me
thing to do with atomic research. What this had to do with war I, at
least, was too innocent to imagine. We were too impressed with
the emphasis upon secrecy to mention the names of these men to
anyone. Rumors of course blew back and forth like tumbleweeds
in a high wind, especially among our friends in Santa F~, and we
played the game by inventing fabulous fairy tales about what the
Army might be up to. Perhaps, we said, they might be planning a
submarine base in· the pond where the ducks swam, and a secret
passage would connect it with the Rio Grande!
. We played the game ana hid the soreness in our hearts, going
on with our own lives as best we could. My husband taught one
year in a California school, but we could not be happy there among
the unfamiliar seasons and in an academic life so conservative and
different from the adventurous background we were used to. We
moved back to New Mexico and my husband opened a school in
Taos which was modeled as closely as possible upon Los Alam'Os.
It was too much like trying to breathe life back into a dead body.
The times had changed. The war was still upon us and no one could
dream what new patterns might be emerging. At the end of a year
he gave up the venture and tried one line of work after another
so that we would not have to leave New Mexico.
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THROUGH Edith Warner's years at the bridge the pressure of
human life kept gnawing away at the isolation of the plateau. West
of the bridge the road had been straightened and graded. A new
road up the steep side of a cllif replaced the old one that used to
wind through the canyon, crossing the stream more than twenty
times on the way to Los Alamos. An improved road was built into
the Valle Grande where only herders once wandered with their
sheep in summer. In the autumn of 1941 railway crews began to
tear up the tracks of the D. & R. G. narrow-gauge railroad. The little
train we knew affectionately as the "chili line" would run no longer.
The sound of busy trucks roaring over the bridge replaced the bright
whistle of the engine. The road to Santa Fe had gone through
several stages of improvement, and until the war the number of
tourists who found their way to the tearoom at Otowi grew steadily
greater.
During the first years of the war Edith had found it almost impossible to keep going. Gas rationing meant fewer visitors and more
difficulty getting the supplies she needed. Should she put aside
"selfish desires," she asked herself? Go back to the outside world
and a war job?
In the midst of her confusion-this was late in 1942-she learned
that the Los Alamos Ranch School was closing. A construction company moved in with all kinds of heavy equipment. A fence was
thrown round several thousand acres on the plateau; the whole area
was converted into an Army post and closely guarded.
The civilians who came to work at Los Alamos were also closely
guarded and apparently never allowed to leave the mesa. But in
the early spring of 1943 the civilian head of the project began com-
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ing dOwn once a week with his wife to Edith Wamer's house for
dinner. Curiously enough he turned out to be a man she knew.
Looking a little like the slim and wiry hero of a Western movie, in
blue jeans and cowboy boots and'spurs, he had stopped at the little
house y~ago at the beginning of a packtrip. Edith had given him
tea and a Slice of the magiqtl chocolate cake that seemed to compel
whoever tasted it to come back for more. This man too had come
back. There was something about him that she liked. His senses
were alert as SOme creature of the woods. He had a POet's face, with
eyes as blue as gentians and a mouth that was at the same time finn
and a little wistful. She learned that he was a professor of physics
at a California university.
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He had known and loved the plateau since the summer of 1922
when he took a pack trip from Frijoles into the Valle Grande-this
must have been only a short while before Edith came to stay in the
canyon,with the Boyds. Later he and ·his brother bought a ranch in
~e Pecos Valley, high on the east side of the mountains and returned many times for camping trips tot4lhe Pajarito country. It was
in the summer of 1937 that he first stopped at Edith's. In 1941 he
brought his wife to meet her-like so many other young men who
as boys had,fallen under the spell of the little house and wanted
to share it with those they loved.
It was not until 1945, after the atomic bombs had been exploded
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, that she could tell us this was Robert
OppeI}heimer.
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It was he who had suggested Los Alamos tq the Army as a possible
site for the development of the bomb. It was the merest chance that
he knew of the existence of such a place and that he had the intuitive mind to sense its possibilities.
"Ever since the discovery of nuclear fission, the possibility of
powerful explosives based on it had heen very much in my mind,
as it had that of many other physicists," he admitted later. 'We had
some understanding of what this might do for us in the war and
how much it might change the course of history."
They had some understanding too of what it might do against us.
The race was against time, they believed. The knowledge that the
Germans were experimenting with the military uses of atomic fission was the spark that ignited our own fierce effort.
This effort, as Oppenheimer tells us, had at first been scattered
and fragmentary. Science has always depended upon the cooperation of many minds; in this perhaps lies its real hope for us all.
Wartime restrictions were making intercommunication increasingly
difficult. A ceptral laboratory was needed where extreme secrecy
somehow could he combined ~th the utmost freedom for men to
share their experience with one another. Through Oppenheimer's
acquaintance with the locale, Los Alamos was selected out of several
relatively inaccessible areas in New Mexico as the one the Army
believed most appropriate for the site of this laboratory. It was remote; housing alIeady was available, and the setting was beautiful.
This last was ao factor that seemed important to Oppenheimer, for
he knew the quality of the men whom he hoped to induce to work
there, and was sure they wo~d respond to surroundings that stretch
and enrich the spirit.
Oppenheimer persuaded the military authorities to let small
groups of men and women come down from "the Hill" for dinner at
the little house by the river. Caught up as he now was in the whirlpool of war, the furious plans to construct a deadly weapon, the impossible and often agonizing decisions that must he weighed and
implemented from day to day, and often from moment to moment,
he never forgot that the heart must have its nourishment. He sensed
that uprooted people had a particular need that these hours at
Edith's house could fill. Perhaps from his own experience he knew
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that those whose daily thoughts were involved with techniques of
destruction would find healing for their divided spirits at the placewhere-the-river-makes-a-noise.
The security regulations, as he himself has observed, were really
fantastic. Families were supposed to come with their husbands if
they wanted to, but they were not allowed to leave. Telephone calls
were monitored. It was illegal to mail a letter except in the authorized drops and all incoming and outgoing mail was censored. Drivers' licenses were all made out under fictitious names. The post was
guardedapd the laboratory was guarded within the post. No wonder
that thrOligh those years of tension there were many people at Los
Alamos who felt that only those evenings at Edith Warner's 'kept
themhnman.
One and sometimes two groups came down nearly every night.
Places were often booked for weeks in advance. There even came
to be a kind of rivalry between those who had regular places on the
list, and those who were seldom able to get there.
The meals that Edith served were always simple: a stew flavored
with herbs on big terra-cotta Mexican plates; posole, an Indian dish
made of parched com; lettuce in a black pottery bowl; fresh bread;
a S\\.Teet tomato relish, watermelon pickle, spiced peaches or apricots;
a dessert of raspberries. Tilano served and sometimes joked a little,
his long braids swinging as he poured hot coffee into big pottery
cuPs. Edith kept busy in the kitchen, moving swiftly and quietly
between stove and table in her deerskin moccasins, managing everything without fuss or hurry, though she had worked since dawn, and.
dishwashing, with all the water heated in kettles on the stove, would
go on long into the night. She knew that for most of her guests this
was the only respite from the tension in which their days were spent.
For her it was a war job beyond her wildest expectations.
What this time was like no one can tell better than she does in
the third of her Christmas letters:

New Year's day of this historic 1945 held no hint of the atomic
era. There were no blasts from the Pajarito Plateau making discord
in the song of the choms as I sat in the sun on an old portal at San
Ildefonso. Teen, just past two, watched the dancers with me and
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later de~ated the steps of the little deer. The only indication
ofwar was the abslfnce of his father and the other young men.
During January I rested and learned to milk, but the pueblo prepared for San Ildefonso's feast day on the 23rd. It was the time for
the ceremonial Buffalo dance,and once again I took Tilano over to
the house where he and all the dancers make themselves ready. On
the morning of the fourth day they went into the hill before dawn
to await the haunting song of the chams. I leaned against an old
adobe house as the deep drum tones rolled and the song called the
men who dance as godly animals. Por hundreds of years a chorus
has called and aline of women waited at the foot of the hill-waited
to touch these men and take into themselves that intangible spiritual
power sometiine.s attained by human beings. As the song-reached its
climax a long gray plumed serpent of smoke rose from the hilltop
and spread over the pueblo. Prom between the hills came the leader,
'bE the hunters, the Buffalo lady and men. From over the hills came
Deer and Antelope and Mountain Sheep. All came to the foot of
the hill where the women waited to-touch them, where the chorus
waited to accompany them to the plaza with exultan!.wng.
Tilano, who has always been aDeer, became the leader this year.
Babies I had held were grown up enough to be Antelope and Sheep.
Tomacita and Facundo were Buffalo, and their son slept in his
cradle in the ceremonial house where they danced. These human
bonds make contact for we, so that the snow falling softly and
quietly on the earth, on deer antlers and buffalo manes and curved
sheep horns, was significant.
Pruning was pnished but the prst peas had not been planted
when Joe came to tell me that his father, Ignacio, had gone on his
last journey to the hills. It was Ignacio who told me, tllf, when we
dance, our hearts are right, the rain will come." There were many
memories as I watched the candles flic'ker at his side-memories of
him and of the others who had preceded him. Just the month before,
stooped and almost blind, he had served at the mass for Tonita. He
had lived a long and full and active life. The moccasins beneath his
blanket were well worn. He would have been unhappy sitting by
the pre. I miss him as I shall miss Juan Estevan and Sayah, but I
cannot mourn.
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Summer was dry and hot-so hot. I searched in vain for Mariposa
lilies in June, though in May the hills had been gay with flowers.
The wee1cs seemed an endless round of gathering vegetables and
preparing meals. There was tension and accelerated activity on the
Hill with the men "going south." Explosions on the Plateau seemed
to increase and then to cease. Men were in the Pacific, leaving wives
on the Hill. Things-unknown things, were happening.
The climax came on that August day when the report of the
atomic bomb flashed around the world. It seemed fitting that it was
Kitty Oppenheimer who, coming for vegetables, brought the news.
I had not known what was being done up there, though in the beginning I had suspected atomic research. Much was now explained.
Now) can tell you that Conant and Compton came in through the
kitchen door to eat· ragout and chocolate&Jce; that Fermi and Allison, Teller, Parsons, came many times; that Oppenheimer was the
man I knew in pre-war years and who made it possible for the Hill
people to come down; that Hungarians, Swiss, Germans, Italians,
Austrians, French and English have been serious and gay around
the catz,dlelit table. It has been an incredible experience for awoman
who chose to_live in a supposedly isolated spot. In no other place
could I have had the privilege of knowing Neils Bohr who is not
only a great scientist but a great man. In no other way could I have
seen develop a group feeling of responsibility for presenting the
facts to the people and urging the only ,wise course-international
control ofatomic energy andthe·bomb.
Perhaps the desperate state of the world and the anguish of millions as the constant backdrop of life intensified the joys that fall
always brings. This year there were trips to the Plateau for wood on
days when sky and aspen vied with each other in beauty. The wind
made melody in tall pines while I gathered pine knots. They seemed
to be the essence of the elements garnered by atree and now released
in the fireplace to complete the cycle. Their gathering has become as
much a part of the fall ceremonies as the garden harvesting and the
southward flight of geese. The rhythmic order of nature holds for
nu; assurance as well as beauty.
,

I
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hrnR THE WAR, atomic research continued and the city of
Los Alamos kept on growing till it was a blaze of light under the
night sky, and the old bridge across the Rio Grande was no longer
adequate for the increasing How of traffic. Supplies and building
materials for the city, and heavy equipment for the laboratories,
were brought in by motor truck. The narrow-gauge railway had
heen abandoned, its tracks pulled up. Workers by the hundreds
from the pueblos and the Spanish-American villages along the river
and from as far away as Santa Fe commuted daily. By Christmas of
1946, Edith Warner learned that the plans for the new bridge
would bring the world into her dooryard, almost beneath her
kitchen window. With the constant roar of heavy trucks her cherished peace and seclusion would no longer he possible. Life in the
little house would not even he endurable. There was nothing to do
but move.
~
Tilano at first refused to leave. He was around eighty now, and
set on living out his years at the place-where-the-river-makes-a-noise.
How can a man, when he is old, tear out his roots from the soil made
of the fallen leaves of his long years? Edith was fifty-four, unaware
that she had only five more years of life. Her one concern was to
find a place where Tilano could live out his years happily. 'Without
hhn" she said, "the twenty years at the bridge would have been
impossible." He had become her companion and helpmate, and
the living bond with the earth into which her. roots had gone so
deep. "For many the little house at the river was a landmark, for
some an experience. For me it was two decades of living and learning," Edith said in her letter of 1947.
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With the instinct of a bird to rebuild its nest, a spider to re-spin
the tom web, she kept on searching until she found a place that
would suit Tilano. It was about half a mile away, up the canyon
and opposite the garden on the other side of the attoyo which enters
the Rio Grande just south of the bridge. The site was withdrawn,
secluded, screened from the highway by spice bushes and juniper
and a tall grove·of cottonwood. The river could be heard only on
occasional very still days. They would no longer be able to see the
Black Mesa which had seemed the immovable point around which
the tides of color in the valley shifted. Instead the arm of To-tavi
came close around them, the tawny-rose slope of river gravel capped
by a miniature palisade of black basaltic rock. Over the bare shoulder of the mesa a trail led upward into the world of hare rock and
secret hidden springs. The animal world seemed closer than the
world of humans.
Tilano agreed that the place had possibilities. The land belonged
to the pueblo; in the slow Indian way it took four months for the
council to decide that a house could be built here. These were
months of tension, of heartache, and again the repeated discipline
of patience. Over and over Edith found herself facing what reason
said_was impossible. And over and over solutions came in the most
unexpected manner, and at last a demonstration of friendship and '
love thatseemed likea miracle.
Looking back to those dry windy days when I was faced with
building a house and a road, ~nding water, moving stable, corral
and chicken houses, I am certain it was a miracle. I had only a few
hundred dollars and some old lumber. But Tilano and I had friends,
more than we knew. There were those who had found in the guest
house rest for weary bodies and minds; those who had watched the
morning light move across the mesas and been renewed.
No one knows who first thought of building the new house for_~_
Edith. The thought seemed to start spontaneously in many minds:
Some gave interest and advice; some offered financial assistance;
there were others, and they came from both sides of the river, from
the centuries-old pueblo, and from the new city on the mesa, who
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gave unstintingly of the strength of their hands and their hours of
leisure.
In May of 1947, Tony Pena from the pueblo started to make
adobe bricks in the garden, bricks out of earth where com had grown
the year before, earth and water and straw mixed together, shaped
in wooden forms, dried in the brilliant sunlight to enduring hardness. Tilano had decided the exact spot where the house would
stand and had marked the outline of the foundations. On the last
week end in the month Facundo and Sandy, Tony and Juanita
came over from San Ildefonso in their wagons. There was no road
yet; everything must be hauled across the sandy arroyo that often
ran with unpredictable water. The foundations of the house-long
trenches filled with stones-were laid out in the rain. Tony and
Tilano looked happy and said it was good. The rain was an assurance that prayers were potent, that the hearts of the builders 'were
right.
About fifteen people from Los Alamos had asked~ung
physicists with their wives, men who had participated in the hirth
of the atomic bomb, women who had shared the long months of
tens~on before the test explosion. Now they began to work side by
. ewith the men andwomen from San Ildefonso. Themen hauled
rocks in the creaking wagons; women fitted them into the trenches
and mixed mud. Children played in the arroyo where Tilano had
dug holes for them in the sand and uncovered hidden water.
This was a good day; it was the beginning of many days that had
in them all the quality an Indian thinks of when he says that rain
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is "good" or that a man's heart is "good." They were days of hard

work, week end after week end in the hot summer sun, exhausting
physical effort, unaccustomed muscles that had to be held under the
discipline of mind and will till they learned the function which to
the pueblo men and women came as naturally as breathing. Pine
saplings had to be peeled with backbreaking motions and aching,
blistered hands. There were floors to be laid, one of brick, the others
of adobe; there were oceans of mud to be mixed and cirried for
plastering.
Tilano and Tony bossed th~ physicists. Frustrated scientists some.times suggested more efficient methods, but efficiency never became
much of a consideration. The Indians had a know-how that was
built into the fibers of their nerves and muscles. "This is the way
we do it," they would say, always without hesitation, the eye noting
more accurately than any measure whenever an angle was out of
line, whenever a curve had become unbalanced. Women down on
their hands and knees smoothing a floor would smile and try again,
when Tilano with a grandfatherly tolerance would say, "No, not
that way, this way."
"Sometimes we felt that during the week the Indians would undo
our work and do it over again," one scientist said ruefully, learned
as he was in all the intricacies of atomic motion.
Walls rose with amazing speed. No Ph.D. or his wife was ever
allowed to set one brick on another; they carried the adobes and
handed them, obedient as children helping f~ther, to Tony who
laid each carefully in its place. Over the walls the vigas were lifted
and rested, old beams from the pueblo, new straight logs from the
forests above Truchas and beyond Puye. On top of the vigas the
peeled pine saplings were laid. These were covered with roofing
paper and mud and more paper, then tar, and then more dirt, a good
roof, upheld by the good hearts of those who had helped build it.
'When it was time to cover the walls with plaster, first rough,
then smooth," Edith told us, "the Pueblo people sent word they
wanted to do it. The men mixed the mud and carried it to the
women. Some kneaded it and handed it to those who with skilled
hands covered the adobe bricks. There was much talk and laughter
and always a beautiful rainbow motion of the hand."
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At lunch every one relaxed under the cottonwoods in the
meadow. A simple meal was served-ragout, homemade bread, garden lettuce, big slabs of chocolate cake. Tilano leaned against an old
tree. His face was lined, but these were lines made by a lifetime of
wind and sunlight, of laughter and tenderness. It was a happy face,
as though the winds that had touched his life had all been gentle
ones. He seemed like the tree he leaned against, whose leaves move
in the slightest wind, but whose roots hold firmly.
'When Tilano lights the little fire on Christmas Eve," Edith says
in her letter of December 1947, "those to whom it pays respect will
know that human beings nowJive where last winter only quail,
rabbits and coyote made pattern in the snow."
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FIFTEEN

T

HE FIRST WINTER in the new house was a hard one. Edith
could not help being homesick at first for the little house that had
meant for her "two decades of living and learning."
'The blue heron has not followed us from the river to the side
of To-tavi-kadi, mesa of the quail," she wrote us. "I miss hearing
him as he Hew homeward after his late supper; miss seeing him
standing on one leg in the lagoon as he waited for a minnow to
swim across his image here on a still night. . . .
"In January a succession of storms piled snow on snow. The snow
and the wood kept us busy. Each trip to the woodpile or the chicken
yard was into a world where white mesas glistened against a deep
blue sky, where snow-covered trees shook starry Hakes from their
branches. From the wide window near the ~eplace we saw storm
clouds gather over the mountains, or sunset. tum the peaks bright
~ed."
It was the winter that Donicio died, he who had been the center
in a line of dancers. The chorus grouped itself around him for the
Com Dance; the song seemed to come from him. The feeling of
loss weighed upon Edith's heart, though she knew that soon the
dance would group itself around another center.
The house still seemed very new. It had not yet begun to blend
with the earth from which it had been made, yet already when the
first geese Hew south they had discovered it. They Hew north again
early in February. Her new life began to be woven once more into
the rhythm of the season~. The stormy winter had brought a wealth
of blossom to the stony ;hillside. By the well she watched a bud
unfold upon a slender stalk, wondering if she had dreamed the
exquisite cream-colored Mariposa lily, three-petalled, with its center
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of bright gold. She had seen them bloom before only on the high
mesa west of the river. How patiently the seeds must have waited
through the long dry years for the moisture to waken them.
Summer brought guests again. The garden. yielded its abundance. On the new window ledge the pots of mint and chives grew
green among the scarlet blossoms of geranium. Children came down
to play under the cottonwoods in the arroyo bottom. Old ,I-:-es
Alamos boys brought wives and babies for a taste of chocolate cake.
Scientists left for far parts of the world, hoping someday-to return.
"This is a changing world," Edith wrote us. ('Perhaps what they
really want is to find the essence unchanged. This becomes my
challenge."
"
In September she made a feast for the pueblo. About a hundred
came in cars and wagons to see the new house and to have dinner.
This too was a link between the old life and the new. In the first
days of the adobe guest house, the whole village had come over
one evening for a housewarming. The children had been put to
sleep after supper in the small bedroom. In the living room they had
danced to the sound of the drum and Indian voices singing. At the
end of the dance one of the men had put a turquoise necklace
around Edith's neck; Maria presented her with a small carved
wooden santo.
In the ten years since the guest-house party, much had changed.
Many of the Pueblo boys who danced that other evening had heen
to war, some in France, some in England, some in the Pacific. Now
they were hack in their own sacred world, but never again would
the mountains of the four directions he the limits of that world. The
war was over hut peace had not yet heen secured. 'The scientists
know that they cannot go back to their laboratories leaving atomic
energy in the hands of the armed forces and the statesmen," Edith
wrote us. "Nor can I concern myself only with my kitchen, for I
too am one of the people."
.
Once someone asked her if it were true that the Puehlos had developed a way of life that protected them from the frustrations and
tensions which the white world seemed to he faCing. She smiled.
'(These people are human beings like ourselves," she told him,
"with their own full share of human good and ill."
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She resisted the temptation that many white people feel to
idealize the Indians, the effort to find in this ancient culture all that
seems lacking in our own. In the same way she realized how the
younger Indians, resisting the bondage of their own tradition, look
to the white man's way as an escape. How well she understood that
neither way can be completely fulfilled without the other. The two
forms of knowledge, the two patterns of living, must somehow
fertilize each other so that the gods may live their great polarities
in human hearts as well as in all nature. The knowledge that leads
to power, and the wisdom that grows from the service of the earth
and the love of its beauty existed side by side for her, as though
they were the opposite hanks between which the great river Howed.
After this last ufeast" Edith decided that it was more satisfactory
to invite her Indian neighbors to visit her a family at a time. Tomacita and Facundo who had danced as Buffalo three years before,
celebrated their tenth wedding anniversary with her. The small
son, Nahn-tu, who had slept in his cradle in the ceremonial house
during the dance, now shared his place with a long-lashed baby
sister. Teen, who at two had watched the dance with Edith, was
now a schoolboy.
In the fall there were trips to the mesa for wood and to gather
pine knots, Uthose multi-shaped legacies of forgotten trees." Many
of the old roads were fenced, but Navawi'i, where John Boyd had
first showed her the hollowed deer pit, was still accessible. In the
midst of the Plateau now dom~nated by Los Alamos the Government had set aside a usacred area" where the San lldefonso people
were still allowed to tend their ancient shrines and perform the
ceremonies that insured the earth's fertility. Aspen still Hamed in
gold up the sides of the Jemez Mountains. Turkey still called in
the deep canyons, and the sunlight was warm and mixed with the
scent of dried grass and juniper. Near a tumbled ruin she found a
trail worn deep in the rock and a woman's thumb print still visible
on a sherd of her pottery'uThere alone in the sunlight," ~e said, HI began to understand
that nothing men may do, not even the atomic bomb, can in anyway
touch or change the essence of this country."
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SIXTEEN

Two

YEARS of sun

~d snow weathered the new house and

rooted it deeply in the side of the sheltering mesa. Slowly Edith

began to feel the new spirit grow. The design became dear again,
as though a new fabric were being woven from the raveled strands
of the old. While Edith had wanted the house in the beginning
especially for Tilano, it seemed essential that it have meaning for
others.
How was it possible to develop quickly that which at the old
house had grown slowly and unplanned Oller a long period of years?
How could it be shared when no commercial reason drew people?
For these problems there was no established method. It was not a
picture to be painted, a poem to be written. It was not even mine
to create. So 1 lived each day as it presented itself and hoped I would
p.nd the way. . . . Perhaps I can make you see now how the growing spirit of this house is compounded of the earth itself and the
seasons, of daily living, and in great measure of the people who
came to it.
When I go to feed the chickens each morning my eyes make the
circle of the compass, beginning with the basaltic point of To-tavi
in the west. Memory supplies its long line abOlle the river, the quiet
place on its side where I go to be alone, a tiny crescent ruin covered
with dry grasses that shine in the sun, and across the river, the carved
face of Shumo whose northern point is visible. Beyond the valley
rise the mountains with Lake Peak sharply outlined against the sky,
and in the north T'omo, like a great outstretched prehistoric creature abOlle the road to Los Alamos. These deeply rooted steadfast
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mesas provide a bulwark for living in this age, and at the same time
present beauty ever changing in color and aspect. On their sides
and high places are ceremonial trails and shrines where for centuries
men have placed prayer plumes when their hearts were right. Closer
and more intimate is the hillside with its old trail, where I have
found stones carried long ago in abuckskin pouch. Prom it the quail
come down near the house, and a rabbit nibbles the grass unafraid.
Above it the crescent winter moon shines, and this month Venus is
the evening star.
I am glad the first winter was one of storm and cold because it
necessitated spending many more hours' indoors. Tilano's room,
with its fireplace and sunlight on clear days quickly becomes the
lived-in center of the house. Here hang his dance costume-buckskin leggings, fox-skin, bells, and the Pictures of the children who
call him uncle. Here feathers are sorted and tied with care for the
dancers; a headdress or bow and arrows are made for some child;
and from his chair he watches in unceasing wonder the cars going
to and from Los Alamos. Sometimes there are guests for tea, as color
follows color from foothills to sky. Sometimes on winter evenings
there are tales of long ago. From here he went, when it was time
to prepare for the Buffalo dance, to the pueblo, and returned with
the quality of those days spent apart still on him.
I wish you might see the big kitchen on some Sundays, on
Thanksgiving, during Christmas week, on many a day throughout
the years. Sometimes it is little blond children, sometimes blackhaired children who run into the kitchen for a drink of water or a
basket of toys. ... A car may come from Santa Pe, or from the
Hill, or across the valley with someone who needs to sit awhile here
and look at the mountains or the hillside. Rosanita came to celebrate
her graduation as a nurse, Louis and Juanita their wedding anniversary. Hagi, who used to help in the garden as a little boy, and who
hauled all the water for the house-building, came with his parents
after graduation to discuss his future. Several months later he returned in a Marine uniform to Utell us all about it." Peter and Earle
bring weeks of merriment and talk. All year our friends and friends
of theirs drive across the arroyo to see how we fare, to look at the
mountains, to add a bit of themselves to the spirit of the house..
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Nineteen-fifty was a year of drought and heartbreak. Edith told
us how she napped in the sun on January twenty-third, the day of
San Ildefonso's winter feast when one usually huddles to watch
the ceremony wrapped in blankets. On Easter Day the wind blew
stinging sand on the naked bodies and the homed headS of the
Buffalo dancers. Fruit blossoms blackened with frost in May. Water
Howed in a thin discouraging trickle in the irrigation ditches. In
June the com and beans dried under a cloudless sky. In July thunderstorms, brief and violent, washed out the road and filled the
garden with gravel. Late in September a hailstorm,washed the mud
plaster off the housewalls. After that no rain fell at all. Late carrots
had to he dug from the ground with a pick.
Edith found herself thinking often of the prehistoric people who
centuries ago, after long drought, had abandoned their pueblos to
the slow work of ruin while they journeyed to the south in hope of
greener nelds. "They too must have scanned the sky with dwindling
hope and finally with despair before they decided to leave their
homes and sacred places," wondering if their ceremonies had lost
the power to bring the rain.
Now on the high plateau where lizards scuttled among the
hushes that grew thick in the roofless kivas, mankind was experi,menting with another kind of power. It had heen so far a power of
death rather than of life. She thought of the thousands of homeless
at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. How strange it seemed that the bomb
which had created such waste and such suffering had heen made
on the plateau where the ancient people for so long invoked their
gods in beauty. In the smallest atoms of dust the forces that hold
the worlds together lay slumbering. Long ago men had learned to
call them forth with prayer, with the prayer of dancing bodies, of
soaring voices, making themselves one with the need of earth for
rain. "If our hearts are right the rain will come," Ignacio had said.
Had men forgotten the wisdom of the heart, the knowledge that
all men everywhere are of one substance?
She remembered how the candlelight had shone upon the sensitive faces of the scientists in the little house by the river. How gaily
these men had talked of their children, of mountain climbing and
of music. It was hard to believe they had been working day and
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night to split the atom and release its energy for the use of man,
the violent use of man. In the days after Hiroshima she had seen
many of these men recoil at the implications of what they had done.
She had seen the realization grow among them that now irrevocably
the world was one. As the community of knowledge had led to the·
discovery of atomic fission so now it must lead men to deal with··
the great power that had been unleashed There were no frontiers .
left, behind which one could live blindly.
'
'We know," Robert Oppenheimer has said, "how little of the
deep new knowledge which has altered the face of the world, which
has changed-and increasingly and ever more profoundly must
change-man's views of the world, resulted from the quest for practical ends or an interest in exercising the power that knowledge
gives. For most of us, in most of those moments when we were most
free of corruption, it has been the beauty of the world of nature
and the strange and compelling harmony of its order, that has sustained, inspirited, ~d led us."
The beauty of the world of nature-in spite of all the threat and
hardship that was woven into life she could not doubt it. The
energy in the atom-was it really different from that which slept
in the waiting seed, in the sunlight released from blazing pine
knots, in the stone that pulsed under the fingers that touched it
rightly, in the hearts of those who worked together to rebuild what
had been destroyed? '
"How to endure the man-made devastating period in which we
live and which seems almost as hopeless to control as drought; how
'to proceed when leadership seems utterly lacking, when individuals
and nations seem stupid and arrogant; these are questions no human
can answer," she told us. "I only know that the power recognized
by those other sky-scanners stilI exists, that contact is possible. I
know, too, what depths of kindness and selflessness still exist in
my fellow-men. . . . When Tilano lights the Christmas Eve fire,
Perhaps against a white hillside, I shall watch from the house where
some have felt peace, and ho~~ your sky are some bright
~
stars."
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"ON GRAY DAYS like this," Edith wrote in one of her early
clays by the bridge, "I often think of the wild geese Hying south. I
heard their honking one October clay and went out into the gently
falling rain to see the swaying black line of them against the·gray
sky. Soon they entered the canyon and I watched them closely,
following against the dark mesa the darker line. Now above, now
below the broken mesa rim they Hew with never a moment of hesitation, with always the memory of warm, plentiful feeding grounds,
and an old trail leading to them. Where the river turns again, they
rose above the mesa, and my last glimpse of them was that swaying
line against the lighter clouds, winging southward. Death could be
like that."
It was late in November of 1950. We were involved in war again.
This time in Korea. I and my son, who was soon to enter the Army,
drove down from Taos to spend a last afternoon with Edith and
Tilano. It was a clay as beautiful and warm as summer. We sat in
the sunshine outside the kitchen door in the crisp scent of juniper,
talking lightly and throwing sticks for the little dog to fetch. Tilano
told us of the fox he had seen run down the mesa point only a little
above the house, and of the deer tracks in the bushes near the garden. Age sits lightly on the men of the Pueblos and it was hard to
realize that he was nearly eighty. His long hair in its braids was as
black as ever. His eyes were still bright as a bird's. The child and
the wise old man were balanced in him.
Edith seemed frail; some digestive trouble had been plaguing
her, but she laid it to the strenuous year, the constant anxiety over
the strange weather, the struggles with the garden. "Rest and diet
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are bound to bring me back to nonnal and mesa-climbing soon," she
told us smiling. She was 6fty-eight that year. Her thin hair was
quite white, and her eyes behind the wide-rimmed glasses were the
untroubled color of spring water. How could I ever have thought
her a nonentity, I wondered, remembering that early summer when
she had wandered in from the forest above Anchor 'Ranch with her
hands full of wildflowers and I had pigeonholed her as just another
sentimental tenderfoot?
Now I was the mother of three grownup sons. My youngest-the
boy who had wept over the closing of Los Alamos-was recovering
from polio. My eldest son was married and I had a grandson. The
second boy, whose feet Tilano is washing in the childhood picture,
was a young man sitting here beside me. Edith was giving him her
woman's blessing as she had given it to so many brown-skinned
Pueblo boys whose time had come to go to far-off wars. She gave it
wor41essly as always, the cup of tea, the slice of chocolate cake, the
peace and quietness of the autumn afternoon. Little did I dream in
that moment that all three of my sons would find their lifework in
fields connected with atomic energy. The eldest was already an electronics engineer; his brother was to follow him. The youngest went
safely enough I thought, into meteorology, but he, too, has taken
part in atomic tests in Nevada and at Eniwetok. I suppose no generation has grown up to live in a world so changed from that of their
own childhood. Los Alamos has become a city of thirteen thousand
and our life on the mesa seems like a chapter in ancient history.

~-
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As usual that afternoon I complained to Edith about the complexities of my life and as usual she was all gentle sympathy. I was
still bitter at having been exiled from the Plateau. The roots of my
childhood and of my young womanhood were deep there. I never
drove past the forbidding fences without tears in my eyes, and my
hatred of the new city of Los Alamos was still sore. I had not
learned, even from Edith, that out of the death of the old, life is
continually being reborn. I had not yet realized that the gods of
cloud and mountain move within us, or that the center of the sacred
world is in ourselves.
Edith surprised me that afternoon by spealOng eagerly of a powerline that might soon be built near enough to the house that she could
have electricity. She too, I thought resentfully, was willing to abandon the past, the magic of the simple life that had been hers, for the
doubtful blessing of "modem conveniences."
'Tilano is too old to keep hauling water from the well," she told
me. "If we could have a pump he could live out his days in peace."
I knew then that it was no longer possible to go on dreaming that
one could live in a house by the side of the road and not be part
of the changing life that goes on Howing past it.
'
In January of 195 I I learned with dismay that Edith had gone to
Chicago to have an operation. When the surgeons found they could
do nothing for her, they allowed her to return home. They did not
tell her that the situation was hopeless, but I am sure she knew. We
who loved her fought against the knowledge as long as we could.
She had been home only a week when her condition became suddenly critical. More for our sakes than her own, and most especially
because of Tilano, she allowed herself to be taken to the very modern hospital at Los Alamos. There Was a new treatment with radioactive gold which some dared hope might cure her. For a few weeks
she seemed to be getting better, and we held our breaths. It would
have seemed like the greatest of miracles if Los Alamos which had
given us the bomb could also have given us her life. But·in March
a letter came from her neighbor, Ethel Frohman:
"Edith is at home and has decided to try nothing more. . . .
Intellectually she is right, perhaps, but it is hard to understand.
. . . We felt Edith just couldn't give up. . . . I guess the cancer
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is SO widespread that no one could hold out hope of any treatment
doing any real good, and she is unwilling to go through any. more

?

just to be kept alive. Do write to her. She has told me how words
as you can use them mean SO much to her. . . . She is wonderful
so far, worrying about my daughter Kay's stubbornly fixed baby,
and Grandpa, and having Tilano give me their supply of milk- ,
filters. Makes you wonder if you'd have strength yourself to be so
calm, or would you just give way to hysterics? She's a wonderful
person. "
I was sure that for Edith it wasn't giving up, only an acknowledgment ofwhere the trail was leading, and the determination to follow
it, as the wild geese that rise at their autumn summons. In her fifth
year by the river she had written in her journal:
When I had a tooth extracted a few days ago I was very calm. As
I sat in the chair I saw inwardly my mesas. From thought of them
strength and calm seemed to come to me. I became tense at times,
but as I thought of the mesas I relaxed. It was not that the fear ceased
to exist, and then the pain, but that another thought was greater
than me. That must explain what my Indian friend once said. She
had felt a fear once that I did, but she said, III am strong in my
heart" Surely that is better than saying there is no fear, no pain.

It was the end of March when she went home for the last time;
it was the time of wind and blowing dust, days like those when Chai
used to cross the bridge to sit with her when she was alone by the
river. She went home to the embrace of the mesas, to Tilano's gentle
and unperturbed companionship, his strength and his belief in life's
goodness that never faltered. A practical nurse was found to take
care of her, a woman with quiet and capable ways, a little like an
old-time mountain midwife. Her sister and her goddaughter came
to be with her. I drove down to sit with them one afternoon when
Edith :was sleeping. The spring sunshine was warm around us. The
sky was very blue. A few clouds made purple ~hadows on the mesas.
The tips of the cottonwood leaves were beginning to unfold from
the tight sheaths of their winter buds. I felt as though we were
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waiting for a birth as much as for a death, as though the passage
from life were not after all so different from the passage into it, as
though Edith's spirit were only in labor to be free, like a child that
must be delivered from its mother. Why have men made such an
enemy of death, I began to wonder? Edith was wiser, who saw it
QD1yas a transition and went her way without struggle.
She made herself ready as though she were going on a journey.
Books she had borrowed she made sure would be returned. Small
items of daily life, like the milk filters she -no longer would. be needing, she passed on to others. From the mail-order catalogt1e she selected a two-year supply of blue jeans for Tilano, as though she
realizecl just how much time there would be before he followed her..
Knowing there would not be another Christmas she wrote us a last
. letter:

After weeks in a hOSpital it is especially wonderful to be here in
Tilano's room. Here he -can rub my arm to relax me and give me of
his calm and strength. From the bed I can see the first light on the
mountains, watch the snow clouds rise from the glistening Truchas
peaks, follow the sunset color from the valley to the sky. I can feel
the mesas even though I do not see them. It is tr good place in which
to wait for the passing from a rich, full life into whatever work lies
beyond. Since I cannot be well to take care of Tilano, I am happy
and at peace. I would have you think of me that way.
When I saw her last the Harne of her life shone from her eyes
like a candle lighted against the darkness of a window. On a buckskin thong at her throat she was wearing her talisman, a small river
pebble, smooth and polished and yellow as old ivory. It seemed to
me that everything superfluous had been stripped from her and
that at the four comers of the sacred world the gods stood waiting.
She died on the fourth of May in 195 I, in the opening of the young
leaves, when the Mariposa lilies on the mesa begin to pusli the dark
weight of earth aside and reach toward the sunlight.
During one of those last weeks I _dreamed that I went again to
Edith's house. There were crowds of people tiring her ~th their
-
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chatter. Then, in my dream, I saw the Indians, I saw Tilano's pe0ple, coming out of the pueblo fully costumed for the Buffalo Dance,
dark-skinned against the pale desert background, hearing in their
hands green boughs, symbols of undying life. It wasn't the season
for the Buffalo Dance; in my dream I knew this. They were doing it
especially for Edith. They were dancing to impart energy to the
earth upon which she dwelt, to make it holy for her. And in my
dream I knew that I must go away and leave her to them.

The University of New Mexico Pres;; announces that THE HousB AT
DrOWl BRIDGB is to be published as a book during the forthcoming season.
The bound volume will have additional material besides that published in
the QUARTERLY, including further selections from Edith Warner's Christmas
letters, and the recipe for the famous chocolate cake.
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a realistic view

JOHN ADAIR

The Changing Economy of
Southwest Indian Arts and Crafts
Any assessment of Indian arts and crafts of the present day must take
into account the position of the artist in the context of his own
rapidly changing society.
Southwest Indian life has changed tremendously in the last twentyfive years-perhaps more so than in the preceding fifty years. This
rapid change is essentially a local variant of the technological and
social revolution which is going on in other parts of the world-Africa,
Southeast Asia, and in the Americas south of us.
Everywhere we see Indian peoples who, as recently as 1940, were
largely dependent on a subsistence economy, now dependent on a
wage and cash economy. In the American Southwest over-usage of soil
resources has caused severe erosion on the land. This has been primanly
due to over-grazing. Govemment-enforced livestock regulations have
curtailed to a marked degree the income of many Indian groups who
had been dependent on livestock production. As in many foreign areas,
the land will no longer support an increased human population-an
increase that has been in large part due to modem medical science and
public health practice. As a result, these Indian groups, like peoples in
tribal life elsewhere, have had to seek a living away from their homes,
and in this case, away from their lands held in trust by the Federal

This paper was read at a Conference on Southwestern Indian Arts and
Crafts held at the University of Arizona in March'1959. Assistant
professor of anthropology at Cornell University Medical CoIIege,
John Adair is presently engaged in a public healtIlproject on the
Navajo Reservation. Prior to World Wat II he worked for the Indian
Arts and Crafts Board, Department of the Interior, and he is the
author of the book "The Navajo and Pueblo Silversmiths,"
published by University of Oklahoma Press, 1944.
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Government. In 1936, 54 percent of the total Navajo income was
derived from agriculture and stock raising; in 1956, only 11 percent.
In the Southwestern United States this tendency is of recent origin,
going back only to the war years when Indians by the many thousands
left their homes to enter into war industries. This trend to off-reservation employment continued after the war and is accelerating with the
passing of each decade.
In 1956 more than half the total individual Navajo income was derived from wage work independent of reservation resources. There are
considerably more than ten thousand Navajos living away from home
all of the time. The largest employers of Indian labor are the railroads
of the Western states. In 1956 more than six thousand Navajos earned
ten million dollars from this one source. In 1940 the average per capita
income was $81.89 (less than five million dollars total individual income) and this figure, by 1956, had risen to $450 per capita (thirty-five
million dollars total) .
An ever increasing number of Indians have established themselves
as residents in Southwestern cities. Again, this is part of a larger worldwide migration of rural peoples to urban areas. Additional thousands
have been relocated to cities on the West Coast and elsewhere under
the Department of the Interior's Relocation program.
Indian craftsmen have been affected by this economic revolution.
Weavers, potters, silversmiths~ and painters are now pawns in the wagelabor market. Formerly their crafts brought in some cas4, or gave them
purchasing power in the local trading post to supplement the family
subsistence economy. At that time other forms of employment did not
compete for their skills. This change which is p~rt of the general westernization process has; of course, given the craftsman a sense of the
value of time as an eocnomic commodity, which he did not have before,
and of the worth of his labor.
The result has been a great increase in the price of Indian handicrafts, which has also been affected by our inflationary national economy. Now that Indian artists are more closely tied into our wage
economy, they place a cash value on their time, and we find that each
year smaller and more quickly made pieces take the place of more
substantial items which require not only more time to make but demand muclI greater skills. Twenty years ago the pottery stands on the
highways near 'Santo Domingo and Acoma contained many large olIas;
today ashtrays and small pieces comprise the bulk of what is displayed
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for the passing tourist. For identical reasons, some of the water-color
artists trained in the government schools have turned to making silkscreen prints which can be produced in quantity and at a much lower
price.
The craft of the silversmith has undergone great change during these
last twenty years. During the war the population of the Southwest was
greatly augmented by service men stationed in the area and by workers
in the war industries. The Department of the Interior, through the
Indian Arts and Crafts Board, was able to get an exemption to War
Production Board regulations; this action released raw silver for Indian
craftsmen.
Prior to the war the only major markets for Indian silvercraft outside
of the local Southwestern ones were to be found in the National Parks,
primarily those in the West. Today markets are well established all
over the country from Florida to California. Gallup producers who
employ bench methods and who also purchase jewelry,from reservation
craftsmen keep approximately twelve full-time traveling salesmen on
the road selling Navajo and Zuni jewelry-this, of course, is in adQition
to their local and mail-order business.
During these years this craft has also developed in both variety of
design and types of pieces produced. This development is primanly due
to the fact that the craft of the silversmiths is better able to compete
with the wages in industry. Also, it exceeds wages in menial emplOyment that many Indians in other lines of craft work-basket-makers,
for example-must accept fOf a livelihood.
Time spent in fabricating any craft item in a wage economy means
that the craft worker must speed up production time in order to make
a living-the ashtrays bring more per hour expended than the ollas-no
matter how beautiful the larger pieces may be. But the silversmith has
been aided by new methods of production. First of all, bench work, in
Gallup and elsewhere, has made for greater efficiency and has eliminated the considerable expense of distribution and collection of raw
materials. In the second place, the craftsmen now are able to work with
silver sheet of all different gauges (the identical materials that have for
a long time been available to craft workers all over the country). The .
craftsman who is more than that-who is a fine artist-may be selective
in the materials and tools he chooses to use in his work. The better
smiths tend still to make their own urain-drops" rather than solder on
prefabricated ropes of such drops made at the refinery. Less skilled
craftsmen, who are not known individually for their fine work, use such
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prefabricated parts as it speeds up their work. But in any case the slug
of heavy gauge silver that had to be beaten out by hammer has gone
out of general use. Nor is it likely to return. Such primitive methods of
production had to go if the craft was going to expand.
Thus, silversmithing, unlike some of the other Indian crafts, is geared
more closely to the economy of the day. Twenty years ago the silversmith who worked on the reservation was dependent on the local trader
for his raw materials as well as for the purchase of the finished goods.
This too has changed. With money coming in from other sources the
. silversmith is able to drive to town with his wares and sell them to
dealers there. Often he will own the raw materials himself and sell on
a free lance basis. Others still use supplies farmed out by the dealers.
Many more work at bench shops in cities reaching all the way from
Phoenix to Taos-and more still for the manufacturers who employ
Indian labor to operate heavy machinery and tum out cheaply produced
pieces for the mass market.
These changes in methods of distribution, production and merchandising have had to be introduced in order for producers (primarily
wholesalers) to compete for markets with those shops that use such
machinery. There are also a limited number of shops which also use
bench methods and produce very high quality silver craft-work that
may be compared with the finest Scandinavian ware-which is made
for a limited luxury market. Such craft work is geared to retail business
only.
Thus, there are three distinct markets for jewelry and other silver
craft-the fine arts market, which includes the collectors of Indian antiquities, the Indian curio market, and the market for costume jewelry
-although anyone outlet may reach all of these markets.
This fluid situation-expanding markets, changing technology and
design (and it should be added that these new production methods
have by no means restricted design but have enhanced it) -has enabled silversmiths trained in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools to
continue in the work for which they were educated. Weavers, on the
other hand, after graduating from the same schools, cannot support
their families by such work due to a frozen means of production-the
vertical loom and spindle-spun yam. The Navajo rug weaver is able to
earn, at best, twenty cents an hour for her work: scouring, carding,
spinning, dyeing, stringing the loom, and finally, the weaving itself.
Very few of the younger girls now going to school will pursue that
craft in the future simply because they cannot afford to do so. These
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girls will seek jobs as typists, waitresses and domestic help, any of which
will bring much more money into the family. Or, they will tum to
silverwork,as they have been doing for the last twenty years.
If the craft of the weaver is going to flourish as has that of the silversmith, new modes of production, new types of craft products, and new
markets will have to be developed. There are good reasons for introducing new types of handloomed fabrics which would not compete
with the rug market. Horizontal looms could be introduced and handspun. tweeds produced. The raw materials are here in the Southwest,
and techncially these wools can be used on the horizontal loom, as Mr.
James Grandstaff proved in his now forgotten studies made for the
Government at the Wingate Sheep Laboratory twenty years ago.
Scouring and carding machines will have to be introduced, but the
wools may still be hand spun and retain the same quality as hand spun
fabrics made by handicraft workers everywhere.
Modem technology would be to the economic advantage of the
Indian weavers. As it is many girls with good training now go to work
in necktie factories in Santa Fe and Albuquerque where they make a
stereotyped product. But the important thing is that Indian people
have the skills for handiwork, and economic necessity has priority over
aesthetics if ways cannot be found to combine both. It is the old and
identical problem that artists and craftsmen face in our own society.
Many graduates of art schools cannot support themselves from their
handicraft and must take jobs in industry.
I have been told that the prize-winning Two Grey Hills rugs-much
sought after by collectors-are often not spun on the traditional Navajo .
spindle, but on sewing machine bobbins. If such means can be used in
the production of those rugs without destroying the overall effectother means can be introduced to make the craft of the rug weaver
a going concern, rather than a skill which is functional only to a
subsistence economy.
It is important to realize that what is a handicrafted Indian article
from the point of view of the tourist (who usually buys that article
because it is not manufactured in Jersey City, and because it has romantic appeal, and if well designed, aesthetic appeal as well) is regarded
quite differently by the Indian craftsman. For him it is strictly a commercial item. If he can find a quicker means of making more of the
same, he will do so. Also, for him, the arts tied to his religion-singing,
dancing, costumery, and chanting-are the arts from which he derives
most of his aesthetic satisfactions.
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The next twenty years are going to see even greater change in Indian
life. Every year more Indians are enrolled in public schools and in universities. The craftsman who takes a fine arts major in a university is
not likely to lose his Indian heritage as an artist if he is subjected to the
very best in design and techniques, and is exposed to the same traditions that artists and craftsmen are elsewhere. Furthermore, the well
educated Indian craftsman who is truly a fine artist wants to be judged
by the same standards as other artists-in terms of his mastery of his
media and the quality of his workmanship. If his work competes with
that of his fellow students on this basis, then in many cases he will
naturally tum to the design heritage of his own people.
Such shifts in craft technology and in the history of arts and design
are in keeping with the overall social and economic changes which
affect the lives of the Indian families to which the Indian artist is tied.
Culture must he viewed as a whole-with functional interconnections.
This is equally true of the culture that is undergoing change. It is when
art becomes disconnected from the social whole and from economic
life that there is cause for worry. There is nothing more pathetic,
nothing more wasteful of human resources, than the plight of many of
the Indian watercolor artists who today live in Santa Fe, Tucson and
elsewhere. Trained in ou:r Indian schools twenty years ago, they may
have known reservation life only as children, and know it only secondhand now, yet they must paint in a very stereotyped way or lose their
customers. A disturbing numher of them have become heavy drinkers.
They are punished if'they experiment-as true artists must. They are
forced to conform to the tourists' idea of how the Indian sees this
world around him. There are among Indian artisans some really outstanding artists-men and women who are truly creative as designers
and innovators in the fine arts field. They are artists who stand above
those who, with less ability, achieve recognition only as craftsmen.
Marla and the late Juli!m Martinez of San Ildefonso are such artists
-innovators with many followers. This is true in all societies. For every
Frank Lloyd Wright there are dozens of imitators, for every Charles
Eames and Dorothy Liebes, there are droves of followers.
In Indian society this obvious fact could be put to artistic and eco-nomic gain. It should be possible for these artists and for tribal
leaders working with consultants from fine arts departments in universities, and specialists in production and merchandising of handicrafts, to work together to encourage new craft developments. There
are hundreds of Papago women with great skills as basket weavers
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forced to earn a living as cotton pickers-and there they will soon be
driven out of work by machines-because their work is so time consuming as to be economically unprofitable to them (however, not to
the people who sell the few baskets they may make when at home). It
is feasible to think of these women as weavers of basket furniture which
has become popular, or other household items. Such might be produced on the reservation and not break up the family as crop-picking
does. And-this is an important point-the talented artists could help
design the product. So too with the rug weaver.
Economic and social forces are affecting the arts and crafts of the
Southwestern Indian just as these forces are changing the rest of Indian
life. The true artist lives on the growing edge of any society; he is an
inventor of new aesthetic forms which become the arts of tomorrow.
Tribal leaders, art educators and dealers must look to the future and encourage new art forms and means of production functional to changing
Indian life, if the arts and crafts of these people are to remain vital.
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Sophia had not been happy about the chastity vow, but George had
convinced her it was for the best. He had pointed out that in a ThinkDrive he could finish all his paper work by the time he reached Pittsburgh, take care of the correspondence, and still have an hour and a
half to plan the sales. He would reach Chicago by one and be able to
complete his calls that same day. Nothing was so valuable as time. But
Sophia had drawn a·long face and said that a K1buc costs less and
would do three hundred on the superpath. "It's not the speed, Love,"
George had answered. "It's the time. In a Kibuc I can't get any work
done, but in a Think-Drive I can work all morning on the sales. I can't
compete with Thi~-Drive salesmen." In the end he had won his point.
Besides, when Tom Foster and Ronald Whittier, the very cream of the
West Orange young set, bought Think-Drives, their wives had not been
so all-fired upset. A man of thirty-five ought to be mature enough to
take a chastity 'j>w~ Surely the finest transportation of the twenty-first
century was not meant to be wasted on old men. And it was more than
transportation. It was a great forward step in psychology. Man's lower
nature, his own worst enemy, his subdiscursive thought, had been put
into harness at last. If a chastity vow were needed for such an advance?
Well, it was not easy, but it was elevating. It was a sacrifice to the
progresS of his era. George felt. its nobility.
~

The Think-Drive swung smartly into a station marked in red neon,
'PSYCH-eHEK: An orderly trotted out and began to polish the dome.

r
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Arthur H. Cash has taught in the English departments at the
Universities of Colorado, and New Mexico, and is currently at Colorado
State University. He writes, "My plans are for scholarly study rather
than fiction writing. I am interested in the history of the novel,
especially in its relation to psychology and ethics. 'The Think-Drive' is
an accident."
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George slipped the cathodes off his head, got out of the Think-Drive,
and went inside.
44Good moming," said the psychiatrist. Hean I do anything for you?"
41
1 would like to renew my safety sticker. I just got my Think-Drive,
but it's been three months since I took the qualifying exam. Just want
to be on thesafe side. I'm taking my wife for a spin this morning:'
uWell, that's wise," answered the psychiatrist. 4'The required sixmonths check is really only a minimum. The manufacturer says a quarterly check will give you the best service. This way, Sir."
George followed into the consultation room, sat down at the table,
and began rapidly and confidently marking boxes in a test sheet. In
three minutes he finished and settled back for the oral questions.
"Any iconistic dreams lately?"
44A few."
"What sort?"
HType eighteen-spears and cups and platters and such."
"What'd you do about them?"
"Got up and took a drink of water."
The psychiatrist chuckled. HYep, water's still the best cure ever. Any
troubles while you're awake?"
uWell, I still have a gestalt for a pair of trim legs."
uGood answer," said the psychiatrist as he got up to take the examination from the grading machine. HCan't afford to kid yourself in a
Think-Drive. Subdiscursive thought can blow up as easy as gasoline if
you don't know what you're working with. Fine,"-glancing at the score
-"you did fine on the exam:' As he sat down to fill in the safety sticker,
be handed George a card marked "Chastity Vow:.,'!}
UBut I signed one three months ago," said George.
"The manufacturer asks us to have each customer sign one, just in
case. We send it in to Central. Of course, you don't have to. . . ."
But George had signed and was going out the door. "Call again," the
psychiatrist said.
George pasted the safety sticker on the dome. He slipped the cathodes
onto his head, and the Think-Drive glided into the street.
Sophia was waiting on the porch as the Think-Drive pulled up. She
came down the steps as the door swung open for her and slid into the
other front seat. 411t's so beautiful," she said, running her hand over
the glass-tex cushion. uWhere's the desk?"
uJust a minute." When the Think-Drive had turned into Ninety-
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Eighth Street, a block from the house, George swiveled around his
chair and unfolded the concealed desk behind.
"Don't you even watch the road?" Sophia asked nervously.
"Not on Ninety-Eighth Street, Love."
"But suppose . . ."
"Love, I know what I'm doing. All class A streets are guide-rayed for
Think-Drives just like the superpath." And George went on showing
her the desk behind, the telephone, the verbograph, the mathometer,
and the rest of the equipment.
"It's certainly efficient," murmured Sophia.
As they approached the superpath ramp, the buzzer sounded and
the dashboard flashed red. "Want to drop in on Ruth and Wayne?"
asked George. "He's been thinking about a Think-Drive and might
like a spin."
"Do we have time? Dinner is at seven."
"Back easily by then." The Think-Drive rolled up the ramp and
turned nortll onto the superpath. It began to pick up speed. Sophia
was visibly impressed.
"I just can't imagine how it works," she said.
"Well, women are not psychologically minded, Love," George answered. "You see, the Think-Drive represents the first conquest of
subdiscursive thought. The short waves make it possible." Sophia
looked blank. "Now you must remember Zublov's experiments, Love,
that you studied in school." As soon as he had said it, he was sorry.
Sophia's incompetence in psychology had become a dreadful complex,
and George didn't like to hurt her. Not that Sophia was not bright.
George had never thought that. She had been a literature major, and
certainly it took a sort of keen intuition to understand literature. But
literature was hardly training for life. George could not understand why
a college should require only six hours of psychology.
,.uAnyway," he went on, uZublov showed long ago that subdiscursive
brain waves were short-length waves. Then the Sileo Feed Company
Laboratories found that these short waves could be classified and> correlated with particular subdiscursive thoughts. From then on it was
simple." George pulled a drawer out of the lower part of the dashboard.
It contained an apparatus of small electronic tubes and intricate wiring.
"This is the brain of the Think-Drive. The cathodes on my head pick
up all short waves and transmit them to the brain. The brain translates
them into momentum and direction, and the Think-Drive simply does
what I think it should."
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"I see," said Sophia. "But, George, when you are thinking about the
sales-won't you get it confused?"
George laughed. "To operate a Think-Drive, you don't have to think
about driving. Whenever you think about something, like about sales,
you generate long waves, because thinking about things is at the discursive level. The cathodes won't pick up long waves at all. Only short
ones."
"I don't understand," said Sophia
"Well, now look, Love," said George, trying hard to control his
annoyance. l'The Think-Drive operates on subdiscursive thoughts, the
thoughts that ar~ deep down in the mind because they're, instinctive
or are driven down by habit or something. You know how sometimes
you drive the automobile to that old super-market? You go 'through a
maze of stop lights and side streets, but often you do it without thinking about your driving at all. You think about Sally or the club or . . ."
"Or you," Sophia interposed, looking at the safety sticker.
"Or me. But you don't think about the driving. You've been driving
long enough so that it's kind of an instinct. That's the sort of thinking
the Think-Drive operates on."
George settled back to enjoy the freedom of the drive. The ThinkDrive, at cruising speed, was moving along the elevated superpath above
the houses of suburban New York at two-hundred and fifty miles an
hour. George noticed appreciatively the expanse of sky beginning to tint
red in the left edge of the dome.
"George:' Sophia began again, l'how can you use a desk that's behind
you?"
"Quit worrying," George answered reassuringly. llUp here on the
superpath or on a class A street like Ninety-Eighth you don't have to
watch the road because it's guide-rayed for a Think-Drive. The ray does
the watching. But here or anywhere, if the Think-Drive does need directions, it asks for them. The buzzer sounds and the red sign in the
dashboard flashes on. Like back there when we came onto the superpath. The Think-Drive asked for directions because we hadn't decided
whether to go north or south. As soon as I did decide, the Think-Drive
picked up the decision and turned north."
l~It's uncanny," said Sophia.
"No, Love. Just sound applied psychology."

"

George brightened up when, ten minutes later, they reached Ruth and
Wayne's house in Salem. George always enjoyed talking psycho-dy-
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namics with Wayne, and Ruth knew the rudiments of the scienceenough, at least, for social chatter. When the men had gone for a spin,
their wives went inside to mix the drinks.
''Wayne comes up for his Think-Drive quaIifyings next month,"
Ruth said as she opened the liquor chest. "He's been on the list for
.
overa year and can hardly wait."
"Gh," said Sophia.
"Why the ever-so-small 'oh'? Aren't you excited about having a
Think-Drive?"
"Yes . . ." answered Sophia. "But the vow . . . Do you think that
Wayne . . . ?"
"That Wayne can keep his chastity vow?" finished Ruth as she put
~ martini before her guest. "Won't be any trouble for him. Or for me,"
she added as she took a sip.
"Oh," said Sophia.
"Do you mean . . . ?" They looked at one another. "Do you mean
that George is not ready to take the vow? In that case . . ." She broke
off, embarrassed but amused. "In that case, Darling, I'm sorry:'
The trip back was not a happy one. As soon as they turned onto the
superpath, Sophia had demanded to know why he had to take a chastity
vow. George did not find the explanation easy. "Well, you see, Love,"
he began, "erotic thoughts are the one type that can't be classified as
short-wave or long-wave. For some reason the libido, if it gets a hold,
infiltrates the entire mind and starts chaotically sending out waves of
all lengths. You just can't stop it once it starts. The Think-Drive knows
what to do with normal short waves, but if it picks up erotic short
waves it can't tum them into momentum and direction. It gets dangerously confused. At two-hundred and fifty miles an hour you can't take
that chance. That's why Uncle Sam only lets the highest type person
operate a Think-Drive, the person who can exclude low-level . . ."
But it did no good. He could hear Sophia next to him sobbing softly.
He swung his seat toward her and began another approach. "Look,
Love, this vow is really a fine thing. It's the highest sort of sacrifice to
the ideal o{ . . ."
"Oh, my own dear Love," wailed Sophia, pulling him to her to kiss
his mouth.
He felt the jolt as the air brake slammed into the wheel drum. He
wanted just t6 cling to Sophia, but he had to do something. He pulled
away and hurriedly began to check the safty mechanisms. Sure enough,
i
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they had lost a wheel. He could see it racing down the superpath ahead
of them. Even in his panic he saw every detail of its course as it veered
into the drain, then outward an4 jumped the guard rail. He didn't know
what to dol He could see in the mirror that the cantilever had moved
out behind to hold the Think-Drive in balance as it lost speed, but it
couldn't hold up that bare axle after they slowed to a hundred. He
didn't know what to dol Suddenly George saw the guard rail in front of
them-then he couldn't see the rail or the superpath. The buzzer
sounded, and across the dashboard flashed, in large red letters,
'THINK.'
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A Romp with Big Sister
Miss Dinah Shore used to be one
of my favorite female singers. She
had the kind of voice which made
_ a man's pulse beat a little faster and
stirred up in the imagination of the
armchair Lothario dreams of roman< tic places with waving palms and
sloe-eyed native girls who thought I
Surrender Dear was a loyalty oath.
But that was long ago. In recent
years, with the matriculation of Miss
Shore into Television, I have come
to classify her offerings as an essential element in the limbo of things
to be avoided in favor of the commercials on another channel. I had
never considered how this had come
about, so I decided to look in on the
hour long spectacle which appears
every' Sunday under the title "The
Dinah Shore Chevy Show." (Miss
Shore, it seems, shares top billing
with the sponsor.)
Wholesome is the word for the
New Dinah Shore. She drove into
view (in a Chevy, of course) singing
I Love Everybody I See, and we were
off to a good, clean hour of mindless
amiability. Miss Shore is still a very
handsome woman, but she has managed to offset her natural attractions
by becoming elfin and girlish, in the
bland well-scrubbed manner which
I suppose they call "naturalness" in
the trade. She trips about the stage
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wide-eyed and chaste, conversing
with her guests in a homey, neighborly way, and displaying a brand
of humor which reminds me of the
scriptural gaiety with which my
maiden aunt used to regale her Sunday school classes. All this is interspersed with little folksy monologues
to the audience salted by such philosophical observation as "Gee Whjz,"
"Oh, golly:' and "Isn't that just
wonderful?"
In between the guest perfomiances, commercials, and occasional
bits of dialogue, Miss Shore sang a
few numbers herself: My Momma
Done Told Me, and It Had To Be
You. I can remember the time when
I would have listened with a small
thrill to the old Dinah belting out
such stuff as this with a husky romantic air which transported me to
the burning sands of Araby. But the
new Dinah evoked only the image
of a synthetic Middle West, with a
rose-covered cottage and white picket
fence. My Momma Done Told Me
was so anesthetized as to be completely void of even the vaguest hint
of romantic suffering. It was more a
paean to the virtue and wisdom of
momma than an ode to lost love. So
too with It Had To Be You. The
muted tone, the soft-boiled egg look,
gave it the quality of a lullaby rather
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than a love song. This last number,
incidentally, was followed by a sedate soft·shoe song and dance rou·
tine, featuring Miss Shore, a lady
guest, and two men guests dehy.
drated for the evening's' performance. The two ladies Eor more
properly, girls) sang Me And My
Gal, twirling parasols as they tripped
through a winsome dance routine.
The boys, in high hats and canes,
frolicked with them in a manner
reminiscent of the games of musical
chairs that.we used to play during
the Sabbath evening Bacchanalia at
the YMCA.
. My worst suspicions were confirmed when a lady guest mentioned
the Gypsy Love Song.
"Oh, that's a beautiful lullaby:'
breathed Dinah.
"Why, Dinah, that's a love song,"
said the guest.
"I'll always think of it as a lullaby,"
sighed Dinah, "because my mother
used to sing me to sleep with ito"
So then Dinah and her guest, both
looking a little dyspeptic-the standard expression for subdued spiritual
emotion-sang Gypsy Love Song
together. And sure enough, it did
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sound like a l~by, just like the
other love songs.
The last number on the show
was a novelty piece about two
scarecrows singing and dancing h1ce
happy, lovable clowns, and philosophising about birds. My happy faculty for blotting out traumatic
experiences prevents me from recalling mOre of the details of this
tour de force.
The show mercifully ended with
Dinah and her guests perched atop
a new Chevy, singing the sponsor's
doxology, "See the USA in a Chevrolet:' This was the only time Miss
Shore's singiag showed much enthusiasm, but even so. the old hint of
wantonness was still missing. Who
can feel wanton about a car anyway?
After the show was over, I staggered into my den, dug out a couple
of beat-up 78 records of the old
Dinah Shore, sat back and listened
in therapeutic bliss, while I sighed
for the good old days before Dinah
had become homogenized.
Dr. Longhurst, who teaches at the
University of New Mexico,
specializes in European History.
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A PASSION FOR BOOKS, by
Lawrence Clark Powell. New York:
World Publishing Company, 1958.
249 pp. $4· 50.
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Lawrence Powell is an enthusiast;
he lives, it seems, on his enthusiasms
for people, for places, for experiences, but above all for books. Probably only for books could he use the
word passion. His love for books
is indeed a passion, emotionally
charged, lifelong, unremitting, never
undiscriminating as to what books
are' good and why, but inclusive in
that he loves books in every form
and loves dealing with all sorts of
books in all sorts of ways. A reader
from childhood, Larry Powell grew
up haunting h'braries and bookstores.
He worked in an excellent Los Angeles bookstore where he handled
mre books, knew book buyers and
collectorS, and became a modest
collector himself. At last he found
his place working in a library. He
studied librarianship at the University of California in Berkeley,
becoming finally and inevitably University Librarian on the campus in
Los Angeles.
Dr. Powell also serves as Director
of the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library in Los Angeles; he
cites this library as an example of

how a private collection can become
a public institution of great value.
Since 1944 Dr.• Powell has been active in building up Mr. Clark's fine
collections from 16,000 to 60,000
volumes.
Both these posts have made it
possible for Dr. Powell to acquire
some of the mrest, and most expensive books in the world which he
says he hunts with a loaded checkbook. So he has built notable col·
lections of Dryden, Oscar Wilde,
D. H. Lawrence, and much western
Americana. Dr. Powell tells charm·
ing tales about his hunting expeditions guided by his sensitive
fingertips which tingle when he
comes within the "magnetic field"
of a book he is seeking and which
he has often found in unlikely, dusty
attic or cellar hideouts. Naturally,
he has also acquired unpublished
materials of all sorts. And he has
made wonderful friendships with
dealers, collectors, librarians, and
writers in Europe as well as in the
United States~
Perhaps Dr. Powell's book will be
of greatest use to librarians, would-be
librarians and those who train hbrarians. Here his enthusiasm, while not
tempered, is brought down to hardpan earth with practical suggestions,
always based on his standards for
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good librarians: one who loves books,
likes to serve, and is-above all, a
reader. His Part II deals with many
technical matters of the training of
librarians, ways of relating a horary
to the general public and above all
to a University with its faculties,
students and researchers of varied
needs, potentialities and limitations.
But with all this practical wisdom
gathered from years of experience,
Dr. Powell remains always a dedi.
cated man, a crusader seeking to win
recruits to the calling which he rates
as high as that of the clergyman or
the physician. So his. book is a de·
light to the layman; it is an unending
paean to the joy of books.
For a New Mexican, Dr. Powell's
°most arresting thesis is that Los An·
geles and his hnrary should be the
literary center of the entire Southwest. He recognizes, with what he
admits is the Californian's lack of
humility, that Los Angeles has found
ways to capture much water from
California's own arid regions, from
Arizona and even from distant Colorado and New Mexico. He seems to
feel that Los Angeles is likewise justified in capturing all the books of
the region, and all "related materials." Doubtless he has a sound basis for this belief in that he who
appreciates and takes is he who
should have. Dr. Powell has for
some years been coming into New
Mexico every summer, visiting writers and their heirs, asking for manuscripts, journals, and letters and
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. building up collections of priceless
source materials that no institution
in New Mexico has cared to ask for.
Future New Mexicans may be very
grateful to Dr. Powell for preserving
for them a state heritage which they
wIll be able to enjoy by journeying
only so faY: as Los Angeles.
-ERNA FERGUSSON

Miss Fergusson's article, "Our Modem Indians," appears in tbis issue.
THE CRIMINAL MIND, by
Philip Q. Roche, M.D. New York:
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1958.
299 pp. $5.00•
-

The Isaac Ray Award, named after "the father of American psychiatry," is given annually by the
American Psychiatric Association to
the psychiatrist or lawyer who has
made the most worthy contribution
to improvement of the relations of
law and psychiatry. Dr. Roche is the
fifth recipient, and this volume comprises his Isaac Ray lectur~, delivered at the University of Michigan.
Starting with Frazer's aphorism
that "The movement of highest
thought has been from magic
through religion to science," Dr.
Roche finds that while the cultural
heritage of the scientist shows some
of the black threads of magic and
red threads of religion intertwined
with the white threads of sciencr:;
the formalism of the law is derived
largely from the black and red. It is
only because judges and lawyers are
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not entirely committed to the magic
of social forms that the scientist
can communicate with them at all.
With- this faint praise of the other
profession, Dr. Roche· sets out on
his main theme, the difficulty of
communication between law and
psychiatry.
The main obstacle is the demonology of the law. The legal concepts
of intent, malice, willfulness and
premeditation are "attenuated demonological concepts which have no
consonance with modem individualcentered psychology... ." The criminal trial is "an qperation having l
religious meaning essential as a
public exercise in which the prevailing moral ideals are dramatized and
r~ffirmed." It remains, as of old, "a
kind of exorcism" by which the triers
"cOntrived ~imultaneously and unconsciously to sanction the acting
out of the defendant, find vicarious
gratification in it, and morally to
condemn it." It is at the same time
a game, a play, in which not abstract
moral concepts, but chance, determines the winner.
Understandably, Dr. Roche does
not want to be drawn into this antiquated and irrational performanceat least no further into it than need
be. The psychiatrist called to testify
as an expert witness should not be
asked, says Dr. Roche, or if asked
should refuse to say, whether the
defendant meets the legal test of
mental responsibility, e.g., whether
he knew right from wrong. Instead

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol29/iss1/1
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the witness should restrict his testimony to the description of his medical diagnosis, and not allow himself
to be made a "moral inquisitor" into
responsibility, an issue that the court
and jury should determine without
the psychiatrist's participation.
Indeed, Dr. Roche would have
the law itself give up the concept of
responsibility. Instead of declaring
the sane wrongdoer "guilty" and the
insane irresponsible and "innocent,"·
we should adopt the view that all
persons who commit criminal acts
should be held accountable in the
sense of being held subject to restraint and correction, whether in
one type of institution or another,
depending upon the individual case.
"Criminals," he says, "differ from
mentally ill people only in the manner we choose to deal with them."
His point is perhaps best illustrated by one of the cases he
discusses, that of the somewhat effeminate young man who after a
certain amount of goading shot and
killed a bully. He fled and was not
apprehended until seven years later,
when, on being arrested for vagrancy
in another state he made a statement
that he was wanted for murder in
Philadelphia. Notwithstanding circumstances that suggested a disordered mental condition, no effort
was made to ascertain it and he was
sentenced to life imprisonment. Five
months later he was on inquest
transferred to an institution for the
criminal insane. After four years
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there, he was returned to the prison lating such groups." In the hospital
as restored. The next four years were we have an elaborate descriptive vospent in prison. He adjusted poorly cabulary, typology and flexible therand had to be moved to the mental apy; in prison only a vocabulary of
observation block. Dr. Roche re- good-bad moral evaluations and a
ports the convict's own words at rigid discipline of repression. ''We
length to explain his feeling. The might discover a 'sameness' of the
hospital had given him, in Dr. people in prisons as in mental hosRoche's view, not a "cure" but an pitals if we applied the same apenvironment in which the patient proach to them."
had achieved an adjustment, in a
Dr. Roche is right in saying that
community where all the inmates our system of justice allows us to
"were bound to each other in the tie avoid coming face-to-face with the
of a common affiiction called insan- criminal himself, even as we avoid
ity." Because he did adjust to this facing our own inner selves. We
environment, he was declared re- manipulate conceptual models; we
stored to sanity and sent back to indulge in a vast amount of talk
prison, where the officially "sane" about crime, intent, motivation, retinmates regarded him 'as "a nut," ribution, deterrence, rehabilitation
and where accordingly he became and responsibility. But we avoid acmore and more withdrawn and psy- tual contact with actual criminals,
chotic. But, observes Dr. Roche, the and clinical psychology could tell us
psychosis did not exist alone in Wit- "9>"why, if we cared to listen to disturbHam; "it was in the relationship he ing explanations. Perhaps the main
had with his environment and we value of a book like this is in the
who were judging him were a part narratives of actual cases, allowing
of it." The only solution was to re- us to see the personality of the actor
store to him the official status of with the help of the psychiatrist's
"insane" and remove him from the insights, and to displace our mental
prison, where the irrational behavior stereotype of "the criminal" with a
of "sane" criminals made life miser- flesh
.blood person who is neither
n monster nor a fallen
able, to a place that provided the an inb
solace of an "insanity shared in angel bu a fellow member of the
common."
human ~ recognizably-and surWe can see from such cases how prisin Iy similar to ourselves.
the author comes to the conclusion
-HENRy WEIBOFEN
that the distinction between a prison Fourth recipient of the Isaac Ray
and a mental hospital "exists only in Award (see above), Henry Weihofen
our ideology and the language we is Professor of Law at the University
employ in describing and manipu- of New Mexico. His survey of
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"Crime, Law, and Psychiatry," Second Annual Research Lecture at
UNM, was published in the Summer-Autumn, 1955, issue of NMQ.

CENTAUR, Essays on the History
of Medical Ideas, by Felix MartiIbanez, M.D. New York: MD Publications, Inc., 1958,735 pp. $6.00.
<I

The author has brought together
here a group of essays which encompass a wide variety of subjects.
The essays do not interdigitate, and
Bow of thought from one section of
the book to the next is often accomplished with difficulty. They can be
reduced to a least common denominator however. Some of the writings
are delightful philosophical tidbits,
others are amazing accumulations of
dynamic historical data, and still
others are comPh~ed works of art
in which the main theme is all but
obscured by fre9ue t runs up and
down the literary s lese Unfortunately the book begins on the latter
note; however, the reader who is willing to remain will be more than
amply rewarded in the later sections.
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In the introduction the following
sentence appears: "First of all, these
articles are only essays, a type of literature all but forgotteq.. today but
which in the past half century was a
vital nourishment to all intellectuals." The essayist must fight the
temptation to think too much or
interpret too much for his reader or
listener. The author has some difficulty in fighting this temptation. In
this day of "the thinking man's
filter" and the "do it yourself kit,"
each man is a philosopher unto himself. His great hunger is for masses of
only partially organized data which
is the raw material for his hobby.
The author has the capability of
supplying raw material at a fantastic
rate. His knowledge of dynamic
historical medicine seems almost
endless, and I am certainly looking
forward to his future works devoted
primarily to this. My amazement is
more out of ignorance than familiarity; however, I have been fortunate in obtaining a summary of
opinions on Centaur by a colleague
whose interest in historical medicine
has led him to considerable searching
for historical truths.
-ROBERT R. SECREST,

M.D.

It would seem probable that a profession concerned primarily with
men's "thoughts" would be in the
forefront of the presentation and
synthesis of their "ideas." Dr. MartiIbanez, a psychiatrist by training, a
publisher of medical journals by pro-
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fession, has had the fortunate facility lucid best in his discussion of conto organize men's thoughts into temporary neuropsychiatry. An adMan's ideas.
mirer of Sigmund Freud, he has
This series of admirably stimulat- harsh things to say about Freud's
ing essays published over the past disciples who turned "doctrine into
decade, and formulated over the past dogma." This reader, for one, was
thirty turbulent years, graciously .disappointed in the omission of psyweds medicine to science, science to chiatric contn"butions of the Amerart, art to medicine in a menage a ican, Harry Stack Sullivan. There are
trois of Continental felicity. Godoy few enough indigenous contn"buand Charles IV were no more tions to the psycho-analytic world.
happily connected.
Perhaps this is the basic criticism
Dr. Marti-Ibanez, like Charles and of these essays: they are not quite up
his brilliant Prime Minister, is a to· date. Freud is discussed in' detail;
Spaniard in origin, but, like other Sullivan is omitted. Picasso is menSpaniards from Cervantes to Santa- tioned frequently, but the sculptor
yana, has striven and achieved the Lipchitz and the painter Jackson
heights of the homo umversalis. It is Pollock are ignored. A stimulated
select company. Fellow Spaniards Rimbaud deserves comment, but
(all but overlooked by North Amer- Gide is nowhere to be found. They
ican anglophiles and francophiles) are too much with us. The virtue of
Ortega y Gasset and Gregorio Mara- the historical perspective is lacking.
non, endocrinologist and world auThe historical perspective is unthority on EI Greco, make their questionably Dr. Marti-Ibanez's
monumental presences known.
ace-in-the-hole. His historical scholarYet this is no provincial gathering. ship is gracefully formidable. His
There is a cosmopolitan equating of illumination of the enlightened conthe atomic physics of Planck and tn"butions of Arab medicine and
Einstein to the cubism of Bracque classical scholarship to the medieval
and Picasso. The essays on the de- "Dark Ages" is long overdue. Medivelopment of endocrinology are de- evalists may object, with some cause,
finitive. The psychodynamics of the to the darkness into which they have
royal game of chess, the sexual sym- been cast. They may point to the
bolism woven into rugs and tapes- glory of the thirteenth century. In
tries, the use of curare on arrowheads the face of this rebuttal I am certain
destined for man and beast, make that the diplomatic Dr. Marti-Ibanez
this party an intriguing blend of the would then refer to the "Grey Ages."
esoteric, the erotic, and the exotic.
It is in the historical text, however,
This psychiatrically-trained homo that a reviewer is permitted to show
universalis is unquestionably at his the meanness of hi~ erudition. In a
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host of facts and dates Dr. Marti- THE KEAN LAND, by Jack Schaelbafiei has provided a verY limited fer. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
opportunity. Chronologically it was 1959· 319 pp. $3.75.
Charles VIII who laid siege to .
Napl~ in 149+ not Francis I~ Fmca:
Jack Schaefer has a feeling for the
storius' poetic idyl on Syphi11is was land, and for the people who lived
written and submitted to the on' it in the early days of the Old '.
scholar~y Cardinal Bembo by 1520, West. In these eleven stories he
although it was printed and officially writes with the ,sure pen of one who
.. released for publication in 1530. Jan knows and- appreciates how it was in
• Stepyen van Calcar, the Flemish that time and place.
artist, was unquestionably under
The title story, and a long one, is
Titian's and not "Leonardo's influ- told by an oldtimer who explains why
ence." Valverde's. Anatomy "sur- he won't sell a hundred and sixty
passes Vesalius:' only as a biblical acres 9f land to rea1-estate sharpers.
'commentary surpasses the New Tes-·
"What would they do with it?
tament. Vesalius got there first by a Slap together a couple hundred
dozen years. The fact that Calcar's maybe more of those silly mod~
anatomical drawings have been at- shacks they call ranchhouses that a
tnouted mistakenly to Titian, and real rancher wouldn't live in· and .
are still used commercially (as they make a lot of _money ~hich seem~ ,to
were in Valverde's day) some four be the most important thing anybody
hundred years later testifies to their can do now~ys. That's progress~ So
art. And. finally, Harvey is no more they say:'
,
'
a Renaissance figure than is Rubens.
His reasons for not selling aon't
The stati~ acc~rate depiction of the have much validity in these days of.. .
world in Mantegna's quiet perspec- "progress" al\d 'the' "organization
tive and Leonardo's cardiac ventri- man:' But they were sufficien't .to
cles, was replac&l by the moving him and he stuck by them. His story
flesh and blood of the Baroque.
is the heart-warming story:' of· the
These are smal~ carping criti- West with its lawless beginnings, its
cisms. I am grateful to Dr. Marti- human dignity and steadfast prin,lbafiez for his stimulation. Centaur . ciples o~ individual effort.
All the stories are concerned with
should continue to delight his
contemporaries.
some aspect of the West and within
-ROBERT NopER, M.D. that framework the author of Shane
Drs. Secrest and Proper are associ- has accomplished a great diversity of
ated with the Department of Inter- subject matter and mood. "Nate
nal Medicine and Gastroenterology, Bartlett's Store" is what is known in
~ve1~ce Clinic, in Albuquerque.
the cow country as a ureal comical
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story"-a rib-tickler Tor sure. "Trail
Crew," on the other hand, is a classic
weStern story complete with stampede and p.athos.
.
There is the story of Cal Kinney,
who, folks said, was crazy, and of
Strong Left Hand and his Cheyenne
woman, Straight Willow. There are
stories told in different style8fand to
satisfy differenl: tastes, but without
exception, told well.
~
Jack Schiefer lives in the Westin New Mexico. "I'm living. the life
I want, to live," he ~ys. "Out in the
wide open spaces in the midst of big
tange spreads."
A great deal of his satisfaction, and
appreciation for big country, is reflected in the stories he writes.

to eminence of Castro and De
Gaulle, spaceships to the sun and
other not impossible feats, but the
sidereal time of a man who wants to
walk around here on this planet is
still· the Same. Or worse. About the
time I got The Encyclopedia of
Morals-some three years ago-I had
been writing a paper on the great
seventeenth-century English mystic,
Thomas Traheme, and I was astonished to find that the word Evil had
disappeared from all the encyclopedias of English. speech in the library. I had to go back to an old
encyclopedia, to the vintage of the
end of the ~irst World War, to find
Evil considered as a word. This set
me to thinking. Then there is no
LESIJEERNENWEIN Soul, no Good, no Bad. A long,Mr. Enienwein is editor of "The wanted book, The Encyclopedia of
RoundUp," the official house organ Morals, will supplant this lack in our
,of Western Writers of America.
sociological, too ecumenical age. Let
us look up:
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MORALS,
evil: see Aquinas, Thomas, Moral Views of;
ed. by Vergilius Fenn. New York; Augustine and Morals; Aztec Morals; bad,
Philosophical Library, Inc., 1956. the; Berdyaev, Nicolas; Broad, C. D.; But682 pp. $10.00.
ler, Joseph; China, Moral Plulosophies of;
THE OUTSIDER, by Colih Wil- Cudworth, Ralph; Dante, Alighieri; Dewey,
son. Boston; Houghton· Mifflin John; Freud, Sigmund; good and bad; good
and evil; Hamurapi, Code of; Hindu Ethics;
Company, 1956.288 pp. $4.00.
Hobbes, Thomas; Jesuits, the Moral TheRELIGION AND THE REBEL, ology of; Jewish Ethics and Its CivIlization;
by Colin Wilson. Boston; Houghton Ligouri, St. Alphonsus and Catholic Moral
Machiavelli, Niccolo; Major
Mifflin Company, 1957· 338 pp. Philosophy;
Ethical Viewpoints; More, George Edward;
$4.00.
More, Henry; Muslim Morals; Navaho
A lot of time has passed since it
was my privilege to receive these
three books to review. The time was
no doubt sidereal, marking the rise
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And it goes on and on. What a
pleasure for artists or erstwhile philosophers or critics of whatever sort
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to find an encyclopedia in which the
soul'is as important as the psyche.
Short bibliographies are given after
each of the series of articles that
make up this book. The length allowed the scholar is to be commended. The article by Dr. Clyde Kluckhohn on the morals of the Navahos
is especially to be noted for its
concluding two sentences: uIn the
myths the supematurals indulge
themselves sexually without much
comment. Only in adultery does friction or a mom! tone enter into the
text:' The freedom of speech used
throughout this encyclopedia makes
the two standard encyclopedias of
everything else seem quite harmless.
Colin Wilson has attempted to
create an encyclopedia of morals
with his two startliI!g books, The
Outsider and Religion and the
Rebel, the first one being a rocket
to beyond the moon and the second
one coming back. I ,find it hard to
understand how British society could
praise his first one so tremendously
and deprecate his second one so
much. The cries went up something
like uYou've failed us:' There is no
difference to be noted between the
first book and the second one. They
are both brilliant jobs of putting together famous quotations. (This accusation is often levelled at Pound
and Eliot, though the latter two are
poets and Wilson definitely is not.)
Actually, Wilson is an education on
what every young man and girl
should know about. In two books he

NM.Q.

does better than the five-foot-shelves
of Eliot. If you have not read and
grasped the writers and people that
he has, you should consider your education lacking. Listen: Henri Barbusse, H. G. Wells, Jean-Paul Same,
Albert Camus, Ernest Hemingway,
Gqlnville-Barker, Sir John Suckling,
Herman Hesse, Novalis, T. E. lawrence, Nijinsky, William James, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Blake, Rilke,
Tolstoy, J. H. Newman, Dostoevsky,
Thomas Mann, George Fox, T. S.
Eliot, W. B. Yeats, Thomas Traheme, Ramakrishna, Gurdjieff, T. E.
Hulme, G. K. Chesterton, and always G. B. Shaw. These people are
all "outsiders," they don't fit in. After Colin Wilson have come those of
before: the angry young ones of England and the beatniks of San Francisco. He beat them to the punch,
but he didn't do it in an artistic way.
He just wrote essays about the nonconformity which is devoutly to be
wished for in university students but
has tolled a startling peal for the
future of Sinatra's uclan" in Hollywood. With his last chapter on
Wittgenstein and Whitehead in Religion and the Rebel, Wilson sums
up why he excerpts so many credos:
"History is the study of the bones
of civilizations that failed, as the
pterodactyl and the dinosaur failed."
I would like to add my own opinion, which is that Colin Wilson is
no pterodactyl and his'fame, though
not his fad, will return. He has seen
that the Outsider is the only one by
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whom a society, whether small or
large, whether of this culture or that,
can be judged.
-GILBERT NEIMAN

A candidate for the PhD. degree in
English at UNM, Gilbert Neiman is
currently teaching at the International-American University in Puerto
Rico.

THE IMPRINT of Stanford University Press shows the
arches that are typical of the architecture of the main
quadrangle of buildings on the campus. The origina! design is the work of Arthur Lites, now a resident of Albuquerque; it was re-designed in r~nt years by Wes
Peverieri, Promotion Manager of the Press.

AFTER WALDEN: THOREAUS
CHANGING VIEWS ON ECONOMIC MAN, by Leo Stoller. Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1957. 163 pp. $+00.
THE MAKING OF WALDEN,
WITH THE TEXT OF THE
FIRST VERSION, by J. Lyndon
Shanley. Chicago: U Diversity of Chicago Press, 1957.2.08 pp. $5.00.
THE SHORES OF AMERICA:
THOREAUS INWARD EXPWRATION, by Sherman Paul.
Urbana: University of illinois Press,
1958; 433 pp. $6·75·
THOREAU, by Henry Seidel Canby. Boston: Beacon Press, 1958. 508
pp. $20·75·

Three new books on Thoreau enhance his reputation as a reformer,
artist, and thinker. The reissue in
paper cover of the well-known Canby
Thoreau also adds to the current revival. Reasons for Thoreau's renewed
popularity may possibly center
around a phrase found on the cover

of Canby's book-"the biography of
a man who believed in doing what
he wanted." A doctrine of this kind
cannot fail to gain popularity in any
era, granted some selfishness in human nature. Presumably, too, great
numbers of urban dwellers would
like to simplify their too complex
lives of noisy desperation and retire
for contemplation to the quietude of
the woods. The reading, or rereading,
of Walden provides just such a vicarious excursion, full of refreshment
and stimulation to the tired mind
and spirit. In an age when the human
psyche shuttles more or less aimlessly, but nonetheless rapidly, between
the microcosm and the macrocosm,
the atom and the moon, many classic
philosophies of life will necessarily
undergo thorough examination and
re-examination in the search for any
possible security. Hence the new look
at Thoreau.
Mr. Stoller's look amounts to an
X-ray scrutiny, carried on with great
discipline and careful organization of
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his materials. The·author traces the
changes in Thoreau's ideas about
economics and social reform after he
left Walden in 1846 to the time of
his death during the early part of
the Civil War in 1862. The changes
began with William Ellery Channing's faith in human perfectability,
transmitted in the 'thirties and 'forties to Thoreau as an ideal of selfculture but modified by Thoreau's
own theories of anti-industrialism
~nd social action. Thoreau's theory
of social action, we are tol~ "meant
creating in his own life and with only
his own resources a veritable microcosm of the ideal social order to serve
as a model for mankind." As Mr,
Stoller makes it clear, it thus einbraced a "program of social action
which cJemand[ed] no action upon
society." Substantially, it was an
agrarian return-to-the-soil movement
directed toward the frontier, emphasizing reform of the individual rather
th~n reform of society. Accordingly,
Thoreau felt that he could not wait
for the majority to protest such matters as human slavery and inhumau..
business. He therefore advocated
peaceable revolution. As he said, "If
the alternative is to keep all just
men in prison, or give up war and
slavery, the State will not hesitate
which to choose." His theory, as he
well knew, depended upon strength
of numbers. But as he made no effort'
to gain abolitionist support, the "just
men" did not rally to his side. The
Brahman background of this (his)
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line of thinking sees ~rum's first obligation to deity, not to society. For
Thoreau, however, the problem was
how to reconcile his sense of the
-abiding presence of the Brahman
deity with his tremendously overpowering sense of solid materialism.
The changes in Thoreau's economic thinking also kept pace with
his antagonism to local social orders,
which was aggravated by his surveying tasks following' the Walden
period. Amid these local disp~tes he
apparently did not think very seriously or' deeply, .however, about
cha~ging the basic principlestn;tderlyihg his society. hldeed, he accepted, says Mr. Stoller, "industrial capitalism as nnpersonally dictated ne':
cessity." ~
During his trips to Maine in 1853
he was tom between his' views on
conservation ~d his liking for the
ro,ugh life in the wilderness of the
lumberjacks who ravage.d the forests.
Many modem readers will be interested to learn that Thoreau discovered such modem concepts in forestry as succession, climax, and the
coppice method. Concerning public
property, he seems to have regarded
access to nature
a 'right of man'kin~ a right that was being endangered'l\ by the encroachments'
of the
,
industrial revolution, not to ,~ention
the prohibitive and destructive aspects of private ownership of land.
Mr. Stoller informs us that in his
last years "Thoreau came to believe
that the deStruction of :nature and
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the primacy of the material motive the Pond. Then began an elaborate
were in his own time inextricably revising and rewriting process that
bound up with private property:' covered from two to five versions of
Or, as Thoreau himself put it, certain passages and lasted until
"What sort of a country is that where 185+ a period of over seven years.
the huckleberry fields are private Mr. Shanley had to disentangle the
property? . . . As long as the berries pagination of these work sheets
are free to all comers they are beau- (botChed by Sanborn) by means of
tiful, though they may be few and the watermarks on the paper of the
small, but tell me that this is a blue- original manuscript. Had he used
berry swamp which somebody has only photostats of the manuscript inhired, &I shall not want even to look . stead of the original manuscript itat it."
self., he would have missed these
pis chapter entitled "Action clues of paper marks that finally
and Inaction" Stoller is genuinely helped him to reorder the pages.
critical of the divergence between Thoreau's revisions are dirded into
Thoreau's views and his actions dur- seven stages, and Mr. Shanley's exing the early years of the Civil War. 'planati~n of these stages is extremely
Thoreau's record during these years lucid. E~ch stag~ involved an almost
in no way compares to that of a'601i- entirely new version without deviationists such as Phillips and Alcott. tion from the -original structural
But regarding John Brown's attack plan. Mr. Shanley's excellent chap.on Harper's Ferry, Thoreau did say, ter on the structure of Walden
"I think that for once the Sharp's points- out substantial errors in the
rifles. and the revolvers were em- criticisms of Lowell and Sanborn and
ployed in a righteous cause." Ulti- at the same time makes clear the
mately, concludes Stoller, Thor~u's unique triple combination of the
attempt at applying·the i~eaIs of his book as "chronicle, topical essay, and
.Walden experiment to industrial"so- persuasive argwr. "'nt."
ciety led him to "a door that'opened
Frequently in the question-andnot only to political ac60nbut also answer bee at a literary tea (or even
to the questioning of private prop- in the learned colloquies of the ivyerty."
.
covered bowers) the subject of writIn an entir~ly differcntkind of ing is discussed with· considerable
book, a textual study, Mr. J. Lyndon naivete and foolish speculation. Mr.
Shanley draws our attention to the Shanley's book provides a very intellifirst version of Walden (Hunting- gent answer to such discussions, demdon Library MS 92.4). He tells us onstrating clearly that Thoreau's
that Thoreau wrote the first version Walden was an imaginative re-ereaof Walden in 1846-47 while living at tion, "not an attempt to give a literal
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account of his life in the woods."
Also stressed by Mr. Shanley is the
idea that the distance in time over
which an author engaged in this kind
of writing looks back on his actual
experience may be so vitally important as to constitute perhaps a law
of literary composition, especially
when one considers (and this is the
real point) the importance of time
"in sifting out superfluous and irrelevant material"
The third book purports to be "A
spiritual biography or a biography of
vocation," d~ng with Thoreau's
thoughts; their genesis and their
gro~. As Sherman, Paul indicates
in his prefac~ there are many pitfalls in a prOCedure of this kind,
wherein one uses as sources what
Thoreau'wrote, said, and did as well
as what others wrote, said, and did
about him. The chief danger, as I
. is that in such a conglomeration 0 material the problems of selection nd arrangement begin to
multiply like e heads of the hydra.
Quite plainl~Mr. Paul has worked
h\rd at gatheri~material. He
, has read widely. He shows, in some
instances, an, uncanny command of
ideas, their sources, their history, in
his rather magnificent parade of
learning and scholarship. But one
gains the impression that this book
is not quite the mQnumental performance he obviously purposed.
The book is too long. It would benefit a great deal by excision, improved
selection, and ;concentration, as well

~
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as by considerable tightening of its
highly discursive style. Such revision
might improve the clarity of its cumulative effect.
,
-RICHARD E. AMACHER
Associate Professor of English at
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Dr.
Amacher has published an edition of
Benjamin FranJdin's Bagatelles (Rutgers Press, 1953) and a number of reviews and short articles in American
Literature, New England Quarterly,
Explicator, and other magazines.
THE MAKING OF THE AUDEN
CANON, by Joseph Warren Beach.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1957· 31 5 pp. $4.75.
If the loyalties of Robinson Jeffers
have remaiqed relatively unchanged,
W. H. Auden ha~ been charged with
disloyalty even to himself. In The
Making of the Auden Canon the late
Joseph Warren Beach follows one of
the most impenetrable paths of contemporary thought by tracing the
system of selection and revision
which Auden employed in compiling his 194'5 Collected Poems, the
canon or authorized version of the
poems. At the time of his revisions
Auden was concerned that his work
should be "as edifying spiritually as
it was imaginatively arresting." Thus
he eliminated not only inferior
poems but those which he later
turned his back on for philosophical
or ideological reasons. Typical of
many of his contemporaries, his

I
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thinking mov¢ from left to right,
but in attempting to conceal the
path to his final position it seems
he has only made this position the
more ambiguous. Professor Beach
feels that had he preserved his more
radical poems and kept them in their
original coutext his candor could
only have reBected credit on him,
"and it could not have been a disservice to the truth as he later came
to see it!'
Worst of all, Auden was mistaken
if he thought he could conceal his
past, regardless of the amount of
revision. Although acknowledging
Auden's virtuosity and imagination,
his ability to be the "gifted actor and
mimic," Professor Beach finds his
lack of consistency disconcerting:

man,

In a work of art, as in a
we are
best satisfied when we are confidently
aware of a wholeness, or integrality, that
underlies aD the diverse and even conflict·
ing elements. And we are most satisfied
when there is a consistent thread running
through the whole course of a man's life
or the whole body of an artist's work.

And in Auden he takes no such satisfaction. His highest compliments
are withheld, for "it is, in the last
analysis, a question of identity, and
other things being equal, our fullest
admiration goes to the poet who on
this point never leaves us in doubt."
In fairness to Auden, one might
suggest that in comparison to Jeffers
the sources of his poetry have been
more eclectic. At his best-those
poems "which a poet is truly grateful
for," to borrow Auden's own words
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-there is a consistency of what
we might call human awareness. A
theme appears constantly in such
poems as ''Family Ghosts" (1930),
"Look, Stranger" (1935), ''Lay your
sleeping head, my love" (1937)' "In
Memory of W. ~. Yeats" (1939),
and "Sext" (1951). In Jeffers' poetry
there are abundant lines to suggest
that he viewed man as immaterial
to the existence of beauty in the
universe:
The beauty of things was born before
eyes and sufficient toitseH; the heartbreaJ:ing beauty
Will remain when there is no. heart to
break for it.
["Credo"]

But in Auden man in the act of perceiving or feeling emotion is the
highest form of beauty., higher even
than the object of his vision or
emotion:
How beautiful it is,
that eye-on-tbe-object loole.
["Sc:xt"]

Joe

-JOE M. FERCUSON, JR.

Ferguson, graduate assistant in
the UNM English Department, is
the founding father of one of
the newer, sma11poetry magazines,

"Inscape."
THE LOYALTIES OF ROBINSON JEFFERS, by Radcliffe
Squires. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1956. 202 pp. $4-25.
This book is one of few recent
tributes to an American poet whose
reputation has been declining since
1935. The reasons for this decline are
no doubt many, but perhaps a major
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factor here is the general intellectual
A comparison of the Good Grey
and religious trend of the modem Poet to Jeffers is at once surprising,
poets, like Eliot and Auden, toward but in spite of the latter's pessimism
orthodoxy. Jeffers has never altered Squires finds some important simihis position radically, and though his larities between the two, notably
poetry achieves major dimensions by their love for freedom and individvirtue of his thought, he has never . ualism. Whitman honored not only
seemed optimistic enough to be a transcendental idealism but also a
widely accepted. Critics have ac- scientific materialism. One of his
cused him of hysteria, formlessness, shortcomings, 40wever, was his inand dubious metrics, and, more im- ability to bring "materialism and
portant, his doctrine of Inhumanism idealism together in a single vision."
has been m~sinterpreted by being It was Jeffers who was to attempt
only partly understood.
this feat, and his attempt represents
Radcliffe Squires, himself a poet, "the first time in the Christian era
is at great pains to trace the develop- a poet was to test the face of Nature~
ment of Inhumanism, believing "it with the austere eyes of a Lucretius."
is the critical absurdity of the cen- Professor Squires finds a passage
tury to insist that this doctrine has in Whitman's Democratic Vistas
anything in common with nihilism." which seems to prophesy this event:
Squires finds Jeffers' too frequent
What the Roman Lucretius sought most
use of incest an attempt to symbolize nobly, yet all too blindly, negatively to do
the introverted mind, his attack on for his age and its successors, must be done
man a continuation of his attack on positively by some great . . . poet, who,
his own faults, and his philosophical
position, contrary to popular belief,
h auer
h
more near1y that 0f Scopen
than that of'Nietzsche. Unlike Nietzscbe, . who emphasized life above
everything, Jeffers chooses to be a
spectator of life, to find consolation
by realizing that Nature alone is immortal, and achieving, by identification with Nature, the union with
pure Idea which Schopenhauer advocates. This kind of compromised
idealism enables Squires to compare
Jeffers not only to Schopenhauer but
also to Lucretius and even to
Whitman.

while remaining fully poet, will absorb
whatever science indicates, with spiritualism. and out of them. and out of his own
genius, WIll compose the great poem of
death. Then WIll man indeed confront
Nature. and confront time and space . . .
and take his right place, prepared for life.
master of fortune and misfortune.

Indeed, Nature, time and space
are vital forces in Jeffers' poetry.
Moreover, since Jeffers is unable to
accept any concepts of heaven or
hell, death becomes the only method
of cleansing human sin. And not
only individuals, but whole civilizations flourish and die. Like Hart
Crane, William Butler Yeats, the
earlier Eliot, the earlier Auden and

/
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others who in their own ways either
anticipated or were influenced by
Oswald Spengler's Decline of the
West, Jeffers believes the principle of
atavism has been manifested abundantly in our own century. But in
spite of human error and frailty, man
can achieve nobility. This is where
materialism, or Inhumanism, can be
of use. By looking squarely at the universe, man can know and accept his
position. Professor Squires concludes
that the message, relevance, and solace of materialism are "different
from the message, relevance, and solace of humanism. Humanism teaches
us best why we suffer, but materialism . . . teaches us best how to
suffer."
Critics may object to Jeffers' peetic technique on many grounds, but

127

the primary reason for his decline in
popularity is, I believe, the trend of
his thought. Intellectually, we are
so steeped in humanism in our century that to acknowledge that man
is not the measure of all things
seems grossly out of step. It must be
said that as a human philosophy Inhumanism is basically a philosophy
of despair and rejection. Like Lucretian stoicism, it appears to be life
at a low key, offering little promise
at first sight. But perhaps in reality
it is a philosophy of greater dimensions than we suspect, for it is precisely of human self-consciousness
that Jeffers would have us rid ourselves. Once we do, life and the
universe offer us new esthetic possibilities, as does Jeffers' own poetry.
-JoEM. FERGUSON, JR.

uNIVERSIrt OF MICHIGAN

PRESS books are distinguished by a modem, stenciled "m" in a block
, of solid color. It was designed by George Lenox;
THE PURlTAN MIND, by Herbert Wallace Schneider. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1958.
271 pp. $1.85. Paper.
To the contemporary mind, eclectic and variable, challenged by many
ideas and ideologies, mistrustful of
absolutes as sources not of unity and
harmony but of frightfulness in their
name, Puritanism can have the re-
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pulsiveness of a museum of hated
corpses, victors and victims embalmed side by side. There are things
here that, after the Enlightenment,
men wished to forget; it was scarcely
conceivable that the mind could
ever have harbored them. The irrational aspect of the mind later
opened to view by psychoanalysis
and psychology merely deepened the
distaste, an ironic situation in view
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of the horrors that had to be faced
in our own time. Knowledge does
not bring evil to an end; this the
Puritans knew in their way, and there
are intimations that such trusters of.
the mtional as Fmnklin and Jefferson
knew they were whistling in the
dark. Still it is all very long ago and
very dead existentially-that is, as
living ideas, felt as well as expounded
by men in an historical context. The
Puritan Mind faces up to ~is; much
of its value, beyond the skillful execution, lies in its attitude and technique. Ideas are like organisms, with
soil, habitat, and flesh; they live and
die. Schneider sets out to sketch the
lives and'deaths of the basic themes
of Puritanism in America. The result
is an accuracy far beyond the scope
of the prejudice of reaction.
E. W. TEDLOCE, JR.
Dr. Ted1ock, author of three books,
is Professor of English at the University of New Mexico.

PAINT THE WIND, by Alberta
Hannum, ~ustmted by Beamen
Y~:NewYork: Viking Press, 1958.
2.06 pp. $4.5°.
Jimmy Toddy-as the reservation
school at Wide Ruins, Arizona, the
Marine Corps, and Bill and Sallie
Lippincott knew him-first gained
national attention as Beatien Yazz in
Alberta Hannum's Spin A Silver
Dollar, A deceptive simplicity pervades Mrs. Hannum's account of the
further growth of the young Navajo
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artist. The simplicity is not alone in .
the limpid, free flowing style, It derives more from suggestion than substance; from questions not mised,
from assumptions not stated.
As the story of a boy growing up,
seeking identification, moving towards love, it has charm and insight.
The fact that the boy is a Navajo and
has a gift for composing in color and
form, adds to the appeal. Instead of
a "poor boy makes good" story, it
becomes "poor primitive boy makes
good." One art critic, on viewing an
exhibit of the boy's paintings, was
moved to express the view that
nothing like them had happened in
the modem art world since the discovery of the Neanderthal cave dmwings in southern Fmnce.
Mrs, Hannum makes no such
claim. She is satisfied to sketch out
the nature of the problems which
confronted Jimmy Toddy, the boy
growing up. As a Navajo who has
been away from his people, serving
in the Marine Corps and witnessing
violent death, he found that returning to his home entailed more than
walking in and dropping his duffle
bag in the tmding post of his old
friends, the Lippincotts. He also
found that it was highly important
to him as a person that he accomplish the return. This involved ceremonial cleansing. It involved finding
acceptance both in his own age
group and in the larger society of his
people.
Also, and more particularly, as an
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artist he had the problem of translating his Navajo mythology, his
landscape, and his eye for incident
and detail into art forms that would
be individual and would also be
marketable. He had to incorporate
into himself the white man's trait of
reducing experience to symbols and
selling the symbols for a livelihood.
One gets the impression that
Jimmy Toddy, at the end of this account, has made many of the adjustments required of him. He has
married into a solid Navajo familytrue, a postscript tells us that Jimmy
soon ceased to live in the hogan he
built for his wife. But he is not too
far away, in a hogan built within his
own clan's district. His paintings are
finding their way into private collections and the best galleries.
This leads back to the opening
thought: that there is more here than
meets the eye. ,Much is talked and
written about the assimilation of the
American Indian. Various official
and unofficial schemes are offered as
devices for encouraging assimilation.
Perhaps an answer fairly close to
the truth of how assimilation comes
about is suggested in Jimmy Toddy's
story. It is an individual matter, a
matter of desire, of effort, and of
satisfaction.
Jimmy's people thought he was
"crazy" to go on painting. Some
rudely suggested that he get a job,
like janitoring. But Jimmy wanted to
paint, to sign his name to a finished
work in the white man's tradition,
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and to receive pay for his creation.
Having come by such a desire,
through whatever stimulation, it was
inevitable that he should travel his
own road and learn to take, that is,
assimilate, what he needed as he
went along.

-D'ARcy McNICKLE
D'Arcy McNickle, author of "They
Came Here First," The Epic of the
American Indian, J. B.Lippincott,
1949, is at present conducting a project in citizenship education among
the Navajo at Crown Point, New

Mexico.
GEORGE CURRY, 1861-1947, an
Autobiography, edited by H. B.
Hening, Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1958. 336 pp.

$6·5°'
New Mexico and its people seem
to have a curious affinity for another
land and another people halfway
around the world-the Philippine
Islands. It probably began even in
colonial times when both New Mexico and the Philippines were Spanish
possessions when, if my memory
serves me right, there seems to have
been at least one Spanish administrator from here who at one time or
another .held a similar post in the
Islands. But this attraction really
crystallized a half-eentury ago with
the Spanish-American War and occupation of the Islands. Many New
Mexicans, quite a few of whom were
ex-Rough Riders, joined the Army
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and served in the Philippines. Then,
in our own time, New Mexicans
again were drawn to the archipelago
when the famed 200th Brigade from
this state, sent there just before
World War II, later fought a brave
but losing battle with the Japanese.
This preliminary observation may
be somewhat beside the point, but
it is brought home in this new book
which contains so much background
of New Mexico and the Philippines
as seen by George Curry, a man active in both of these widely separated areas.
George Curry moved to New Mexico as a youth. A man of considerable
drive and strong character, he became one of the state's leading citizens between his experiences in the
Philippines. The story of Curry's life
must become a l'arge part of the story
of New Mexico in its formative and
most interesting period. Curry, who
became Governor of the Territory,
thinks to his friendship with Theadore Roosevelt, lived through an era
marked by men who were giants in
the affairs of this raw land when it
was a territory and later as a fledgling
state.
...$..
Told with the restrained garrulity
of an old man who lived and experienced much of the state's latter day
history, the book certainly will have
an assured place on the shelves of.historians and collectors of Southwestern Americana.
Buried within the conglomerate of
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bygone political machinations that
. Mr. Curry lovingly recalls, the reader
still will find many a nugget of information. Undoubtedly some of
these appear in print here for the first
time.
,.
There's the vignette concerning
Billy the Kid and· his hithertofore
unknown penchant for campaigning
for a friend in a political race. His.
methods were direct and, Mr. Curry
discovered, most successful as a
result.
But, of course, to most readers who
already have dug into New Mexico
history, one of the richer veins1:o be
found here is the authors account
of the mysterious death of Judge Albert J. Fountain and his young son.
When the pair disappeared without
trace in the desert wastelands between Tularosa and Las Cruces one
day in 1&)6, they furnished the nation with a mystery that has never
been solved to this day. However,
Mr. Curry's version of the case and
the part he played in it through his
acquaintance with most of the principals, opens up new avenues of speculation to students of this fascinating
enigma.
The disappearance of Judge Fountain and the boy set off a chain of
events that continued for several
years and threw the entire state into
two armed camps. Some of the state's
most famous men found themselves
arrayed against each other. The elimax came with the trial of Oliver
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Lee, a widely-known rancher, and
Jim Gilliland, another cowman, on
charges of murder in connection with
the death of Judge Fountain and his
son.
The hearing opened in May, 18<)c},
in Hillsboro, the county seat of Sierra
County, on a change of venue. It attracted national attention and was
reported by correspondents of several metropolitan newspapers, with
the Associated Press running a telegraph wire to this remote Western
mining town to transmit first-hand
news coverage for its clients, a rather
unusual feat for this part of the West
in that day.
Friends, witnesses, lawyers and reporters on the side of Lee and Gilliland set up a tent village at one edge
of the town, while a similar group
of adherents to the cause of Judge
Fountain made their camp on the
other side of the town. Nearly every
person was armed.
Arrayed on each side were some of
the finest legal talent in the territory.
Albert B. Fall, who went on to high
fame as a cabinet officer in President
Harding's administration, then later
to go down in disgrace in the infa·
mous Teapot Dome oil scandal, was
in charge of the defense. His assist·
ants were Harry M. Daugherty and
Harvey B. Fergusson. The district
attorney was R. P. Barnes, with
Thomas B. Catron, a notable New
Mexico lawyer and politician, retained by the state as special prose-
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cutor. William B. Childers of
Albuquerque, was retained by the
Masonic Order to"assist the prosecu·
tion.
It was at this trial that Fall was
warned at one point by Judge Frank
W. Parker, presiding, that the fiery
attorney's conduct made him liable
to a jail sentence for contempt. Fall's
historic reply, beloved by every at·
tomey, was, in effect, that the judge
might put him in jail, but not until
he finished his speech.
The trial ended in victory for Lee
and Gilliland when the jury returned
with a "not guilty" verdiCt after being out only ten minutes.
It is Mr. Curry's account of this
case and his revelation of private
conversations with several men who
were closely involved, that provides
some of the most exciting passages
found in the book. By some deductions, the reader will find the darkness suddenly less opaque and he can
catch a tantalizing glimmer of what
may well have been the answer to
this mystery.
Elsewhere, Mr. Curry's version of
his part in obtaining statehood for
New Mexico with the behind-thescenes political maneuvering also
proves enlightening. Others will find
high adventure in his account of a
Philippine incident, the battIe of
Mocton. It was here a false report of
the author's death brought momentary consternation and sadness to his
relatives and friends. One of the lat-
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ter was President Roosevelt, who appointed Curry governor of the Territory of New Mexico soon after the
incident.
Curry was an ardent Republican
throughout a period ~hen this political party predominated in New
Mexico. Some of his statements referring to a tiny n:tinority of Democrats in state political circles appear
strange to those accustomed to the
exact reverse in today's top-heavy
Democratic majority in New Mexico.
Mr. Curry's book is made interesting by a long file of colorful figures
who parade through its pages. They
are the men who figured in New
M~co and Philippine affairs" ranging from th~ high and the mighty to
the lowlier ones whose names would
have remained buried in the ignominy of obscurity without his resurrection. Now' they will be remembere4 a thousand years.

~
'

-RAYMONDF. WATERS

Ra~

I

d F. Waters is Sunday Editor of ?-Hobbs News-Sun. One of
his strongest leanings is toward the
early-day Southwestern scene. His
private library on this subject is probably one of the largest individual collections in the state.
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STEPHANA, by Joseph Foster. New
York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce,
1959· :218 pp. $3-50'
It is still difficult-and, fortunately, unnecessary-to judge the
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sociological accuracy of Joseph Foster's books with New Mexican setting. In the Night Did I Sing (1942)
was about rural and village New
Mexicans; Stephana is about New
Mexicans living in the dusty, littered,
and bewildered ou~kirts of Albuquerque in 1<)59. In both books there
is the same strain of poetic of poetized naturalism, the same spiritedness in the people, the same capacity
for aspirations beyond their grasp,
for degradation too easily within
their reach, for quiet and simple adjustment to life in the sweet, calm,
age-old way.
Are these people true to life? You
will get as many answers, probably,
as there are readers of the book. Although perhaps not statistically true
-who cares whether or not Raskolnikov is a statistically average or
typical Russian youth?-they are psychologically true. One is so obsessed
by discrimination as to make his way
slowly and painfully into acceptance
in a mechanized society. Another is /
so bewildered and so anti-social as to
wind up at the periphery, muted and
sullen. The parents of an amazing
family carry an ancient pattern into
a, hostile setting, living and dying
with dignity. Stephana, the titular
center of it all, through good naturedness, high sensitivity, and controlled spiritedness "comes through"
in a perfectly natural and non-melodramatic way. The grandeur of these
people's emotions and the ordinariness of the setting are a little as if
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Ben Hur were done on a midget-ear AN INTRODUCTION TO HAIrace track.
KU, An Anthology of Poems and
The last remark is meant com- Poets from Basho to Shiki, by Harpletely and entirely as a compliment. old G. Henderson. New York: DouThis is a poetized naturalism. These bleday, 1958. U)O pp. $4.50'
people are all fine horses. Some run
leThe seventeen-syllable Japanese
better races than others. Foster has
made it easy for readers who can find haiku-a three-line poem constructed
no realism unless there is realism in on extremely rigid principles, must
the setting. Realism of detail will adhere to the strictest aesthetic
rub off on the characters. But these standards of concreteness, objectivcharacters would be real in any set- ity, and suggestiveness." Thus the
ting, since they come out of their jacket blurb sets a rule of thumb for
author's imagination pursuing their recognizing one of the world's most
destinies and living out their natures elusive and challenging verse forms.
Japan is a nation of poets and p0in an almost foreordained or predestined way. This gives them some etry readers, where ''hundreds of
comic power too. Like lovers and thousands of new haiku are pubimpassioned artists, in their intensity lished every year," and some fifty
they run right up to the borders of monthly magazines, "most of them
successful commercial ventures," are
the comic.
Joseph Foster has achieved a very currently devoted to haiku verse, and
great economy of means. Dialog is another fifty dedicated exclusively to
terse but not bare. Narrative is plain the tanka, a form of poetry only
and totally unforced. Dramatic crises slightly less popular.
The haiku is avowedly "untransstrike with great suddenness but with
solid (not obvious) preparation. One latable," for reasons imbedded in
small fault I feel in the novel is that Japanese tradition, and because of
it has no central point-of-view; no the structure of the language, which
one sensibility is experiencing these eschews rhyme since all Japanese
things. Instead of being Stephana's words end in a vowel or "n".
Choosing haiku from five major
book, it is a book about Stephana.
But just knowing about Stephana is poets and their schools, beginning
with Basho, who was born in 16%
highly worth while.
and
ending with Shiki, who died in
-DUDLEY WYNN
U)02, Henderson presents some 375
Editor of New Mexico Quarterly examples, each rendered into Engsome years ago, Dr. Wynn is now lish verse, with literal translations
Dean of the Conege of Arts and interlinear with the Japanese, plus
Sciences, University of New Mexico. background to clarify allusions.
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The author warns us that the haiku
is not an epigram, and initiates us
into the subtleties of two-part "internal comparisons," as in Basha's
On a withered branch

a crow 1Jas settledAutumn nightfaIl.

wherein two pictures are compared
and contrasted-the specific moment
of the crow and the seasonal generality of an autumn night-each a
moody variation on such themes as
the palpable' blackness of the bird
and the amorphous blackness of
night But the reader conju(es up his
own bird, branch, and autumn evening-and thus participates in the

N M.Q.

Literally: "Falling-leaves fall pilingup rain rain (wo places rain in the
accusative) beats."
By example and explanation, Harold G. Henderson leads the reader
into the labyrinth of the haiku, and
nearly two hundred pages later releases him a convert to an art form
he has come to appreciate largely by
intuition and osmosis.
-ROLAND DICKEY

THE COMIC TRADITION IN
AMERICA: AN ANTHOWGY
OF AMERICAN HUMOR, edited
by Kenneth S. Lynn. New York:
Doubleday & Co., 1958. 463 pp.

$5.00•

poem.
A nineteenth-eentury
from Shika:

example

Railroad bach; a flight
of wild geese above them
in the moonlight dfght.

A sample from Issa (1762tI826),
who liked human themes:
RaiD on a spring day: "
to the grove is blown a letter
someone threw aWlI}'.

GyOdai (1732-<)3), a contemporary.
of Buson, presents an almost per~
fectIy balanced haiku:
The falling leaves
b11 and pile up; the rain
beats on the rain.

For this, the Japanese reads: Ochiba
oehi 1casanarite arne arne wo utsu.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol29/iss1/1

Though this collection is supplied
with excellent introductions to the
various selections, an anthology
must be judged by what is included
and what is left out rather than by
its editorial apparatus. Humor being
the personal matter it is, such criticism is partly disarmed by Mr.
Lynn's statement that the only criterion of selection was whether or
not he was amused. As he cannot
laugh at such "phunny phellows" as
Petroleum V. Nasby, Josh Billings,
and other bad spellers, he left them
out.
Yet the strength of this book is
also its weakness; it contains almost
no surprises, for Mr. Lynn's risibilities appear to be conventional academic ones. In "view of the sweeping
inclusiveness of the title, it is a
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shame that Mr. Lynn's taste didn't
waver from dead center, at least here
and there. According to this collection, our comic writing begins with
Franklin and ends with Finley Peter
Dunne, and between them the cap
and bells were worn by Washington
Irving, A. B. Longstreet, Seba Smith,
Johnson J. Hooper (Simon Suggs),
T. B. Thorpe, Edgar Allen Poe, Davy
Crockett, James Kirke Paulding,
James Russell Lowell, Joseph G.
Baldwin, George W. Harris (Sut
Lovingood), Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Herman Melville, Richard Malcolm
Johnston, Joel Chandler Harris,
Mark Twain, and Henry James. Except for Franklin, then, the American comic tradition seems to be
a nineteenth-century phenomenon.
Nathaniel Wflrd stands outside it at
one end, while James Thurber, Robert Benchley, Ring Lardner, and all
the others who appear in E. B. and
K. S. White's Subtreasury of American Humor stand outside at the
other, though perhaps they carry on
the received tradition. In short, we
have here documentation for Constance Rourke's American Humor,
the thesis of which is the widely accepted one that the folk tradition
in American humor-the tradition
which finds its apotheosis in Mark
Twain-is somehow identical with
the American character, and that to
understand it is to understand American character better.
Mark Twain is a central figure, of
course, but one notices that the ver-
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nacular tradition of the Southwestern tall tale which he brings to
culmination is only one of two alternatives. The vernacular contrasts
present society or that of the immediate past with an ideal, often an impossible ideal, but nevertheless an
indigenous one. The other tradition
-the one into which James fits, especially in the story included here,
"The Point of View"-contrasts
present society with European, often
English, society and with the European past. As ludicrous contrast is
the base from which social humor
springs· and most comic writing is
veiled social criticism, these have
been the two possible angles of vision for our humor.

Oddly enough, the "phunny phellows" here neglected, as they usually
are today, do not really belong to the
vernacular tradition at all, but were
its critics. One has only to ask what
their contemporaries found funny
about them to see this; and they were
funny, whatever their standing today. Lincoln, no mean humorist him-
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self, held up a Cabinet meeting to
read Artemus Ward's "High-Handed
Outrage at Utica." Their humor was
corrosive because, as Stephen Leacock pointed out long ago, the glory
of America in the middle of the
nineteenth century was that it could
spell-generations of New England
schoolmarms had seen to that, and
the spelling bee was still a national
pastime. The irreverence of these
humorists was a mockery of the culture's own sanctity; even the bad
spelling was finally incidental to their
criticism of provincial smugness. The
'point of the piece that tickled Lincoln so was that "Juclas Iscarrot can't
show hisself in Utiky with impunerty,,, as the r~table civic leader
of Utica put it. In their way, the bad
spellers stood outside and looked in
no less than the native expatriate Henry James or Finley Peter
Dunne's immigrant Mr. Hennessy;
the atrocious spelling gave their acid
criticis~ the immunity of the jester's
cap.
Both the outsiders and the insiders
were needed; but we have tended to
give greatest credit to the insiders,
and have come to asswne that theirs
is the true( tradition in American
"" Lynn includes Twain's
, humor. ~.
"Celebrated Jumping· Frog" storysu~ely as tired an old war horse as
you will find in any anthology-when
he might have used instead Twain's
translation, in broken English, of a
French translation of the same story.
The translation of the translation is
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to my mind much funnier. The original story is an insider's delight in the
hyperbole that we suppose essential
to the American character; but the
translation gives us in addition an
outsider's mordant comment on the
cocksure thinness of the monolingual culture in which that character
has developed. Though not evenly
proportioned-as perhaps it could
not be-Mr. Lynn's collection gives
us the standard documents of the
first great period of American comic
genius.
-CHARLES BoEWE
Assistant professor of English at the
University of Pennsylvania, Dr.
Boewe is book review editor of American Quarterly and a library research
associate of the American Philosophical Society. His writing has
appeared in American Literature, Atlantic Monthly, The Nation, New
England Quarterly, Prairie Schooner,
and Western Humanities Review.
FROM JANE AUSTEN TO JOSEPH CONRAD (Essays Collected
in Memory of James T. Hillhouse).
Ed. by Robert C. Rathburn and Martin Steinmann, Jr. Minneapolis:
The University of Minnesota Press,
1958. 306 pp. $5·75·
This collection of essays on nineteenth-century novelists, originally
intended to honor Professor James
T. Hillhouse on his retirement after
forty years of service to the University of Minnesota and the academic
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world, is published now as a memorial to him and his work.
The editors have avoided both extremely specialized and extremely
broad studies of the nineteenth-century novel. In the first essay, Professor Rathburn concisely but thoroughlyevaluates the contributions of
eighteenth-century writers to the development of the novel. In the last
essay, Professor Steinmann makes
some pertinent comments on the old
and new novel, voicing a muchneeded warning to readers who take
the conventions of any particular
kind of twentieth-century novel to
be the only acceptable novelistic conventions: they will misread the older
novels and many of the new ones.
In between these essays are studies
of several major and minor nineteenth-century novelists, the intention in each essay being to relate a
particular theme, technique, or interest of the writer to the whole body
of his work.
Scholars and general readers alike
will find the essays on the minor
novelists-Bulwer-Lytton, Elizabeth
Gaskell, Charles Reade, and George
Gissing-informative and enlightening. There are also studies of most
of the major novelists: Jane Austen,
Thackeray, Dickens, the Brontes,
Trollope, George Eliot, Hardy, and
Conrad; and a brief discussion of
three of the most interesting essays
will indicate the range of topics.
In his essay, "A Note on Dickens'
Humor," Douglas Bush praises the
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many recent studies that have shown
Dickens to be a much more subtle
and conscious artist than earlier critics had realized. He fears, however,
that a "too severely and solemnly intellectual and analytical" reading of
Dickens obscures the central fact
that he is a very great humorist. Professor Bush finds a primary source of
Dickens' humor in the tendency of
characters like Jingle and Sam Weller to dramatize themselves, like Falstaff and Malvolio before them; he
contrasts their humor with the unconscious and naive humor of Micawber and Pickwick. Although
Professor Bush says his short essay
is primarily a tribute to Professor
Hillhouse and not a major contribution to criticism, his comments are
both sound and thought-provoking
-a very fitting tribute to Professor
Hillhouse, whose comments were
likely to be of the same kind.
Both John Holloway and W. Y.
Tindall, writing on Hardy and Conrad respectively, challenge widely accepted interpretations of these writers' works. Professor Holloway
("Hardy's Major Fiction") argues
persuasively that the deepening
gloom of Hardy's late novels is the
result, not of. his ingrained fatalism,
but of his growing realization that
the old rural life he knows and loves
so well is doomed: and as much by
its inherent weaknesses as by the advances of science and technology. In
defending this thesis, Professor Holloway analyzes The Return of the
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Native, The Mayor of Casterbridge,
and Tess of the D'U,berviUes, the
three novels that provide most evidence for it.
, Professor Tindall ("Apology for
Marlow") 9isputes F. R. Leavis's
statement that Youth, Lord lim, and
the other stories in which Marlow
appears as narrator are Conrad's
poorest novels. This conclusion is not
tenable, Tindall feels, because it involves identifying Marlow with Conrad. In these stories, according to
Tindall, Conrad presents things not
as they are but as they appear to
Marlow, whose mind and imagination shape the fragments of experience"he observes or hears about. In
Chance, we really have Conrad's portrait of the artist, with Marlow's Ielationship to Conrad essentially the
same as Stephen's to Joyce.
Other especially interesting essays
are William Van O'Connor's uSam_
uel Butler and Bloomsbury," the first
attempt I know of to trace Butler's
connection with and possible influence on E. M. Forster, Virginia
Woolf, and others; Robert Heilman's uCharlotte Bronte's 'New'
Gothic/' dealing with Miss Bronte's
use of Gothic devices to dramatize
her characters' deepest impulses
rather than merely to exploit the
supernatural; Gordon S. Haight's
"George Eliot's Originals," which
discusses several characters and the
historical figures who served to some
degree as models for them; and Alan
D. McKillop's uCritical Realism in
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Northanger Abbey," a study of Jane
Austen's treabnent of the earlier
Gothic and sentimental fiction.
Obviously the essays comprising
From lane Austen to loseph Comad
vary as greatly in subject matter and
approach as nineteenth-eentury novels themselves. But though the essays
do not have a common theme, reflecting instead the special interests
of the contributors, taken together
they do indicate the main directions
the novel took in the nineteenth
century, in addition to presenting
insights into the work of individual
novelists. And though, as is inevitable in a book like this, the essays
are uneven in quality, most of them
are well worth reading. The book is
a very suitable tribute to the memory
of a devoted scholar and teacher.
-MARJORIE RYAN
A former student of Prof. lames T.
Hillhouse, Dr. Ryan teaches English
at Arizona State University.
THE VICTORIAN VISITORS,
An Account of The Hawaiian King-

dom, 1861-1866, including the lournal Letters of Sophia Cracraft,
Extracts from the Journals of Lady
Franklin, and Diaries and Letters of
Queen Emma of Hawaii, by Alfons
L. Korn. Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 1958. 363 pp. $6'75.
One of the most elegant and interesting books to come out of a
university press, The Victorian Visitors sets a high standard in re-
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gional publishing, scholarship, and
bookmaking.
Alfons L. Korn, of the Department
of English, University of Hawaii, has
assembled and fitted together with
mre nicety, letters, journals, and
background information which presents an intimate portrait of Hawaii
in the early 1860's. The basic documents include letters by Sophia Cmcroft, who visited "the Sandwich
Islands," now Hawaii, in 1861 as the
companion of her aunt, Lady Fmnklin, widow of Sir John Franklin, the
British explorer who perished in an
Arctic expedition which sought a
Northwest Passage in 184;'
Alert and informed travelers, Miss
Cracroft and Lady Franklin toured
Hawaii, became the close friends of
its royal family, and recorded in
proper Victorian ladylike-but not
squeamish-terms, their reactions to
the islands and the native, English
and American inhabitants at a time
when each culture was competing
for domination. The English ladies
were concerned with education,
health, religion, and politics, were
appalled by American nasal ac-
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cents, brashness, and anti-royalist approach. Through Queen Victoria
they encoumged the Church-of-England leanings of King Kamehameha
IV. Some years later they were hostesses to the widowed Queen Emma,
when she visited England, was a
guest of Queen Victoria, and toured
the Continent Little escaped their
written notice, from the scandal of
the Hawaiian King's firing a pistol at
a supposed rival, to the menu for a
royal banquet. The author calls the
Hawaii of their experiences a "period
piece," and hardly a page is not both
informative and charming.
Thomas Nickerson and Aldyth V.
Morris, of the University of Hawaii
Press, and Kenneth Kingrey, designer, are to be congratulated on
producing a fine book, successfully
handled in every intellectual and
physical detail. Book collectors will
enjoy the finesse of blind-stamped
initials for Queen Emma and Victoria on the dedication page-"two
great women in the world," as a
Hawaiian song has it.
-ROLAND DlCOY

THE OUTRIGGER CANOE on the symbol of the University
of Hawaii Press symbolizes the physical as weD as the

intellectual voyages of the Polynesians and more recent
settlers in the Pacific islands. It was designed in 1947, the
year the Press was established, by A. S. MacLeod, Honolulu artist.
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THE PUBLISHER'S DEVICE of Columbia University
Press was adopted June 13, 1<)03' The crown,
representing the crown of King's College, rests
above a book bearing the motto, "In Litteris
Libertas." The date 1754 indicates the founding
of Columbia University (as King's College) and
I&]3 is the year the Press was established. This
version of the colophon was drawn in 1939 by
the well-known typographer, Rudolph Ruzicka.

THE POETRY OF STEPHEN
CRANE, by Daniel G. Hoffman.
New York: Columbia University
Press, 1957. 320 pp. $5.00•
This excellent study of Stephen
Cra~ emphasizes his isolation; harnesses all the Freudian horses first
corraled by John Berryman; and follows Crane through allegory, Decadence, and naturalism, dwelling upon
his American heritage of Emerson,
Whitman, and Hawthorne.
Hoffman has considered Crane's
family; his religious background; his
l#"military heritage; his light 0' love, a
lady bown as Cora; and the literary
influences which may have shaped
his themes of the sacramentalism of
sacrifice in "The Red Badge of Courage" to environmental determinism
in "Maggie."
The result is almost a psychoanalyst's view of Crane's fatalism and
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the Biblical, blasted heath of his
poems, where the metaphoric imagination must serve instead of affirmation of self.
"Only Poe and Hemingway have
neared Crane's lonely outpost from
whi~h in his verse he views, and
makes us feel, the reality of a universe where force is law, where love
is doom, where God is cold, where
man's lot is fated misery, where hope
is narrowed to the possibility o{courage, and the reward of courage is
self-sacrifice."
This book is not only a valuable
.assessment of the poetry of Stephen
Crane, it is a key to his prose as well.
Dividend references to the unpublished writings of Crane in the Special Collections Department of the
Columbia University h'braries make
this a primary as well as a secondary
source of modem literature.
-RAMONA MARTINEZ
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THE HORNY-TOAD KITE, thread, and caught it ona telestory and pictures by Laura Atkin- phone wire to be rescued by a
son. Austin: The Steck Co., 1957. sparrow, the author tells with de31 pp. $1. 50. RUN SANDPIPER lightful cadence and spirited color
RUN, story and lithographs by drawings.
Well known as an artist, Lloyd
Lloyd L6zes Goff. New York:
L6zes
Goff demonstrates his skill
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1957. 32
pp. $2.50. FLY REDWINGFLY, as an author in two life-history bird
written and illustrated by Lloyd books for the older child. His
L6zes Goff. New York: Lothrop, years of painting in the Southwest
Lee & Shepard, 1959. 32 pp. and Mexico, and along various
$2.75. MAGIC FINGERS, by seashores, have given him clear
Lucille Mulcahy. Illustrated by graphic vision. Particularly effecDon Lambo. New York: Thomas tive are a landscape with blackbirdNelson & Sons, 1958. 124 pp. studded trees for Fly Redwing Fly,
and a seascape in Run Sandpiper
$2·75·
Run.
The ~to-l2 crowd will enjoy
Four juvenile books, by three
Albuquerque authors, pass the dif- Magic Fingers, about an Isleta girl
ficult test of catching and holding who learns from her grandmother
the child's attention.
to make pottery. Adventures inLaura Atkinson's Horny-Toad volve the Pueblo Governor's LinKite, for ages 4 to 7, has every child coln cane, suspected witchcraft,
at Montoya School making and and a couple of friendly pottery
flying a kite. Dario made the lit- dealers. Sound in development
tlest one, just the size of a "horny- and detaIl, the book is an admirtoad," and painted to resemble able introduction to Pueblo life.
-ROLAND DICKEY
one. How he flew it on a red
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.American Lit
re and Christim Doctrine, by Ra Clall Stewart. Baton Rouge:
Lo . .
tate University Press. 1958.
168 pp. $3.50.
Aristotle and tbe American Indians, A Study
in Race Prejudice in the Modern World,
by Lewis Hanke. Chicago: Henry Regnery Co., 19';9. 174 pp. $3.;0.
At Lady Molly's, a novel by Anthony Powell. Boston: Uttlc, Brown & Co., 19;8.
2'1 8 pp. $2·5°·
Cardinals and Saints, On the Aims and Purposes of the Arts in Our Time, by Arlene
Zekowski and Stanley Berne. Croton-OnHudson, N.Y.: Mctier Editions, 1958.
188 pp. $4.75.
Carl Sandburg: Tbe Sandburg Range, by
Carl Sandburg. New York: Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 1957.477 pp. $6.00.
Clwnber Music, by Sister M. Florian,
O.5.F. New Yorle: Pageant Press, 1958.
1'1 2 pp. h·50.
Collected Works 01 C. G. Tung, hion: Researcbes into tbe Phenomenology of the
Self, tmns. by R. F. C. Hull. Bollingcn
Series xx, Vol. 9 Part II. New York:
Pantheon Books, 1959. 35 8 pp. $4·;0.
ColIected Works 01 C. G. Tung, Psychology
and Religion : West and East, mns. by
R. F. C. Hull. BoUingcn Series xx, Vol.
11. New York: Pantheon Books, 19;8.
715 pp. $6.00.
Concise Dictionary 01 Tudaism, ed. by Dagobert D. Runes. New York: Philosophical
Libmry, 1959. 245 pp. $5.00 .
Contempomry Sociology, ed. by Joseph S.
Rouca. New York: Philosophical Ubrary, 1958. 12.21 pp. $12..00.
Democ:mtic Vism, A Dialogue on Life and
Letters in Contempomry America, by
Richard Chase. New York:. Doubleday
6: Co., 195 8. 19 2 pp. $3.95.
Development 01 tbe Detective Novel, by
A E. Murch. New York: Philosophical
Libmry, 1958. 274 pp. $6.00.

NM.Q.
Dictionary 01 Frencb Litemture, cd. by
Sidney D. BraUD. New York: Philosophical Library, 19;8. ~80 pp. $10.00.
Dream of Arcadia, Amcri&n Writers and
Artists in Italy, 1760-1915, by Van Wyck
Brooks. New York: E. P. Dutton & Co.,
195 8. 288 pp. $4.50.
Evelyn Waugh, Portrait of an Artist, by
Fredcriclc J. Stopp. Boston: Little, Brown
& Co., 1958. 256 pp. $4.00.
For tbe Glory 01 God, A Love Story, a
novel by Josephine Lurie Jessup. Nashville: Whitland Press, 1958. 466 pp.
, $4·95·
Game, a novel by Michael Hastings. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 19;8.
169 pp. $3·50.
German Idea 01 Freedom, History of a
Political Tradition, by Leonard Krieger.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1957. 552 pp.

$7·;0.
Gertrude Stein, Her Life and Work. by
Elizabeth Sprigge. New Yorle: Harper &
Brothers, 1957· 293 pp. $5.00 .
Home from tbe Hill, a novel by William
Humphrey. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
195 8. 317 pp. $3·95·
If tbe Mirror Break, a novel by Vaclav
Rezac. Tmns. by Fern Long. Philadelphia: Chilton Co., 1959· 35 8 pp. $4.75.
Inquiry and Expre;sion, A College Reader,
by Harold C. Martin and Richard M.
Ohmann. New York: Rinehart & Co.,
195 8. 765 pp. $5.00 .
Invimtion to tbe Voyage, The Short Happy
History of a First Trip to Europe. by
Leslie Katz. New York: Harcourt, Brace
& Co., 195 8. 253 pp. $3.95.
Jacques tbe Famlist and His Master, a novel .
by Denis Diderot. Trans. by J. Robert
Loy. New York: New York University
Press, 1959· 317 pp. $4·50.
Kurt Scbwitters in England, intra. by Stefan Themcrson. London: Gaberbocchus
Press Ltd., 1958. 6.. pp.
Love Among tbe Cannibals, a novel by
Wright Morris. New York: Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 1957· 254 pp. $3·50.
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Magic and Religion, Their Psychological
Nature. Origin, and Function, by George
B. Vetter. New York: Philosophical Library, 1958. 571 pp. $6.00.
Matters 01 Concern, a novel by Stanley
Baron. Boston: Little, Brown & Co.,
195 8. 320 pp. $4.00 .
Mr. Pepys of Seething Lane, A Narrative
Based on Pepys' Diary, by Cecil Abernethy. New -York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1957. 397 pp. $6·95·
Natural Science 01 Stupidity, by Paul Tabori. Philadelphia: Chilton Co., 1959.
300 pp. $4·5°'
New View 01 Congreve's Way 01 tlJe
World, by Paul and Miriam Mueschke.
Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 195 8. 85 pp. $3.00.
No Time lor Tears, a novel by Peter Neagoe. New York: Kamin Publishers, 1958.
288 pp. $~'50'
On Love, Aspects of a Single Theme. by
Ortega YGasset. Trans. by Toby Talbot.
New York: Creenwich Editions, Meridian Books, 1957. 205 pp. $3.50'
Orchestra 01 the Language, by Ernest M.
Robson. New York: Thomas Yese1off,

1959· 206 pp. $5·50'
Papers from the Eranos Yearbooks, Man
and Time. ed. by Joseph Campbell.
Trans. by Ralph Manheim and R. F. C.
Hull. Bollingen Series xxx, Vol. 3. New
York: Pantheon Books, 1957· 434 pp.

$5.00 .
PavanDes and Divagations, by Ezra Pound.
New York: New Directions, 1958. 257
pp. $4·75·
People's Plato, by Henry L. Drake. New
York: Philosophical Library, 1958. 663
pp. $7·5°'
Permanent Peace. A Check and Balance
Plan, by Tom Slick. Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1958. 191 pp.

$2·95·
Plato, An Introduction, by Paul Friedlander. Trans. by Hans Meyerhoff. Boltingen Series LIX. New York: Pantheon
Books, 1958. 448 pp. $5.00.
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Principles ot Semantics, by Stephen Ullmann. New York: Philosophical Library,

1957· 35 6 pp. $10.00.
PrizeJtories 01 1958, The O. Hemy
Awards, ed. by Paul Engle and Curt
Harnack. Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1958. 312 pp. $3.95.
St. .Petersburg, a novel by Andrey Biely.
Trans. by John Coomos. New York:
Grove Press, 1959· 33 6 pp. $4-75'
Riders 01 Judgment, a novel by Frederick
Manfred. New York: Random House,
1957· 378 pp. $3·95·
Ten Medieval Studies, by G. G. Coulton.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1959. 315 pp.

$1.60.
Territory Ahead, by Wright Morris. New
York: Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1958. 247
pp. $4·5°'
Thackeray, The Age Of Wisdom, 18471863, by Gordon N. Ray. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1958. 541 pp.

$8.00.
Trading Stamp Practice and Pricing Policy,
ed. by Albert Haring and Wallace O.
Yoder. Bloomington: Indiana University
. Bureau of Business Research. 412 pp.

$6.00.
Treasury of Superstitions, by Claudia de
Lys. New York: Philosophical Library,
1957· 317 pp. $4·75·
Unspeakable Skipton, a novel by Pamela
Hansford Johnson. New York: Harcourt,
Brace & Co., 1959. 253 pp. h.95.
Values in a Universe of Chance, Selected
Writings of Charles S. Peirce,· ed. by
Philip P. Wiener. Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1958. 470 pp. $3.95.
POETRY
A Bed of Strawberries, by Mary Phelps.
New York: Voyages Press, 1958. 32 pp.
Regular edition, $2.00. Signed edition,

$5.00 •
Carol Lynn, A Self·Portrait in Verse, by
Carol Lynn Rowe Lowery. New York:
Exposition Press, 195 8. 54 pp. h·5 0 •
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Emily Bronte, A Psychological Portrait, by The Poetry of Experience, The Dramatic
Norma Cr:mdall. Rindge. N. H.: Rich·
Monologue in Modem Literary Tradi·
tion, by Robert Langbaum. New York:
ard R. Smith Publisher, Inc., 1957. 178
pp. $3.00.
Random House, 1957. 247 pp. $4.50'
Green Against Linen and Other Poems, by Prolegomena to the Study of Yeat's Poems,
Antonio Giraudier. New York: Boolcman
by George Br:mdon Saul. Philadelphia:
Associates, 1958. 89 pp. $3.00.
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1957.
196 pp. $5.00.
In Love with Time, Poems, by Laura
Benet. Sanbornville. N. H.: Wake-Brook The Sacred River, Coleridge's Theory of
the Imagination, by James V. Baker.
House. 1959. 55 pp. $1.00.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univer·
Loonshadow, by Irma Wassall. Denver:
sity Press, 1957. 322 pp. $4.5 0 •
Experiment Press, 1959...8 pp. h.oo.
Machines & illusions, by David Gallatin. I Shakespeare, From Richard II to Henry V,
New York: Broadaxe Press. 60 pp.
. by Derek Traversi. Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1957. 206 pp. $4.25.
Moment in Ostia, by Sister M. Ther~.
New York: Doubleday & Co., 1959. 96 Theophile Gautier, His Life and Times, by
Joanna Richardson. New York: Coward·
pp. $3.00.
McCann, 1959- 337 pp. $5.00 .
One Squeding Straw, Eclogues, by Rich·
Twenty-One
Poems and a Play, by Bruce
ard Lyons. Fargo: The North Dakota
P.
Woodford.
Denver: Alan Swallow,
Institute for Regional Studies, 1958. 29
Publisher, 1958. 60 pp. h.50'
pp. $1.00.
Poems of American We, by Merrill Moore.
New York: Philosophical Library, 1958.
287 pp. $...00.
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PA WNEE BILL, A BIOGRAPHY OF MAJOR GOROON W. LILLIE
by Glenn Shirley
GoRDON

LIum, celebrated as PAWNEE BIll, created American theatrical history

as rival and then partner of Buffalo Bill in the spectacular. Wild West Show.
"Its wild Indians were terrifying~ its horsemen were death-elefying, and not the
least of its attractions was Pawnee Bill, wearing long, flowing hair and buckskin,
who. from horseback, plugged glass balls in mid-air with six-shooter and Winchester." His wife, a Philadelphia society\belle, shared equal billing in his performances as MAY LILLIE-GIRL DEAD SHOT.
Lillie's 82 years (1860-1912) spanned dramatic careers as teacher and champion
of the Pawnees, trapper, hunter, cowboy, showman, and entrepreneur. He led
the land boomers in opening Oklahoma Territory, served as a civic leader, preserved Western landmarks, built highways, and ran a fabulous buffalo ranch.
Illustrated from early dime-novels, plus eight halftone photographs. 6x9",
264 pp., bibliog., ind~x.
$5.00
MEXICAN COOKBOOK, by Erna Fergusson
MORE THAN 100 authentic Mexican recipes, assembled by a famous native-born
Southwestern author, make this the basic Mexican Cookbook. Each recipe has
been tested by a home economist, and the simple step-by-step method calls for
ingredients obtainable from American grocers. Seven complete, traditional
Mexican menus are given. Divided into conventional food categories, and
completely indexed, this book is easy to use. ERNA FERGUSSON, author of
Dancing Gods, Fiesta in Mexico, and a dozen other books, was born in Albuquerque. She collected these choice recipes from old-time friends here and
South of the Border. With charming two-color drawings by Li Browne, this is
the standard reference and the perfect gift. 5X7Y2", 128 pp., illus., index. $2"50
HOW COME IT'S CALLED THAT?
by Virginia Madison and Hallie Stillwell
PUCE NAMES in the Big Bend Country of Texas, their source and substance,
are characters in this book. Big Bend topography is enlivened by scores of
fine names like Persimmon Gap, Cow Heaven, Red House Tank, Contrabando
Creek, Vinegaroon. Fraught with idioms of the people who lived in this
7-million-acre pocket of the Rio Grande-mapmakers, ranchers, robbers, railroaders, Indians-How Come It's Called That? is an Americana item of stories
$4.25
behind the signposts. 6x9", 150 pp., 2 maps, photos.
~
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